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Two Attorneys Preient

Department Tales

Opinions on Taxation

of the Holland Chamber of ComProblems in Allegan
Campaign tor Hospital merce, and the Retail Merchant*
Placed on Football
* d Aaioclation.
The Board of Education held
Austin J. Buchanan, acting
George Heeringa, president
plans call for much the aame
• special supper meeting Monday
Hart and Cooley Manufacturingprogram as last year starting with
principal of Holland High School,
night preceding the regular meetCo., and Ab Martin, general man* g parade of religiousfloats it 7
With the fear of disbanding ing to hear •opinion* by two local
informed the Board of Education
ager of Hermetic Motor Depart- p.m. proceedingwest on Eighth
taxationissues In
by letter at a regular meeting Monment. General Electric Co., have st. to Civic Center where a pub- banging over the Holland City attorneys
school districtsin adjoining Allebasketball
league,
the
city
recreaday night that he does not plan to
been appointed co-chairmen of uc program will follow. Store winindustryGifts Committee of
downtown will be darkened tion department today picked up gan county. After i. two -hour
renew his contract at the1 dose of
meeting the board adjournedand
Holland
Hospital
building
fund
for
the
occaaion except those the league announced plans for
the present year and felt he should
then pursued the subject again at
c^pal^. J^e gori of the com- Uyhich have Chriitmaa displays organization.
the regular meeting.
advise the board at this early date
mittee is S50.0M I® to*
icnd themaelves to the ipirlt
Specifically,the question was:
This year, four teams will be
so that there would be adequate
"second mile
of the occasion.
"Would the problems of taxation
entered
In
the
league
and
Harold
opportunity to plan for the next
Speaking for the campaign
year’s festival aimed at
preclude successful annexation to
Marvin Miller. Second row, Peter Miedema,
ecutive committee, H e n r y S. -keeping Christ in Christmas” was Streeter, presently head of the B the school districtof the city of
DRAFT GROUP LEAVES
Eighteen young
school year.
Nelson Brower, Joel Glashower, Lawrence
Maentz prerident of First NaUon- teniled a great success. There and C basketball leagues, will Holland any districtor districts
men including four from Holland left the Grand
“I must state that events of
al Bank, said. We appreciate the Were overflow crowds at Civic
Kerkstra,
Gerald
Koster.
Back
row,
Delwyn
that may lie wholly or in part in
take over as league director.
Haven
Armory
Tuesday
afternoon
for
induction
the past two months have indicated
impohtant civic responsibly center. This year arrangements Harry Hulst, long - time city Allegan county?”
Arendsen,
Gerald
Holstege,
Clarence
Steenwyk,
into
the
armed
forces.
Front
row,
left
to
right,
that I cannot work with maximum
which has been accepted by the are being made for overflow league president has gsigned,
Presenting opinions were Atty.
Wesley Vande Guchte, Melvin Feenstra, Robert
Edward Kluting, Vernon Karsten,Jarvis Ter
effectivenesshere. I feel that unco-chairmenand the members of crowds in the exhibition room and Joe Moran, recreation direct- Pater S. Boter and Atty. Vernon
Ebels,
Ronald
(Sentinel
photo)
Haarr Howard Vande Vusse, John Timmer,
die Industry Gifts Cornmittee. We . ^re a pubiic address system will or, announced that Streeter would D. Ten Cate. Both pointed to tho
due emphasis has been and is now
feel confident that the industry be installed,
step in until another qualifiedper- complex difficulties in tax bases,
placed on football, and I do not
goal will be made, for our Indus- associationon the main committee son can be obtained.
assessments and the general diffifeel that the high school adminisMrs. N. Hoffman Dies
tries can always be counted upon Representing the ministerial Right now, Hollander Beverage, culties Involving 15 -mill limitatration has been tfven adequate
Tirrell to
to do their proportionate share, associationon the main committee l.4t year’s champs, H. E. Morse tions. Ten Cate’s statement was
At Convalescent
The gifts of industriesrepresent are
Rev. Francis Dykstra of and R. E. Baiter, both In the more detailedand tended to point
time or backing in meeting the iscontributions from the corpora- Harlem, the Rev. John Nieuwsma league last year are set to go out more obstacles. He favored anMrs. Nicholas Hoffman, 38, of
sues involved.As one of my major
tions only. Employes will be soli- 0f Fourth Reformed Church and along with a new entry, Zeeland nexation in Ottawa county, but
Waukazoo, died at Parkview Confields was physical education, I District
cited at their homes during the the r^v. Fre(j Handlogten of Mon- Lumber and Supply, comprised felt that in Allegan county there
valescent Home in Zeeland Monhave an intense interestin athlepublic drive in
,ello park. ja(;k Plewes and of ex-Zeeland High players.
day afternoon followingan extendwould be no solution other than
tics for the welfare of every boy
More than 100 Chippewa District ed illness. Mrs. Hoffman was born
Dr. John E. Tirrell, dean of
Solicitation by the Industry Gifts George Heeringa represent the
Team fees this year will be 550 possibly annexing a section to
and girl. I dislike the trend toward
Scout leaders attending the in Holland to the late Mr. and Grand Rapids Junior College,will Committee will start immediately.Community Service committee of apain Moran reported and there the municipality, and this only
emphasison winning, “he wrote.
Mrs. Leonard Reimink and had speak at the annual Hope College Members of this committee in- the Chamber. The Junior Cham- will be no season tickets sold. Op- with the greatest difficulty.
“I want you to know that the high "Roundtable” meeting at Third
lived in this communityall her footballand cross-country teams clude Gerald Appledom,A. G. ber of Commerce is aiding with eration of the league will depend In pursuing the subject again
school facultyis composed of loyal, Reformed Church Tuesday evening
some hours later, the board delife. She was a member of Third dinner Thursday night in Durfee Buys, Wilbur Cobb, John Emmick, arranging the parade and Ken- on gate receipts.
hard working people whose friend- heard Robert G. Rescorla, District
Hall at 6:30 p.m.
Reformed Church.
cided that it must m«ke*a deciTentative
plans
call
for
the
1 1!’ ^fn,ch\G'. W' Haworto. Ray neth Kleis is parade chairman.
ship and complete cooperation I Commissioner, announce an allSurvivingare the husband; Dr. Tirrellwas graduatedfrom Kolk, Michael M. Potter,Earl Ra- To date, floats are scheduled by league opening Wednesday, Dec. sion very soon on what it will rechave fully enjoyed. The coaches out drive during November and one sister, Mrs. David (Rose) Von Hope in 1949 and received the Dr.
in Holland Armory. This night ommend to the local area in the
gains, LaVern E. Rudolph, Art Prospect Park Christian Reformed
are an especially fine group of December to increase the use of Ins of Holland; three brothers, R. Otto van der Velde All -Campus
Schwartz, Robert Sligh, R. W. Church, Young people of Ninth has been regarded as City League way of school reorganization.Some
teachers who deserve complete Boys’ Life magazine, official Howard Reimink of Chicago, John Award, presentedannually to »he
members felt that the legal tleups
Snyder, Ben J. Staal. Hans Su- street Christian Reformed Church, night for several years.
support.
program magazine of the Boy and Raymond E. Reimink of male student considered highest in zenaar, G. V an Putten and P. D. y^tb group of Wesleyan MethoThe league will be called the would preclude any Allegan school
“I have enjoyed working with Scouts of America. The magazine Holland.
scholarship, leadershipand ath(jist Church, Men’s Adult Bible Holland City Basketball A league districts in a general school annexHolland High students throughout promotion program is being conMrs. Hoffman had been a pa- letics. Tirrell was an outstanding Concering the program, co-chair- clasg of Maplewood Reformed
ation program, and others felt that
my 15 years here and I am sure ducted in the interest of better tient at the Convalescent Home country team.
the area school study has indicatman
Heeringa
stated."It is moat church, Sixth Reformed Church,
there are no finer people any- reading for the boys in this area. 1 Zeeland for five weeks. She had
ed strongly that certain Allegan
Besides the football and cross- important that the necessary funds Men’s Brotherhoodof Fourth Rewhere. They have been more than
Fred Hieftje, representingthe lo- been in ill health since she under- country team, senior athletes from be raised so that the complete formed Church, "Religion for Tosections must be integrated into
helpful in their approach to the cal district committee as Boys’ went brain surgery a b o . t two
the school program. As one memarea high schools interested in expansion plans can be carried fry" of sixteenth Street Christian
crowded conditions this year.
Life chairman has releasedfig- years ago. Her husband formerly attending Hope will be guests at out, for it is essential that the peo- Reformed Church, Men’s society
ber put it, "You can’t build a fence
"I hope that your school study ures showing that 48 percent of the operated Hoffman’s Restaurant.
or 32nd St!”
the dinner with their coaches or pie of this area have an adequate of Montello Park Christian ReIn
will soon culminate in a new faci- active Scouts in this district are
Otters felt that the obstacles
a member of the alumni varsity hospital.Because of the human!- formed Church, Christ’sAmbassality for them. I have enjoyed my now using the magazine as a regwere not Insurmountable, pointing
club.
tarian nature of this project, I feel
ot Assembly of God ,and Haryears In Holland it is not without ular part of their ScoutingproTwo persons were injured Fri- to the reorganization program of
Martin Bekken of Lansing, pres- confident that the industry of this icra Reformed Church,
some regret that I will leave you,” gram. This includes 33 percent of
day night in a two-car collision Plainwell which took in sectionsin
ident of the alumni varsity H area will accept its fai| share
The
Nativity Scene, which the
Buchanan concluded.His letter the Cub Scouts, 77 percent of the
Club, will preside. Coach Russ De responsibilityin this urgent 'sec- junior Chamber of Commerce pro- on US-31 In front of the Pent Allegan, Barry and Kalamazoo
was dated Nov. 5.
Electric Go. south of Holland. A counties.
Boy Scoujs, 33 percent of the ExVette will introducemembers of ond mile
a COuple of years ago for
Board President Wendell A. plorers. 'Hieftje’s program is aim-1
small dog was killed.
Upshot was that the board will
the grid team and Coach Larry
Co-chairman
Martin
stated,
"I
Centennial
Park,
will
again
be
usa
Miles read a letter dated Nov. ed at providingthis worthwhile
Roy Repp, 71, route 1, Fenn- hold another special meeting Nov.
Green, members of the cross- feel confident that this drive will ed on the stage of Civic Center
9 signed by high rchool teachers reading for all boys.
ville, was hospitalized overnight 26 at 7:36 p.m. on the subject By
country eatm.
have the whole-hearted support of
pr0gram.
expressing deep regret and stating
Four prize turkeys brought a
Other activities at the roundtable
Selecion of the team’* most Industry. This campaign deserves The impressivecandlelightpro- for observation wWrhead injurie# that time, representativesin outthat they regarded Buchanan as an included an enthusiastic session total of J682.72 Thursday evening
lying actions will have received
valuable player and the 1957 cap- the full support of industry be- cesslonal,four abreast, by the two and lacerations.
able educator and an efficient ad- for Den Mothers on Christmas at an auction sale which climaxed
Tunis Lubbers, 21, of 536 West their copies of the area sehool
tains, as selected by the teams, cause industry is interestedin the choirg of Holland High and Chrisministrator. The letter mentioned craft projects.Great quantitiesof the all - day West Michigan 4-H
will be announced by De Vette. welfare of its employes and will tian High again will launch the 48th St was treated for lacerations study.
the crowded conditions and the aluminum foil and storofoam piec Turkey Show at Holland Civic
In other business, Member
James Van Hoeven, former All
lt civic Center. There and bruises at Holland Hospital
many problems resulting there- es were distributed. Boy Scout Center, sponsored by the Rural MIAA Hope player and now a stu- do all it can to help provide adeJames Hallan reported on a meetand released.
quate hospitalfacilitiesfor its em- also will be group carol singing a
from and particularly mentioned Leaders met for the first time un- Relations committee of the Holdent at Western Seminary will ployes and for all other people of meditation by . layman and choir Allegan County deputies said the ing of the AthleticCouncil in
Buchanan’s interest in the stu- der the leadership of C h e s te r land Chamber of Commerce.
two cars sldeswiped on US-31. The which school spirit, the 5800 footgive the invocation.
this area.”
selections.
dents.
impact sent the Repp car across ball deficit, band trips, possibility
Smith, newly appointedassistant A total of 5272.81was received
Gerrit
(Curley) Wiegerinkof
Top three winning floats will be the highway Into the Pent Elec- of joining a conference and other
Supt. Walter W. Scott concurred districtcommissionerassigned to by Jack De Witt, son at Mr. and
Grand Rapids, another former
awarded plaques or cups. All oth tric Co. parking lot where it struck subjects were discussed. There
Mrs. Marvin De Witt of Borculo
with the regret and sentiments ex- Boy Scout Roundtables:
Hope athlete and former Holland
ers will receive corjimunityawards
for his Grand Champion Tom tur
pressed by the teachers and said
was further discussion on having
a parked car.
High coach, will lead comnfunity
from the Chamber of Commerce
key which weighed 24 pounds and
he perhaps had an even deeper inA small dog in Repp’s car was Holland in a footballconference,
singing.
four ounces. It was sold to the
terest in Buchanan’s career in
killed. Mrs. Lucille Repp had just pointing to posslbUitieeof linking
Plumb's Super Market of Muskeview of having worked closely with
left their car and stopped at the cerUin Grand Rapids s e h o o 1 s,
Committee Selected for
gon for 511.25 a pound. Grand Three Civil Suits Are
in
him the last six years, grooming
Pent Electric Co. to ask the ad- Grand Haven, Muskegon Heights,
Champion winner for the hen was
Benton Harbor and schools of like
and encouraging him in administraNew
Reformed
Church
dress
of a nearby veterinarian.
new truck route has gone
Richard Kerstein, son of Mr. and Filed in Circuit Court
tive work and seeing him take
A
few
minutes
later the cars enrollments.
into effect that will carry the large I A iteering committee of five
Mrs. William Kersteinof White
Supt. Walter Scott pointed again
the position of assistantprincipal
crashed. Deputies were*unableto
GRAND
HAVEN
(Special)
semis
around the perimeter of members was selected at the thin
Cloud,
Newaygo
County.
The
bird
in charge of operations.
talk to Repp Friday night to deter- to the excellent cooperationbeThree suits have been filed in Otmu30
organizationmeeting of persons inScott pointed out that the board
The Kiwanis Chib of Holland met weighing 17 pounds and two tawa CircuitCourt.
mine what had happened. Lubbers tween the Board of Education and
The through state trunks on terestedin forming a new Reformounc
ns
was
bought
by
Russ’
Drivehas always given enthusiasticsup- Monday night in the Tulip Room
said
Repp pulled out in front of the Athleticcouncil and said the
Thomas De Mull, Sr., of Hud- River Ave.. Michigan Ave., and e(i Church southwest of Holland in
In of Holland at 512 a pound for a
port to every phase of the school of the Warm Friend Tavern.
him
from the west side of US- board on occasionhas been under
sonville is seeking 525,000 judg- State St. still remain in effect.
vicinityof 32nd St. About 50
criticism by townsfolkfor payprogram and the board and faculAs their guest speaker, Miss total of 5205.50.
31.
Bill De Witt, Jr., son of Mr. and ment from Fred R o e 1 o f f for
The new routes are aimed at tak- arsons attended the meeting
ing an extra 53.400 above schedule
ty have worked closely together Barbara Lampen, teacher at HolThe
two
cars
were
extensively
Mrs. William G. De Witt of Bor- injuries received by his six-year- ing tmeks off the heavily traveled Tuesday night in the basement of
I on all programs.
land Junior High School, spoke on
damaged while damage to the on salaries for football whereas the
old son, Thomas De Mull, Jr., Oct. streera and routing them around Trinity Reformed Church, the
basketball expenditureis 51.700.
As an example, he pointed to her experience as an exchange culo was winner of both the Reparked car w’ax minor.
serve Champion Tom and Reserve 21, 1955, when the child was hit to* outskirtsof the
"mother church” of the new orPossibilityof a parents’ organthe series of informal meeting to teacher when she traveled to the
Champion Hen entries.The tom by Roeloff’s car. The allegation aty Manager Herb Holt 8aid Lanizat|on*
ization on the sports front also
study the needs of the school pro- Netherlands to. teach under the
weighed 25 pounds and was sold contends the child received per- this also applies to trucks making ,plaM were made to start 8er
Minnie Losey, 78,
was discussed.
gram. He said the first such meet- Fulbright System of exchange.
to Van Raalte’s Restaurantat 55 manent injuries which will make local deliveries w h e n possible. Nov. 25 in Montello Paric
A communicationwas read from
ing was devoted to guidance study, Miss Lampen told about this
a pound for a total of 5125 and it impossible for him to share in Warning tickets will be issued for
be a morning Dies Following IDnett
Buy E. Bell, superintendent (4 the
and shortly thereafter the super- system of teacher exchange and
the hen which weighed 15 pounds games and sports with other boys. the next 30
worship at 10 a.m.. Sunday School
intendent’s office was moved in explained the opportunitiesfor the
Mrs. Minnie R. Losey, 78, of 844 Board of Public Works expressing
Nancy H. 'Stearns of Grand
two ounces went to Plumb’s at
order to make room for counseling. American teachers to o b t a i n a
I? ,tW0 ifc.Uo,u 01 at 11:30 a.m. and an evening wor- West 26th St., died Saturday appreciation for allowing the BPW
55.25 a pound for a total of 579.41. Haven Is seeking 52,500 from Rog- the Ordinance Code which .tate: sh,
preacher»
These informal studies also took new experience in other school
at Ebenezer ConvalescentHome to drill temporary wells on school
Both the De Witt boys, who are er and Dave Emelander for in1. No person shall operate any
b chosen
property at 25th St and Van
in vocational education, physical systems abroad.
cousins, purchased their birds juries received Feb. 16, 1954. Mrs. through truck upon any street of| Serving on thc steeringcommit. following an extended illness.
Raalte Ave. last summer.
education, languages, mathematics "In the Netherlands,” Miss
She
was
born
to
the
late
Mr.
from Bill and Marve's Turkey Stearns alleges that her husband’s
and many other subjects to ac- Lampen said, "the students do not Hatchery at Borculo. Their com- parked car was struck by a car the city except upon those streets tee are James H. Klomparens, and Mrs. Gelte Reidsma in Hol- The board okayed a contract redesignated as truck routes.
lease for Mrs. Georgia Condon,
quaint the board with the total have any electives,they are bined winnings amounted to 5477- driven by Roger Emelander which
land and lived here until her marninth grade English and citizenship
program of the school and he felt forced to take all the subjects that .22. Although the Turkey Show is was operated without lights at
iage
when
she
made
her
home
in
to any extent either load or unload i
teacher,as soon as suitable rethat the board has always been the schools offer. The examinaGene
Vande
Vusse,
acting
Sunday
East
Orange,
N.J.
She
returned
open to contestants from eight 11 p.m.
concerned with the total school tions are given by the government. counties,only four, Allegan, Otta- The Hawkeye Security Insur- within the city shall drive upon School superintendent, and Frank to Holland 13 years ago when her placement is found. The Condons
program and anxious that no one The students’ subjects are much wa, Kent and Newago, participat- ance Co., assignee of Charles Ren- designated truck routes wherever Meyer. Wayne Jacobusse was husband Martin died. Mrs. Losey are moving to Lansing where Mr.
possible; provided, however, that
Condon has taken a new position.
aspect be overemphasized over more in detail than the subjects ed.
nison, is seeking 5469.47 plus costs this requirement shall not apply to named chairman of a site commit- attended First Reformed Church Edward Donivan, administrative
any others.
of Central Park and was active
taught in our public schools."
About 130 attended the auction from H. R. Henderson of Seneca, the drivers of trucks which are tee.
assistant,presented his annual
in the Ladies Aid and Booster SunLast year and this year, the inA discussion was held on the sale with Jack Plewes, member 111., for damage to a motor vehi- used principallyin mtking local
school
enrollment estimate report
day school class.
/ formal meetings on school curri- politicalparty affiliationduring of the Holland Chamber of Com- cle Aug. 15, 1956. According to
ofr 1956, containing a wealth of
ISO Persons Visit
She is survived by one brother,
culum were supplanted by many the Dutch reelectionsduring 1955, merce acting as master of cere- the information, D. J. Christian deliveries.
Holt said the entire new truck
Chris A. Reidsma: three sisters, material on enrollmentin the
meetings on area study, and Supt. the structures of the different par- monies. Auctioneer A1 Dozema of was operating a semi owned by
Prestatie Hais
city and all sending districts as
route has been well marked. DeMrs. Ralph Van Lente, Mrs. Dick
Scott made public recognition at ties and the religiousaffiUations. Zeeland donated his services for Henderson which swung into anwell as a breakdown on public
tailed copies of the route are
Van
Der^
Meer
and
Mrs.
Frank
commencement exercises last
About
150
persons
attended
open
the 4-H. Richard Machiele, county other lane of traffic and struck
and parochialschools. Projected
available
at
the
City
Hall
or
the
Kleinheksel,
all
of
Holland.
June of the 100 or more meetings
house Monday night at Prestatie
agricultural agent, int educed the Rennison car at M-21 and
figures up to 1964 point to even
police station.
Pedestrian
Slightly
board members had attended on
Huis (AchievementHouse) which Funeral services will be held more complicated school problems
members who assistedin the sale. Main St. in Zeeland.
at
Nibbelink-Notier
Funeral
Chapel
that subject.
is
a
school
for
mentally
retarded
Romeny Graham, 4-H club agent
Hurt in Grand Haven
In the future.
at 2 p.m. Monday with the Rev.
Scott said the board's expressions
children.
of Newaygo county, recordedthe
New Conservation Film
In the. buildingsand grounds
Youth Pleads Innocent
on school spirit at football games GRAND
Receiving the guests were the Ralph Mennlng officiating. Burial committee report, it was report(Special)
sale.
Added
to
County
Library
will
be
in
Pilgrim
Home
Cemelast month were correctly quoted Gerrit Wiebenga, 61, of 319 South
school director,
Mary
ed that there are .382 students
To Negligence Charge
tery. Friends and relatives may
Oct 9 in The Sentinel.This was Seventh St, Grand Haven, receivA new color film, "Forest Con- Rhoades, and the following board meet the family at the Funeral attending eighth grade at present
the articleover which Buchanan ed a laceration on his right hand Kalamazoo Man Convicted
members:
Clarence
Jalving,
Mrs.
GRAND
(Special)
servation," and slides have been
In outlying districts, 178 in public
Chapel on Sunday from 3 to 5 and
had indicated displeasure.
when he was struck by a car on
Robert P. Aver}’, 21, Grand added to the film service library Paul Jones, Victor Van Oosterhout, 7 to 9 p.m.
schools and 183 in church schools.
Of
Negligent
Homicide
PresidentMiles said the com- North Seventh St. at 7:30 p.m.
Haven, pleaded not guilty in of the County Education Office by Edwin Raphael. Bernard Donnelly
Together with city children,it apmunication required no action and Friday. Wiebenga told city police GRAND
(Special)
Circuit Court Friday to a charge the West Ottawa Soil Conserva- and Mrs. Richard Wilson.
pears approximately 660 would enhe went on with other business. he did not see the car. The driver, Donald M. Flower, 20, of 3225 of negligent homicide and was tion District.
Twenty-eight volunteer Hope stu- Several Pay Fines
ter the ninth grade next year.
However, he did instructthe sec- Robert Hltsman, 16, Grand Hav- Portage St., Kalamazoo,was found given until Monday to furnish The filni calls attentionto many dents from the psychology departFrom these figures,more class
retary to acknowledgeBuchanan’s en, was not charged.
guilty of negligent homicideby a 5500 bond. His trial will be heard ways in which man has depleted ment conducted guests through the In Municipal Court
rooms will be needed the next few
Cars driven by Jeffrey W. Wil- Circuit Court jury at 7:15 p.m. during th: January term. Avrry the forest through greed and ig- house. Movies were shown of chilletter.
years and the committeesuggests
Several persons were arraigned
son, 17, Grand Haven, and Roy Thursday following an hour and
was charged in connection with a norance, forecasts the results of dren playing and working. On disthat a temporary building be inin
Municipal
Court
the
last
few
Klambaugh, 21, route 1, West Olive a quarter deliberation. He was two-car crash Oct. 13 whl'h claim- this exploitationand suggests what play were all gifts donated by varivestigated to provide the necesTwo Navy Men Injured
were Involved in a rear-end col- released on his own recognizance ed the ,:fe of 17-year-oldRonald < - j be done in order to save this ous organizations and individuals. days. Appearingwere Marjorie sary facilities. Perhaps music
Wedge,
of
46
East
20th
St.,
speedlision Friday on Washington Ave.
Pouring were Mrs. Jalving,Mrs.
h Accident on US-31
and will return for dispositionCammenga. son of the Rev. and great resource.
rooms can be moved to temporary
ing 39 in 25-mile zone, 514 suspendThe WUson car had stopped in a Dec. 7.
Mrs. Albert Cammenga of Grand
The West Ottawa Soil Conserva- Van Oosterhout, Mrs. George
quarters and turning this area
ed after traffic school; Anthony over to study halls.
line of traffic when it was struck •The alleged offense involved a Rapids. Avery previously was
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
tion office, working in close con- Lievense and Mrs. Raphael. AssistTwo Na*y men wdre injured when In the rear by one driven by fatal accident on US-31 In Grand charged with manslaughter, but tr :t with the Education office, has ing with refreshments were Mrs. Ver Hoven, of 282 Elm, speeding
Assistant Principal Austin
their car went off the road on Klambaugh.Oity police charged Haven township Aug. 12 during a the charge was reduced on exam- e.uphasked the need for conser- Chester Oonk’s Horizon group con- 45 in 25, 520; Ed De Groot, of 75 Buchanan has suggested double
East 14th St, speeding, 515; Pres- shifts with a nine - period day,
US-31 in Grand Haven township Klambaugh w^h failure to stop In dense fog in which the Flower car ination.
vation education and has provid- sisting of JoLee Hurlbut, Joyce
ton Bontekoe, of 194 West 16th St. and the comimttee reconunended
Saturday
rolled over assured clear distance ahead.
and
Jean
Disbrow,
Marla
Fletcher,
crashed into a boat trailer attach- William Henry Van Dop, 17, and ed booklets, conservation tours and
five or six times. The 1956 car
Linda Yntema, Caroline Griep, speeding 38 in 30, 510that this idea be explored to deed to the car of Robert D. Lutz, Tom Murray Grimes, 18, both of films for use in schools.
was demolished.
59-year-old superintendent of the Spring Lake, who pleaded guilty
Susan Range, Diana Hoffman, Lawrence Williams, of 950 Grand termine extra personnelneeded
Mrs. White Hostess
Frank Ruls, 24, San Antonio,
Kentl and, Ind., high school. Lutz Oct. ?9 t> grand larceny involving
Sylvia Wildschut, Lorraine Kooyers View, speeding 40 in 25-mile zone and extra expense involved. The
515; Forrest H. Flaugher, of 2096 second alternative Is a temporTex, the driver,received a severe To
Chapter
was outside the car directing his theft of hubcaps,were placed on $8,000 Sought
and Mrs. Fern Dixon.
(Special)
South Shore Dr., speeding, 510 ary building and Building Superupper jaw fracture requiring oral
friend, Frank Morton, Sr., in probation for two years and ord- GRAND
Valued family keepsakes were backing up near a barrier, and ered to pay 5100 costs within six Martin and Kathryn Bowerman of
Harvey VoUcers, of 206 East 29th visor Arthur Read was instructed
surgery in Municipal H&pital, plus
St, speeding, 513; Ronald Bos, of to Investigateprobable costs and
mouth lacerations.His companian, displayed and discussed by mem- was hit by the outboard motor.
months from money earned by Hudsonville have filed a suit in Shoots Big Bird
Neal Nyhoff, 128 Walnut St. shot 194 West 26th St., speeding, 510 to make recommendation as to
Jerry Potempa, 19, Muskegon, re- bers of BW Chapter, PEO, at a
themselves. Other conditions of Circuit Court seeking 58.000 damceived a possible fracture of the meeting Monday night in the home
Pfc. Ronald Frank F. Brolick, the probation are to refrain from ages from Lumbermen’sMutual hL first pheasant of the year Ihurs Shirley Webbert of 1811% Paw the location and future use as a
right ankel and a lacerationover of Mrs. James White. Mrs. A. B. Brolick,son of Mr. and Mrs. Frank the use of liquor and observe an Insurance Co. of C h i c a g o. The day and was it a whopper. The Paw Dr., speeding, 515; Roy Con- warehouse, bus barn, etc.
the left eye. The service men were Hildebrandwas in charge of the F. Brolick, route 1, West Olive, 11:30 p.m. curfew.
Bowermans claim that the insur- bird measured 38 inches from tall way, of 462 West 21st St, spee<- The board approved a recomen route to Muskegon to spend program.
is a member of the Seventh InCircuit Judge Raymond L. Smith ance policy they took out with the to beak and Nyhoff plans to have ing, 515, Elton Cobb, route 3, mendationto provide a watchman
the weekend with Potempas’sparMrs. William Schrier conducted fantry Division in Korea. Brolick, urged the youths to return to defendant company Feb. 26, 1954, the bird mounted. Kc shot the speeding, 510. at the high school building 365
ents.
the business meeting and Mrs. L a gunner in Company G of the di school and finish their high school specificallycovered "windstorm” ring-neck with a 16 gauge shotgun.
George Carlson, of 54 West 14(h days per year.
The two men were transferred J. Lubbers assisted the hostess vision's 32nd Regiment, entered training. All hubcaps taken in this damage. The case in question in- Nyhoff has been out hunting sever- St, speeding, 510; Gerald Dekker, President Miles presidedat the
to Mercy Hospitalin Muskegon In serving dessert.A silent auction the Army in June, 1954 and com- case and in any other matters in wives damage to the Bowerman al times since the season opened. route 4, speeding, 515;
--- - were presmeeting. All -members
this morning. State police are in- of needlework was conductedby pleted basic training at Fort which the pair may have been borne during a "windstorm- tor- "This is the Mggest bird I ever Broekhuis, route 1, Zeeland, viola- ent with the exception of Lester
vestigating.
tion of plumbing law,
I J. Kuyper
Mrs. L. A Wade. *
shot,” he aid.
Chaffee, Ark.
involved have been returned. I nado” last April
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Holland Students

Mrs. Zannebelt Our leaders,Mrs.
Kammeraad and Mrs. Zonnebelt
arrangeda scavangerhunt for us
and we had loads of fun looking
for things. Afterwards we had

Rudolph Releases

Halloween cupcakes and

Honor Veterans

drinks.
had
wonderful
time. Reported by* Scribe, Susan

Work Schedules

School

The Tine Blue Birds of Pine Blue Birds of Lakewood School
Creek had an Interesting trip made felt Blue Bird pins at the
home of their leader, Mrs. John

a

We

Zonnebelt.

On Monday, Nov.

Van Henkelom
Speaks at Ceremony

Christian

In the Civic Center

Of Famed

Rev.

Receives Replicas

Documents

The presentationof the Freedom
The names of 74 former Holland
Shrine
of 28 replicas of famous
High School studentswho gave
documents
in United States histheir lives for their country were
tory
and
a
tribute to war dead
read Monday as 1,500 students, parents and guests re-dedi- featured Veterans’Day services
cated themselves to the pledge

Monday at Holland

w 4w

Christian

that they have not died in vain. High School.
Holland High clerk Jo Lee Hurl-

hut read the list of names, covering the two World Wars and
the Korean conflictas the school
conducted its annual Veterans
Lay ceremoniesin the Civic Cen-

Gerald Mannes of the Holland
Exhange Gub presented the documents to the school and also
gave the main address, which was
based on the sixth verse of the
Ifith Psalm: "the lines are fallen

*3

unto me in pleasant places; yea,
listened in rapt at- I have a goodly heritage."
PrincipalRaymond Holwerda retention as the names of the persons making the supreme sacrifice ceived the Shrine and read off the
were read off and also to several names of Christian High alumni
reverent selectionsby the Holland killed in service.
Student council President NorHigh band and the a capella choir.
The main speaker, the Rev. man Boeve spoke for the students

The crowd

—

"Taps” and an echo answer

to

"America."
Several townspeopleand Ray-

For ’57 Festival
Holland Tulip Time

Festival,

Inc., president, La Vern Rudolph

through the Chris-Cr&ftplant Mon- Percival. At Fun Nile, Nov. 2 the
day, Nov. 5. Afterwardsthey re- Smiling Blue Birds had a booth today announced a work schedule
turned to their leader's home and we made 55.56. It was lots of for members of the board of direcwhere they played games and fun. Reported by scribe, Mary tors and other Interestedpersons
were treated with candy bars. Re- Percival.
for«the 1957 festival.
• The CheerfulDo Bees of Jefported by scribe,Candy Scolt.
They include; W. A. Butler, vice
The 14 Little Bluebirds of Long- ferson School met at the home of
Mrs.
Zonnebelt
for their Nov. 5 president,director of finance; J. J. )
fellow School enjoyed singing and
meeting. We made our "Fly-Up" Riemersma, vice president,directreating friends at Rest Haven,
Halloween night Afterwards they Invitationsfor our. mothers, and tor of parade marshalls; W. H.
went to the Civic Center and en- then started working on our scrap VandeWater, secretary,directorof
joyed tha annual City Halloween books. Shirley Underhill brought
the treat Reported by scribe, publicity;La Vern Dalman, treaparty. For the Nov. 5 meeting the
Susan Zonnebelt
surer, director of the budget; Mrs.
girls made leaf booklet*. Jean
Fred Stanton, director of Flower
Dalman treated. Reported by
scribe, Judy Borr.
Show; Dick Smallenburg, director
The Seven Pixies o' Federal
of tulip lanes and mass plantings
School met at our leader’s home,
and Botf Kouw, director of Little
Mrs. Tubergen, on Monday Nov, 5.
Netherlands.
We made Blue Hird rings out of
D. C. Hansen, director of float
beads. We were treated by Rosecommittee; Harold Karsten, direcmary Nienhuls. Reportedby Mary
tor of Band Review and Tulip
Lou Woldring.
Time Varieties;Raymond HolwerThe 3rd grade Busy Blue Birds
da, director of Wednesday Night
from Van Raalte School met Tuesevent; Lew Hartzell, director of
day, Nov. 6 at the home of one
Thursday night event; 'Russ Fredof their leaders, Mrs. Eugene De
Committees were appointedby
ricks, director of Friday night
Witt. Each girl did her own skit chairman Bill Hinga at a meeting
even: (Barbershop quartets);
for the rest of the iroup to guess.
of the Holland advisory recreation Rol>ert Cavanaugh, directorof
Judy Schripsma treated.Reported
group Monday nigh‘ in Civic Cen- music — Kollen Park Bandshell
by Peggy De Witt.
and Hope College Sunday.
The Princess Blue Birds of ter.
Bertal Slagh, director of street
The overall group was invited
Becchwood are making dolls of
scrubbersand sidewalk scrubbing
by
Mayor
Robert
Visscher
at
atacorns and yarn. They also enjoywith Miss Hnberland; Don Vink,
ed a Halloween party with candy, tend an initial meeting Oct. 29 to
director of service Gub luncheon
cupcakes and lemonade for re- discuss a long-range recreation
with G. H. Ramsey and C.
freshments. Reported by Betty prograrp for Holland and from this
meeting plans for the committees Klaasen; Arthur Peters, director
Diekema, scribe.
of editing brochure; W. A. Butler,
The first meeting of a new were adopted.
director of reception and revewing
Serving on the finance commit3rd gn.de group of Blue Birds from
stand; Barbara Ambellas, director
tee
are
John
Keuning,
Richard
Beechwood School met and got organized Tuesday, Oct. 30 in the Grossnickle, Larry Wade. Bernard of Klompen dancers, Arthur Hills,
directorof twirling contest;Ernest
school gym. The girls decided to Arendshorst and Gty Manager
Bear, director of safety, John Foncall themselves The "Bouncing" Herb Holt.
Blue Birds. Electionof officers was
The goals committee includes ger, Wednesday Volks Parade
held with Sandra Van Kampen, John Vander Broek, Elmer Rib- Marshall.
Russell Welch, Thursday Chilpresident;Linda Tymes, secretary; bens, W. H. Connor and Nelis
dren’s
Costume Parade marshall;
Linda Overway, treasurer; and Bade while the facilities commitPamela Runk, scribe. The girls tee has Arthur Read, Guy Bell, J. J. Riemersma, Satuday Parade
of Bands Marshall;Russell Fredcopied and recited the Blue Bird Norm Japinga and Isaac De Kraricks, Dutch Fantacies Show (Phil
Wish, then played "duck duck ker as members.
goose" the remainderpf the time. Hinga. Vem Schipper and Gare Osterhouse);Raymond Holwerda,
These meetings will be held every Pott are on the planning commit- Dutch Costume Show; Dick Wilson,
week in the school gym and Mrs. tee while Joe Moran, part-time re- public service — Boy Scouts; NelBill Machiele and Mrs. Donald creation director,and Dick Smal- son Bosman, public address sysFaber are leaders.This is written lenburg, park superintendent, are tem; Don Vink, Baker Furniture
Museum and Arthur Peters, Nethby the new scribe, Pamela Runk. serving as overall consultants.

To Investigate

Recreation Needs

Raymond Van Heukelom deliver- and thanked the Exchange Gub

ed an address on "America’s for the documents.
In his address, Mannes traced
Most Important Citizen"
the
individual who places love of peace the national as well as the spiriand country above his own life. tual heritage of the country and
Vernon Ten Cate of the Holland said "they are inseparable."
Exchange Club presented t h e
Noting that this is National Eduschool with the 28 documents cational Week. Mannes also emcomprising the Freedom Shrine. phasized the part played by parThe documents cover the Ameri- ents in the nations’ heritage.
can heritage from the Declaration Holwerda read the names of
of Indipendenceto the present, Marvin Lamer, Henry Blacquire,
and are replicas of the original Kenneth Klaasen and Leonard Vos
drafts.
as the Christian High war dead
Band conductor Arthur C. Hills and remarked that their blood
opened the musical portion of the helped purchase some of the docuprogram after high school Mayor ments which the school had receivTom Bos had outlined the ob- ed.
servance of Veterans Day.
Concluding the program, the
A stirring salute to the services, band played "Taps, ' "The Star
th. "H9st of Freedom" ma*ch pro- Spangled Banner" and the audiceeded the presentationof the flag ence joined in the pledge of alleand the pledge of allegiance.
giance to the flag. Finally, the
After a solo trumpet played band and audience joined in

5, the Smiling

Name Committees

ter.

each phrase, a hidden choral group
sang "Nearer My God to Thee"
as the audience bowed in silent

soft

VETERANS DAY GIFT

—

The Holland Exchange Club Monday presentedHolland High
School with the Freedom Shrine, a collection
of 28 replicas of famous documents i n
American History. The presentation was a part
of Veterans Day ceremonies held at the Civic

Center. Receivingthe commemorative plaque
is high school Mayor Tom Bos, with high school
clerk Jo Lee Hurlbut looking on. Exchange Club
members present were President Ray N. Smith,
left, and Vernon Ten Cate, who made the
presentation and delivered a short talk.
(Sentinel photo)

Holland Gridders Gained 2,012 Yards Humane Society
In Nine Gaines;

Were Best

in the

Holland High's

Air
Drive Launched

foolball team

had the

ball just three more plays
Gose to 100 persons gathered
than their nine foes this year and in the Tulip Room of the Warm
came up 28 yards short of the op- Friend Tavern Monday for a
ponents' yardage, official team kickoff coffee klet’z launching the

Ottawa County
Real Estate

by Coach Dale membership campaign for the Ottawa County Humane Society.The
change Gub attended the cereThe
Diltch,in compiling an un- membership campaign involves a
tribute. r
David A. Von Ins and wf. to The
usual 3-4-2 record had the ball 346 house-to-house canvass for memA capella leader Willard Fast monies.
Ventura
Baptist Church Ft. NW*4
directed "How They So Softly
times while the foes had It 343 bers with annual fees of 51 for
NEK 10-5-16 Twp. Park.
Rest" and "In Solemn Silence."
times. Holland picked up a total adults and 50 cents for children up
Rev. Van Heukelom pointed out
Aaron G. Randell and wf. to
of 2,012 yards and the foes 2,040 to 18.
four duties which he said every
erlands Museum.
William M. Boeve Lot 29 Peach
The Chummy Blue Birds of St.
Plans call for a member of the
Highlight of the event was a colyards.
individual should realize. The
Francis
de
Sales
School
met
with
Plains
Sub.
No.
1
Twp.
Grand
Lawrence
Hutchinson
of
Detroit
Michigan
Recreation
Association
guarding of the American heritage,
On the ground, Holland picked or film entitled "A Home for
Haven.
Butch,” produced by the Oregon their leaders and Barbara Duffy to speak at the December meeting
its culture and history and its abi- spent a week visiting here.
up
1,411 yards and lost 216 while
Monday. The meeting was opened and explain some points in estabGeorge Prince and wf. to LawHumane Society.
dance by the Golden Rule were About 40 member* and guests of
rence W. Schenck and wf. Lot 1 the opponents had 1,823 rushing
Mrs. Harold De Vries, member- with prayer and then the Blue lishingand maintaining a recrealisted first
the W. S.C.S. attended the regu- Block 23 Village of Ferrysburg.
Explainging that there is a difwith 219 !n losses. This gives Hol- ship chairman,explained mechan- Bird Wish was repeated in unison. tion program. Moran will obtain
Roll call was answered with names the speaker.
Wallace J. Kuite and wf. to
ference between patriotismand lar meeting at the church house
land a 3.58 yards per try mark ics of the membership drive. An
nouncement also was made that of flowers. Karen Holcomb and • At the Monday meeting Moran
nationalism,he said a patriot loves last Thursdayafternoon.Hostesses Albert Buursma and wf. Pt. Lot and the foes 4.28 per try.
in
Virgin! i Hebert were appointed on showed films of the HoUand sumhis country while a nationalist were Mrs. Walter Hicks and Mrs. 5 Waukazoo Twp. Park.
The Dutch were definitelyking letters are being sent to indusJacob Nyenhuis and wf. to in the air where 817 yards were tries and that the Junior Cham- a clean-up committee for Novem- mer recreationprogram of the
hates all other nations.
A total of 51,375 was pledged by
John Bast Mrs. Paul Schroeder,
The championing of internationalmissionarysecretary, showed a Robert Dederhood and wf. Lot 62 collected on 50 completions of 112 ber of Commerce is working with ber. The time was spent painting past few years including the sum- Hope College students this mornpine
cones
for
the
Bazaar
Nov.
14.
Jenison Heights Sub. No. 1 Twp.
mer school, swimming and tennis ing in the annual mission drive
retail merchants.Open house at
peace, justice and righteousness
passes. Four aerials were interfilm on church work being done
Georgetown.
he named as the third duty of a
the new model animal shelter on Jill Beelen treated. Fifteen girls programs.
cepted-wliile Holland intercepted
sponsored by the YMQA and
in Korea. Mrs. Frank Osborn,
Kenneth Engel and wf. to six of the 69 enemy p a s se s US-31 nine miles north of Holland were present. Reported by Marilyn City council has put 55,000 into YWCA. With a goal set at 52.000,
partiot, and he condemned the use
vice president,presided in the abMunro. .
Donald J. Start and wf. Pt. NWK thrown, of which 23 were complet- will be held later.
a contingent fund for recreation
of the veto in the United Nations
sence of Mrs. Carl Walter. After
On Oct. 29 the Merry Little Blue and the use of this money will be students will continuethe drive
by saying he feared the world
NWK
NEK
NWK
28-8-16 City of ed for 436 yards.
George
Heeringa, president of
the meeting a personal shower
Birds of Van Raalte met at the recommended by the groutf for this week. Funds this year have
Grand Haven.
body might wind up like its preThe opponents out first - downed the county society, presided and
been earmarkedfor recreational
was held for Mrs. Robert Keag,
decessor, the League of Nations,
Richard Diemer and wf. to Holland 100-86. The foes picked up the Rev. John Hagans gave the home of their leader Mrs. G. Stein- council approval.
facilities for Southern Normal
who
left Saturday for her new
inger.
They
made
Halloween
masks
since the nations of the world apLewis Vanden Bosch and wf. Pt. 21 in the first quarter. 31 in the invocation.Oscar Vanden Dooren,
Hinga invited any interested School at Brewton, Ala.
home in Arizona.
parently do not respect the prinsecretary, took charge of the busi- with paper bags, colored paper, townspeople to attend future meetsecond. 18 in the third and 30 in
Mr.
and
Mrs. Gyde Me Nutt SEK SWK 10-6-15 Twp. Olive.
' Speakers at the chapel service
efc. Judy Kehrwecker treated the ings and present ideas on Holland
ciples on which it is founded. He
ness meeting.
Rudolph Mattson and wf. to the fburth.
were
pleasantly surprised Sunday
this morning were Kenneth Young,
also expressedwonder at where
The membership campaign is set group. Reportedby Barbara Veen- recreation needs.
Robert Edward Parsons and w-f.
Holland’s first quarter was best
directorof Southern Normal School
world righteousness would come afternoon on the occasion of their Pt. Lot 8 Block South Prospect
for this week and block workers hoven, scribe.
with 26. while the firs* downs deand the Rev. Sam Williams, teachThe Washington 3rd grade Blue
from since the intervention of 40th wedding anniversary. Mr. Me Park Plat City of Holland.
who complete their work are inclined by two in each of the other
Nutt’s relatives,numbering about
er at the school. Rev. Williams is
Great Britain and France in the
Nicholas
Van
Haitsma
and
wf. three periods. The second quarter structed to turn in their envelopes Birds met at Kathy Martin’s house
40, came from Kalamaoo, Otsego
a graduate of Western Theological
Middle East.
at
232
Pine
Ave.,
Friday
after
At
to Wallace Huyser Lots 1, 2 was 22, the third, 20 and the fourt to Mrs. Ward Hansen, either at
Seminary. His wife, the former
He called for a new devotion to and Pullman.A basket lunch was Moeke’i Add. Twp. Holland.
school, and enjoyed a Halloween
Hansen
Drug
store
or
at
the
Han18.
Pauline Hendrieth, is a graduate
world righteousness and said a served. The honored couple reparty.
They
chose
the
name
of
"Hi
sen
home.
Louis Vanden Bosch and w-f. to
Unfortunately Holland lost 13 out
of
Hope College. She will speak at
man has nothing to live for unless ceived many gifts.
Flying" Blue Birds for their group.
Richard Diemer and wf. Pt. SEK of the 22 fumbles while the foes,
a joint meeting of the YMCA and
he has something he would die Mr. and Mrs. CliffordMorse of SWK 10-6-15 Twp. Olive.
After eating ice cream, cupcakes
who fumbled 33 times, recovered
Osceola, Ind., visitedSunday with
YWCA tonight.
for.
and candy they had fun playing
Adm. Est. Marie Fleser, Dec. to 14.
In his talk, Young emphasized
In presenting the Freedom the families of his mother. Mrs.
Half-hour programs in the new
games. Reported by scribe, Jo Ann
Henry
J.
Storey
and
wL
Pt.
ReHolland had five kicks blocked
Shrine, Ten Cate noted "there is Anna Morse, and her sister Mrs.
Music
Building at Hope College the recreational facilities needed
Den
Uyl.
serve Lot 1 Vinecrest Beach Twp. this year and returned 31 punts
no greater time to re-dedicateour- OrviUe Collins.
The Maplewood Dozen met at the drew approximately875 parents at the school. He said that Escamfor 67 yards. The foes had four
Carl Walter was guest of honor Spring Lake.
selves to the principles of these
home
of Mrs. Mazurek after Saturday afternoon in observance bia County in Alabama where
The Rev. Elton Van Pernis. pas- school. Mary Ann Dykstra opened of the third annual Mom and Dad’s Brewton is the County Seat, has a
Sunday at a cooperativedinner, Van Cura Motor Sales to Ellis blocked and returned 37 for 71
documents.”
Koritza and wf. Lot 19 Birchwood yards.
tor of Beechwoo Reformed the meeting by leading us in sing- day held on the campus.
Followingthe formal presenta- the occasion of his birthday.
population of 22,000 people, 1(1,000
Sub. Twp. Grand Haven.
The Dutch returned 30 kickoffs Chrrch, addressed the Women's ing the Blue Bird Wish. Mrs.
Guests
were
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Carl
tion of the Freedom Shrine, the
Followingthe Hope-Alma game of whom are Negroes. He also
Raymond J. Van Hemert and for 291 yards but several of the Christian Temperance Union at its
audience again stood as the band Walter Jr. and son, Philip, Mr.
Mazurek helped us make witches in the afternoon when Hope was said that not one of these Negroes
played the "Battle Hymn of the and Mrs. William Woodall, Jacque wf. et al to Johanna Bouwer Lot kickoffs were picked up near the November meeting Friday after- with apples trimmed with clove victorious by, a score of 25 to 20 was registered to vote because of
30-yard-line.The foes returned 26 noon in the Trinity Church lounge
Republic."
and Billy Jo, Miss FlorenceSew- 16 Post's First Add. Holland.
eyes, lifesaver noses, yam hair and at which the parents were the integration problem.
Herman Vander Leek and wf. to for 315 yards.
ers and Mrs. Frank Comstock, all
on 'he subject,"An Appeal to Men and black paper hats. Pam Mazu- guests of honor, the Moms and
As a clever gimmick arranged
of Saugatuck; Mr. and Mrs. Rich- Raymond J. Van Hemert and wf.
Holland was penalized 375 yards in Service."
Dads were entertained at a coffee by the committee in charge of the
rek
treated
with
Halloween
cupard Janathas. Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Pt. Lots 91. 92 McBride s Add. including 36 five-yardersand 13 13Rev. Van Pernis. who entered cakes. Mary Dykstra closed by held in the Koffee Kletz lounge. drive, a large map showing the
Holland.
Chest
Arnold were evening callers.
yarders. The foes had 20 for five the ministrywhile in the Navy,
having us sing songs and then the Later they were served a buffet route on US-31 to Brewton was disThe Manlius township hall at John H. Bouwer and wf. to yard* and 18 for 15 yards.
said many of the troubles of the "Pledge Allegiance to the Flag." supper in both the Terrace and played. With two tiny cars travelNew Richmond has been exten- Beach Milling Co.. lx)t 31 Pine Holland’s best period for scoring men in service stem from troubles Reported by Carol De Feyter, Juliana dining rooms at Durfee ing the distance of 1,000 miles,
sively repaired, includingnew Hills Sub. Twp. Park.
was the third quarter where 39 at home where children first get
Hall.
each mile was recorded when 51
Ethel Maierhauser to Lois W. points were chalked up. Their op- away with disobedience,and thep Scribe.
foundation, siding and interior
The six half-hour programs were was pledged. The goal. 52,000. will
The
Golden
Blue Birds of MapleLamerson Molenkamp Parcel in ponents found the fourth quarter to make themselves a menace to
painting.
wood school met at the home of arranged in the Music building be accomplished when the tiny
ZEELAND (Special)- The 1956 Mr. and Mrs. Blakeslee Crane See. 12-6-16 Twp. Park.
their liking, racking up 54 points society at home and abroad.
auditorium for entertainment while cars return to home base. Theme
Zeeland Community Chest drive are building a new two bedroom
Edward L. Johnson and wf. to in that stanza. Cumulative quar- He recommended that church Mrs. Pelon on Oct. 31. Barbara guests waited to be served supfor the drive is "Do That Extra
Rysenga,
President,
called
the
has passed the halfway mark, ac- home on their farm, with frontage Howard W. Palen and wl Pt. Lots ter totals:
youth groups sponsor programs meeting to order and all members per. In charge of the programs Mile."
cording to figures released today on the road leading to Hutchins 2. 3 Van Oordt's Sub. Twp. Spring
Foes ..... 13 48 32 51 - 147 for VA hospitalsand collect magarecited the Blue Bird Wish. After were Miss Emma Reeverts, dean
by secretary - manager Bruce De Lake.
Lake.
Holland ..20 ?3 39 19 - 111 zines with non-liquor advertising
th? business meeting the girls of Women; Dr. Irwin J. Lubbers,
Free.
Spike
Berkenpas
and
w-f.
to
John
Mr. and Mrs. Delbert Meyer,
Shearer used an average of 29
Frank Van Langen Diet
With 55,112.75 now received, the Mr. and Mrs. James Meyer and Honderd and wf, Pt. SEK 14-6-13 boys in every game, fhe smallest for VA hospitalsHe recommendedmade witch faces out of apples for college president and Prof. John
sending local newspapers to men the Parkview Nursing Home trays Visser, dean of men.
drive has now realized 51 per cent baby of Allegan were Sunday Twp. Georgetown.
Of Heart Condition
number to play was 24 and the in service.
Halloweeneve. They also finished
of its goal of 59,960.
Alvin J. Kuipers and wf. to biggest group was 38.
guests of their parent* and grandThe Rev. John Hains led devo- their Blue Bird rings made of
Frank Van Langen, 79. died unTwo divisionshave now passed parents, Mr. and Mrs. James William F. Mills and wf. Lot 48
Grocery Shower Honors
As for next year, Shearer ex- tions. Mrs. Alton Kooyers sang
beads.
Bonnie
Lemmon
treated.
expectedly
early Monday of a
the 50 per cent mark, both having Smeed.
Vos-Koster Sub. Twp. Georgetown. pects Holland will have a "good
"Thanks Be To God." accompan- Reported by scribe,Karen Pelon. Miss Marlene Sinke
heart condition at his home 214
collected54 per cent of their quotMrs. Jack Heavilin is recuper- Henry WeaveC and \yf. to Her- nucleus” and should have "a lot ied by Mrs. Dick Vander Meer.
The Fairy Blue Birds of WashEast 12th St. He was found dead in
as. The industrial divisionhas ac- ating in Allegan Health Center fol- schel Jay Weaver and wf. Pt. more depth."
Mrs. Edith Walvoord, president, ington School met Monday Nov. A grocery shower honoring Miss bed by his wife, Elsie, when she
counted for 51,238 and the house-to- lowing an operation performed SWK 19-6-14Twp. Blendon.
introduced the speaker.
5 after school at the home of Mrs. Marlene Sinke. who will become went to awaken him.
house canvass has reached 52,069- there last Friday. Her sister. Mrs.
Albert Strahsburg et al to WalMrs. Nina Daugherty was pre- Wendell Miles. The group elected the bride of Floyd Nykerk Nov.
Mrs.
Harley
Erickson
Dies
He came to this country from
.75.
Sam Kelly, and brother,Voyle ter J. Kardux and wf. SEK NWK
sented with a life membership in Lorraine Miles, president,Frances 24, was gaven Thursday evening- the Netherlandsin 1906 and was
The retail division reports 10 Cross, of Marion, Ind. spent the and pt. NEK NWK 14-7-16Twp. In Grand Rapids at 69
the organization and the late Mrs. Valderas, vice p-r e s i d e n t, by Mrs. John Gebben and Mrs. employed by the Sllgh Furniture
per cent of its quota, of 5215, the weekend here, also visiting their Grand Haven.
J. A. Ottc was made a memorial Linda Oudman, secretary,Crystal Lloyd Kraak.
Co., and retired 7 years ago. He
professionaldivision has 5315 or 29 parents in Kalamazoo.
John Franzburg to Bessel Vande
GRAND HAVEN (Special) Games were played and dupliper cent and outside gifts now Mr. and Mrs. John Hans are Bunte and wf. Lot 29 Brieve's Sub. Mrs. Harley (Katherine) Erickson. member. Because she obtained Slag, treasurer,and Beth Plasman, cate prizes awarded to Mrs. was a member of Central Avenue
five new members for WCTU, Mrs. scribe. Mrs. Guy Duey explained
Church and served on the constand at 5275, or 40 per cent of the the proud grandparents of a boy Twp. Holland.
6f. died unexpectedly Tuesday
Arthur Schipper was pinned by about the Blue Bird candy sale. James Groters, Mrs. James Wels- sistory for many years.
quota.
Donald John, born to their son
Williafh Van Alsburg and wf. to at Butterworth Hospital in Grand
cot and Mrs. Peter Sinke. A two
Mrs. R. Wolters.
Surviving are the wife; one son,
The "Pledge of Allegiance"was reand wife, Mr. and Mrs. John Hans John Martin Van Alsburg and wf. Rapids Monday afternoon, followHostesses were Mrs. W. H. cited and game* were played. course lunch was served.
Abe Van Langen of HoUand; three
Jr.
of
Chicago.
The
couple
have
ing
a
brief illness.
Pt.
Lot
32
Hyma's
Resub.
Twp.
Guests
included
the
Mesdames
John Holwerda, 65,
Jacobs and Mrs. C. Van Duren.
daughters, Effie, Lucy and Sena
Patty Kievet treated. Reported
two daughters. This is the first Holland.
She was born Katherin" Wachter
Francis Nykerk, Peter Sinke,
Van Langen aU at home; seven
by scribe.
Dies in Vriesland
boy born in their family in 42 WilliSm F. Waye and wf. to Aug. 20. 1887 in Crockery township,
James Groters, James -Baas, grandchildren;two great grandThe Cheerful Blue Birds of Van
years.
James Welscot, Jake Pluim, Wil- children; two brothers, Dirk Van
William J. WipperfurthSr. and where she lived most of her life, Carol Van Nail Feted
Raalte School met Monday, Nov.
John Holwerda. 65. of Vriesland Mr. and Mrs. Henry Lockman wf. Lots 7-10 Inc. and 31-36 Inc. with the exception of a few years
liam Pluim, Henry Van Kllnk,
Langen of Worthington, Minn, and
5 at the home of their leader,Mrs.
(Zeeland, route 3), died Tuesday are grandparents of a boy, the Nu-Way Sub. Twp. Spring Lake.
in Grand Rapids. On Aug. 26, 1914, At Surprise Shower
Cornelius Yskes, and the Misses
Gerrit in the Netherlands;one
Vander
Molen
with
Mrs.
De
Neff.
morning at his home following an first child, born to Mr. and Mrs.
she was married to Elmer L. Cook
Aggie Baas, Marcia Gebben and
A
surpriseshower was given The president called the meeting
sister, Mrs. Effie Terpsma of Holextended illness. He was bom in Allen Lockman of LorraineOhio.
the guest of honor. Mrs. Frank
who died in 1951. She married
Friday for Miss Carol Van Null at to order. Tamara Rosecran*is the
land.
Friesland, the Netherlands in 1891
Sinke, Jr., of Warsaw, Ind., was
Harley EricksonApril 4, 1954.
Grandparents of a girl born OneiPerson Injured
the home of Mrs. Henry Van Null newly elected scribe. For the treat
and came to Holland when he was Wednesday to Mr. and Mrs. Ever*
unable to attend.
Surviving, besides the husband,
In M-21 Bypass Mishap
with Mrs. Donald Vanden Berg Barbara Schutt passed out bubble
a boy. He lived in Vriesland for ett Higgins of Fennvilleat the
are a daughter,, Mrs. Kathleen assisting.
Brand New Automobile
gum
and
tootsie
rolls.
The
girls
the past 31 years. He was a mem- Holland Hospital are Mr. and Mrs.
One person was injured and two Lautenbach of Berkeley, two sorts,
Prizes were awarded to Mrs. are working on Christmas gifts. Driver Found Guilty
Damaged in Accident
ber of First Reformed Church of Otto Meyers of Fennville.
cm damaged in a collision Satur- Frederick Cook of Fruitport and Carl
Nehls and Mrs. Louis Wierda. Reported by the new scribe.
Holland and the Men’s Adult Bible
A 1957 model car which had
day night on new M-21 and Paw Elmer Cook, Jr., of Spring Lake.,
Of
Speeding
at
Appeal
A two course lunch was served.
'Hie Shining Blue Birds worked
Gass.
been driven only 263 mUes receivPaw Dr.
a sister, Mrs. Margaret Spinner of
Invited were the Mesdames John on Christmaspresents at their last
Surviving are the wife, Dena; State Felice Investigate
ed damages estimated at 5400
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
Roderick Mooney, 19, Grand Ra- CoopersviUe and nine grandchilKey, Nelson Gebben, Willard meeting a:nd also helped the Robert Wierenga, 20, route 2, when a trufck backed over its hood
three daughters, Sadie Holwerda Break-In at Grand Haven pids, was treated at HoUand Hos- dren.
Driesenga,David Eizinga, Gerrit Mothers make things for their, Spring Lake, was found guilty of Tuesday.
at home, Mrs. Lloyd (Theresa)
pital for scalp lacerationsand reElzinga, Stanley Eizinga, Edward bazaar. Myra Klekenveldt and Pat- speeding by an Ottawa County CirJohnson of Grand Rapids and Mrs
The new car, driven by the Rev.
GRAND HAVEN (Special) leased.
Eizinga, James Kloosterman, ty Lem son treated. Reported by cuit Court jury Friday afternoon Wet Auger, 36, of HoUand, was
Collide on Eighth St.
Ernest (Alma) Boyd of Flint; one State police are Inveatigating a
He was a passenger In a car
Roger Grotenhuis, 16. route 1, Harvey Garvelink,Olert Garvelink, Christine Hanson.
daughter-in-law,Mrs. Walter Mil- report made Monday afternoon of
after deliberating for about half stopped behind a truck which was
driven by Ronald Karsten, 18,
ler of Grand Rapids, one son, an alleged breaking and entering Grand Rapids. Driver of the other Monday was issued tickets for Marvin Eizinga, Herman Hasse- I The Exploring Blue Birds of Har- an hour. This was an appeal from waiting behind a staller car on
failure to keep an assured clear voort U>uis Wierda, Carl Nehls, rington School went to visit the new a conviction in the Grand Haven 112th Ave. near M-21 this morning
Carl Holwerda, at home; seven at the Van Pelt MeUl Product*
car, Leonard Kataer, 67. Zeeland,
distance ahead and having defec- Donald Vanden Berg, Henry Van WJBL Radio Station for their re- Municipal Court.
when the thick backed over Us
grandchildren; two brothers, Ger- Co. on L'S-31.
was Issued a ticket for Interfer- tive brakes on his car after a col- Null, and the Misses Phyllis and gular meeting. They iaw the news
State police,who made the ar- hood.
lof Holwerda of Vriesland and According to Arthur Van Pelt,
ring with through traffic.
lision on Eighth St. at the railroad Sharon Van Null, Patsy Gebben come in from Detroit on the As- rest, alleged that on July 24 Wlet^
Ottawa County deputies, who
Wieger Holwerda of Iowa.
one of the owner*, the incident oo
Ottawa County deputies said tracks. Police said a car operated and Janet Kloosterman.
sociatedPress Teletype. It was enga was driving 60 miles per hour investigated, said the driver of
’ Funeral services will be held FrL
cured during the weekend. He re- damage to the ’36 model Karsten
by John Bungert, 30, Grand
interesting. Reported by Scribe, in a 45 mile zone on the West the truck, Ronald D. Hassevoort,
day at 2 p.ra. at Dykstra Funeral ported a lawn chair and an alumcar was estimated in excess of it*
19, route 2, HoUand, would be givSpring Lake Road.
chapel with the Rev, Raymond inum lounge chair valued at 550 value while damage to Hamer’s Rapids, wa* stopped at the tracks The ancient Egyptiansoriginat- Mary Japinga.
when the Grotenhuis car struck it. ed tne sport of greyhound racing, For our Halloweenparty of Oct
His bond was continued and he en a ticket for failure to yield the
Van Heukelom officiating. Buria missing. Entrance
E
apparently wa* '52 model car wv estimatedat
Damage to the two vehicles was which is at least 100 year* older 29, the. Cheerful Do Bees of Jef- will return for disposition Nov. right of way. The truck was not
will be in Pilgrim Home Cemetery gained
the door.
5400.
estimated at 5700.
than horse racing.
ferson School met at the home of 26.
damaged, dqouties said.
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Smith, president of the Ex-

statistics revealed

Shearer showed today.
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Fired-Up Holland

Wins
mWM-

19-14

Finale,

Dutch Explode
For 2 TD's in 3rd

M
Doing as their coaches hoped
they would, Holland High’s football team explodedfor two quick
touchdownsin the third period and
another booming tally in the fourth
period to down Grand Rapids Ottawa Hills, 19-14 in the season’s

fa

I00\

Pi

finale for both clubs Friday night
at RlverviewPark.

i
FOR PART TAKEN - The

Holland Evening
Sentinel this week was one of 41 businesses in
the Holland area to receive a plaque for contributing to the cooperative training program at
Holland High School. Receiving the plaque on
behalf of The Sentinel are John Vander Ploeg.

and Merle De Feytcr. Myles Runk, coordinator of the trades and indusl^ division of the

left,

program, is handing the award, while Don
Gebraad,right, watches the proceedings. The
program, by which seniors work part-time for
school credit, has been in effect for eight years

David Hondorp Speaks

Holland High School Seniors Learn

At Missionary Meeting

A

By Doing

in Local Stores, Industry

For the eighth straight year, Holland High School seniors are earn-

Engaged

ing money and credits toward
graduationby working part-time

talk by David Hondorp who
with Mrs. Hondorp was stationed
at the Reformed Church Mission
station in East Harlem, N. Y., last
summer highlighted the November meeting of the missionary
group- of the Women's Guild of

Third Reformed Church Wednesday afternoon.
Mr. Hondorp by graphic word
pictures and slides told "The Fast
Harlem Story." East Harlem is a
shadow7 jungle of shabby buildings
inhabited by 4,000 people, mostly
Puerto Ricans, crowded into 150
squalid,rat-infested apartments,

in Holland area industries,stores

About 2,500 cold fans saw the
Dutch come roaring back with a
"win this one for the seniors" attitude aftei the half and erase a
7-0 Ottawa Hills lead. The Indians
picked up a final touchdown In
the last minute and a half.

—

FIRST LICENSE FLATE
John Vonde Luyster is th« proud
possessor of the first license plates which went on sole here
Nov. 15, and he displaysthe coveted NU-1001 on plates for front
and rear, the first double plates issued since the early years of
World War II. License Bureau Manager Frank Cherven said
Vande Luyster showed up about 3 a.m. to be first in line. About
five minutes later Mrs. Sena Neerkeo appeared. She was
attemptingto get ahead of Mrs. M. F. Lanham with whom she
works. Mrs. Lanham who has obtained the No. 1 licenseseveral
years in a row did not appear Nov. 15. While Vande Luyster was
getting his license plate, he also obtainedone for a co-worker,
Don Japinga. Thus, Mrs. Neerken has No. NU-1003.

K^ith White, the smallest of the

Dutch front line men. starteo it
off by recovering an Ottawa fumble on the Indian 35 on the first
scrimmage play of the second
half.

Eight plays later, seven cracks
through the line and an 15-yard
pass from Tom Stoel to Terry Otting gave Vern Teske, a sophomore who has gained a lot of stature, a chance to crash over from
the three. Tom Aye missed the
kick and the Dutch trailed 7-6.
But with the force of the eightplay drive, the Indians experienced what happened to Holland in
the St. Joseph game. They were
on their heels the rest of the sec-

TWISTS AWAY— Vern Teske, Holland High sophomore right halfback, who turned in a fine performancein Holland’s 19-14 win
over Ottawa Hills Friday night at Riverview Park, spins
away from

Ottawa tackier. Coming up to place a block
Ebb Bolks, (17» a junior. The Dutch concluded the
season with three touchdowns in the second half to erase a 7-0
halftime deficitTeske scored the first Holland touchdown in the
a would be

is left half

third quarter on a three-yard

plunge.

(Sentinel photo)

(Sentinelphoto)

West Side Sixth Graders

Zeeland

Four Drivers Appear

VFW

For Re-Examination

Installs New

Aaxiliary Elects,

Guard

-

GRAND HAVEN (Special)
Mr*. Ben Cuperus was elected
Tour Sentinel Office
Second Reformed Church will
Four persons appeared before Lars a guard at a regular meeting ot
This year 89 students are takFour minutes later the Dutch hold its annual congregational The sixth graders from West Syvenson, Field Examiner for the the VFW Auxiliary Thursday evewere home again. This score fol- meeting on Monday evening Nov. Side Christian School visited the Department of State, driver serv- ning to replace Mrs. Lawrence
ing advantage of the program,
Tibbet who reslgi^d. Installation
lowed a 53-yard drive in only six 26.
Holland Sentinel ’riday afternoon. ice, In Grand Haven for re-examiwhich is designed to train stuof the new guard was held followThe
present
ordeal
ot
the
church
plays, but the pattern was the
Included in the group were Judy
dents in occupations which fit their
ing th.» election.
he said.
-.ame. Consistent cracking of the in Hungary will be the subjecj of Scholten. Myra Heerspink, Mary nation hearings Friday.
Mrs. Frank Balcqyltz presided
abilities, aptitudes and interests.
The speaker developed a sympa- line, including a 16-yard break a special messdage by Dr. Eu- Heertderks. Linda Bos, Lois Lica- Charles De Jong, Jr.. 18, 306
The 41 employers which this
thetic interest in these underpri- through by fullback Wes Kuyers, gene 0.s*erhaven at the Midweek tesi, Lois Achterhof, Beverly Spencer NE., Grand Rapids, re- at the business meeting and announced that Mrs. Delilah Strong,
vileged citizens by showing not on- plus short tackle punches by Teske Service on Thursday evening at Genzink , Sally Rutgers, Carol
year are supplying the work don’t
ceived a 60-day suspension. Dick district president, will be present
7:30
in
Second
Reformed
Church.
ly how they live but why, because and again a ace in, the hole, a 26Teusink, Susan Steggerda, Sandra
just keep the students busy at helVander Yacht, 18. of 229 West 17th at the next meeting, Dec. 13. The
of conditionsbeyond their control, yard pass from Stoel to Terry Ot- Dr. Osterhavenhas been in con- Appledorn, Jennie Eortman. Phyllis
ler,- skelter jobs, but provide a
tinuous
touch
with
the
present Schrotenboer, Ruth Mokma, Donna St., Holland, was given a 30-day other meeting scheduled for Nothey
live as they do. He added ting made up the combination.
planned program. The school prosuspension. Truman Asa Husted, vember has been postponed bethat these people respond favoraThis time Stoel sneaked through struggle and will tell of the plight Visser . Joan De Kruyter, Lois
vides the instructionrelated to the
72, 1635 Lexington, Muskegon, had cause of ThanksgivingDay.
of
the
Hungarian
people.
A
spebly
to
better
conditions
as
was
Brink, Ruth Steenwyk, Marilyn De
center from a yard out f6r the
work and the business takes care
It also was announcedthat there
cial
offering
will
be
received
next
proved by those who have been six pointer to put the Dutch in
Kam, Rose Vanden Bosch, Karen his restrictions removed,and Den- will be a rally of eight districts
of the experience.
nis
Bernhard
Huxhold,
17,
of
24
fortunate enough to have moved front 12-7. Aye’s kick was partial- week for the Reformed Church Bonzelaar
The program is now divided in'iP
Faft, Zeeland, was placed on pro- on Dec. 9 in Wayland. The local
World Under the Share our Surinto the new New York City pro- ly blocked.
Daniel Bakker, Ed Ver Schure,
to two divisions— trade and ingroup has received an invitation
plus
program
service.
One
dollar
ject apartments.
Jack Faber. David Bultema, bation for six months.
dustry and distributiveeducation
Ottawa was stunned and with
Hugh
D. Sillars, 72, of Ferrys- to attend open house at Prestatie
will
provide
at
least
$20
to
$100
Mrs.
Robert
Croskery
conductRobert De Weerd, Roger Czerkies,
and office practice. Myles Runk
four minutes gone in the fourth
Huis on Nov. 12.
ed the devotions using as her quarter the Dutch had put the worth of food for starving peo- Ron Mokma, John Frens, Jim Le burg, failed to appear.
handles the trade and industry coA group of local members sponples. $500 will provide each of 10,- Febre, Lloyd Alofs, Vernon Rittheme, "All for Christ." A special game on ice.
ordination while Donald Gebraad
sored a party at the Grand Rapids
000
undernourished
children
with
collection
was
taken
for
the
supis in charge of the distribution Miss Stella Mane Van Der Zonden
sema, John Vander Veen. William Zeeland Chest Reports
This time. Aye pounced on anFacility Tuesday evening. They
a cup of milk for 100 days.
and office practice part. 'The enDe Mots, Paul Van Huis, Dan KoeMr. and Mrs. William Van Der port of the SacramentoCom- other Ottawa fumble on the Inpresented powder and candy to the
13.4 Per Cent of Goal
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Brackett of man.
tire program is directed by Rob- Zanden of Hart announce the en- munity Church.
diaas 35. After a five-yard gain,
women and candy bars, cigarettes,
Elkhart
Indiana
were
recent
visiMrs. John Van Zomeren. presi- a 15-yard penalty pushed the
ert L. Slocum, head of the school s gagement of their daughter, Stella
handkerchiefs,tobacco, matches
\ir.CCZPna MinB« "L Bh°"P, W<'rS ZEELAND (Special)- Altar the
tors with friends in Zeeland.
vocational education.
Marie, of Holland to Jack L. Heav- dent, conductedthe meeting. Hos- Dutch back to the Ottawa 45
...... , .u„ flrst
house-to-house can- and diabetic candy to the men. A
Under the program, available to ilin, son of Mrs. John Heavilin and tesses were Mrs. I. T. Schuppert where Stoel threw a long pass
Gerrit Klinge, teachers
of the
vassing
the
Zeeland Community total of 324 attended the party.
seniors as the equivalentof a sing- the late John Heavilin of Fenn- and Miss Helene Pelgrim.
class; Mrr. Harvey Rutgers, Mrs.
Members were invited to the
which Larry Alderink came up
Chest reported Friday that it has
Members
Guests
le class, students work three to ville.
Donald Koeman, Mrs Alton AchterVeterans Day program to be held
and grabbed on the Indian 25.
collected $1,338 toward its 1956
four hours a day at their jobs.
hof, Mrs. Ray Scholten.Mrs. Fred
at Civic Center Monday at 10:30
The completionproved another At St. Joseph Meeting
goal of 59,950.
Dancing Classes
Some of them work mornings,
Ver
Schure
and
Mrs.
Arnold
Applea.m. sponsored by the Holland
ptsh. And with the right side of
Chest secretary-managerBruce
some afternoons.
The Ida Soars Me Lean Evening dorn.
High school , and Junior High
Start Friday
A1 Hill and Ted Van Zanden, who
De
Free
said
that $58 was collectThis week, the school presented
school.It also was announcedthat
again played a fine game, open- Committee of the Elizabeth Schuyed
in
the
door-to-door
portion
of
plaques to the participatingbusiThe Junior high dancing classes ing a big hole and Wes Kuyers rip- ler HamiltonChapter of the Daughthe Veterans Day banquet wll be
the campaign, which is continuing
Surprise Shower Given
nesses by way of thankingthem
will resume meetings for the sea- ping through, the Dutch captain ters of the American Revolution
held at VFW hall Saturday at 6:30
Friday.
This
amount
has
been
addfor their cooperation in enabling
son starting Friday night in Jef- shook a few tacklers and headed were dinner guests of the Junior For Delores Kampen
p.m.
ed to the other funds which have
students to obtain practicalexperiferson school.Seventh graders will for home. This time Aye conver- Membership committee of the
enc. in fields which the students
meet from 6:30 to 8 p m. taught ted.
A surprise shower was given been received thus far. The perAlgonquin Chapter of St. Joseph,
centage received now stands at Bridal Shower Honors
feel they may like to enter.
Thursday
evening for Miss Delores
Wednesday
evening.
by Mr. and Mrs. William Clark. Ottawa, which hadn't passed all
13.4.
Eighth and ninth graders will meet season in winning second place in
fifty women from neighboring Kampen at the home of Mrs. Ben
Mary Ellen Bowman
from 8 to 9:45 p.m. with Mrs. the Grand Rapids City League, cities joined in the event and wel- Bergman. Sr.- Miss Hilda Bergman The industrialdivision, with $705
Miss Mary Ellen Bowman, who
in, leads other divisions in amount
William De Long as teacher.
opened up in the final quarter and comed Mrs. Austin Walker, chair and Mrs. Rich Bouwman assist- returned, followed by the profes- will become the bride of David
mMeetings
will be held at twomar
for
the
Ida
Sears
Me
I>ean ed the hostess.
threw six and completedthree for
Births at Zeeland Hospital last
sional division which has $300. Out- Mulder on Nov. 23, was honored at
Prizes were awarded to Mrs.
week intervals throughout the re- 60 yards.
committee, who spoke on Junior
week include a daughter.Debra
a bridal shower Wednesday eveRoger Westvdld, Mrs. Gordon Van side gifts have amounted to $275,
mainder of the season. The classes
zmi
Lynn, born Sunday to Mr. and
One aerial gave the Indians a Membershipactivity.
bringing to 86.6 per cent or $8,612 ning by Mrs. John Bowman and
are sponsored by a group of parThe
dinner
was
held
at the home Der Meulcn, Miss Kaye Meiste and
Mrs. Corwin Brummel, route 3,
Mrs. Louis Mulder at the Bowman
first down on the Holland 49, the
the amount yet to be collected.
Miss Beverly Minnema.
ents. The program grew out of a
Holland; a son John Andrew, Jr.,
home on South Shore Dr.
second put them on the Dutch 36 of Curator General Mrs. Ralph
Invitedwere the Mesdames BerCamp Fire prpject.
born Monday to Mr. and Mrs. John
Guests includedthe Mesdames
and the third, thrown from Steve Newland. Mrs. L. J. Stock II was
nard
Capel,
Bernard
Nyhoff,
M.
Dates for the full year are FriToy Demonstration Held
R. Siervcldt,D. Steenwyck, Fanny
De Vries, route 2, Holland; a son
Graves to Chuck Bohner, finished chairman and welcomed the
Frik. Mike Minnema, Jim Minday, Nov. 16; Saturday, Dec. 1;
guests.
Bakker, Jennie Bouwman, P. WesRonald Bruce, born Monday to
on the Holland four, setting up the
By Jaycee Aaxiliary
Friday, Dec. 14; Friday, Dec. 21;
Those present from Holland were nema, Roger Westveld. Jason
trate, J. Scholten, G. Vander
Mr. and Mrs. Almon Van Dam,
score. Dick Hill crashed from the
Hoffman, Gene Beukema, John
Saturday, Jan. 5: Friday, Jan. 18;
Meulen, Henry H. Bouwman, W.
route 2, Hudsonville; a son. James
two for the tally. Dick Waters con- the Mesdames Steven Sanger.
> Thursday evening the Junior
Saturday, Feb. 2; Saturday, Feb.
I^ewis Borgman, William Hakken. Kloostra, Gordon Van Der
Allen, born Tuesday to Mr. and
verted.
Chamber
of Commerce Auxiliary Lu-'die, W. Lundie, Jr., B. Mulder,
16; Friday, March 1; Friday,
Meulen, Justin Scholten,Fred Van
Mrs. Paul Zwyghuizen, route 1,
Ottawa had scored its first John La Barge Donald Gebraad Wieren and the Misses Jean Berg- accompanied by 15 guests, met at J. Brinkman, J.. Meyer, R. HarriMarch
15, Friday, March 29; Friand
Austin
Walker.
son, W. Reed, and the Misses Judy
Miss Esther June Plumert
Hudsonville; a son, Daniel Lee,
touchdown on Frank Breen's reman, Margie Bergman, Hannah Grace Episcopal church. Feaiure Bouwman, Gayle Bouwman and
day, April 12; Friday, April 26;
bom Wednesday to Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. William Plumert,
of the evening was a toy demoncovery of a Tom Stoel fumble on
Lenlcrs, Hcrmina Nyhoff. Gale
Frances Lundie.
Bernard Ten Harmsel, 422 Rich L a r n a b y Rd., Hudsonville, an- Friday, May 10; Saturday, May the Holland 21 yard line. With the
Bouwman, Faye Meiste. Beverly stration.
Marriage Licenses
25, and a concluding social event
St.; Zeeland.
nounce the engagement of their
During
a
short
business
meeting
help of a couple blockers. Breen,
Minnema, Jerene Bergman and
Ottawa County
A daughter, Karen Sue, bom daughter, Esther June, to Laveme Wednesday, June 5.
the auxiliarydisc.ssed their annu- Circuit Court Suit
the last of a long-line o^ outstandBeulah Kampen.
David
Louis
Mulder,
20,
and
Wednesday to Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit Lampen, son of Mrs. George
al polio benefit dance to be held
ing Ottawa prep athletes,scooted
Mary Ellen Bowman. 20; Dale
Overway, William St., Zeeland; a Dampen, Jefferson St., Zeeland. Tattle-Hop Rites Read
Jan. 26. Chairman Mrs. George Launched by Estate
straight down the middle of the
Compagner, 19, and Gorina Gon- Shower Honors Recent
son, Douglas Jay, born Thursday The couple is planning a December
Slikkersannouncedthat tickets are
feild for a touchdown.The play
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
zales, 17. all of Holland; Rxxiney
In Bethel Parsonage
to Mr. and Mrs. James Garvelink, wedding.
now on sale.
came with 1:45 left in the first Kruithoff,19, route 1, Zeeland, anil
Suit has been commenced in CirBride
From
England
route 4, Holland ; a daughter, The couple are graduates of
Plaas are underway for the 1957
Miss' Jean Hop, of Holland be- half. Waters kick was good.
cuit Court by James De Good, surLucille Ruth Zalsman, 17, route
Judith Ann, born Thursday to Mr. Hope College where Miss Plumert
Mothers March on Polio which viving partner and William P. De
In the first half, both teams got
came. the bride of Jack Tuttle of
A
miscellaneous
shower
was
giv2. Grand Haven; Lloyd Allan
and Mrs. Stuart Zandstra,route was affiliated with the Sigma Iota
also will be held Jan. 28. The auxFennville in a double ring cere- to their foes' 12 yard line but Krikke, 23. route 3. Grant, and en Thursday (or Mrs. Jason RaterLong, administrator of the estate
1, Bryon Center; a son, Mark Ed- Beta Sorority.
mony Friday at 4 p.m. The wed- couldn't score. After Ottawa's Jack Anna Vander I^e, 20. Spring Lake. ink, recent bride from England iliary co-sponsors the march with of Harry Plaggemars, deceased,
ward, born Thursday to Mr. and
the
Kiwanis
Queens.
ding was performed at the Bethel Engen intercepted a pass on the
who formerly did business under
who arrived here Nov. 2. The newMrs. David Bouman, 34 West
At the next meeting, Dec. 13, the name of West Shore ConstrucReformed Church parsonage by Ottawa 22 and with Tony Bolt
Groups
Invited
to
See
ly-weds are now living in Grand
Cherry St., Zeeland.
members will work on their an- tion Co. in Zeeland, against ChesOttawa Hilln
leading the way, the Indians
the Rev. Henry Rozendal.
Rapids. Mrs. I/?slie Van Hekken.
A son, Scott Alan, bom Friday Banding of Waterfowl
The bride is th. daughter of marched pell-mell to the Holland Ends — Tamblin, Sabo, Kish- hostess,was assisted by Mrs. Carl nual Christmasproject.
ter Van Tongeren of Holland, in
to Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Greving,
William Hop of Zeeland and the 12 in eight plays.
which judgment of $8,379.48, plus
man, Bohner.
Van
Dyke
and
Mrs. William Grif894 Lincoln Ave.; Holland, a son,
KALAMAZOO - With the flight groom is the son of Mrs. Orbin Engen fumbled on the 12 and La five percent interest from and afTackles — Hall. Schopf, Lovell.
v
Robert J., born Saturday to Mr. season of migratory wild watervern Bronkema, Holland's junior Guards— Landstra, Howell, Cook
Tuttle of Fennville.
ter Nov. 29, 1955, is being sought.
Invited
guests
were
the
Mesand Mrs„ Willard Taylor, route 2, fowl at its peak, banding operaFor her wedding the bride chose tackle,recovered.
In the declaration filed, plaintiff
Hodge.
dames Alvin Sterken, John RaterZeeland; a daughter, Janice Lynn, tions at the Kellogg Bird Sanctuan oyster white jersey dress with
Later in the first period, guard Centers — Breen NadoLsky.
alleges the amount represents half
ink, Gerald Raterink, Gordon Ratary,
located
between
Battle
Creek
bom Saturday to Mr. and Mrs.
brown accessories and a corsage Terry Feddick recoveredanother
ance due on material and work
Backs— Graves. Bolt, Engen, erink, Bernard Raterink, Len RatLloyd Miller, 3245 Lombard, Grand- and Kalamazoo, north of M-89, is
.’ copper colored orchids.
performed by West Shore for deOttawa fumble on the Ottawa 46. G.tch, Arbnot, Waters, Sewall, erink and the Misses Lorraine.
ville; a son, Jack Alan, bom Sat- in full swing.
Attendingthe couple were Mr. In ten plays, all on the ground. Hill.
fendant at the property of an oil
Betty, Barbara, Harriet, Mary,
To allow the public to view bandurday to Mr. and Mrs. John Overand Mrs. Gene Coney, Mrs. Coney Holland made it to the Indians
stationowned by defendant on the
NOTES
—
Holland
High
used
a
Gloria
and
Arlene
Raterink.
ing operations of Canada Geese
way, route 2, Holland.
wore a starlight blue Jersey dress nine, but on the next play half- total of 32 players in the game.
eastf side of US-31, adjacent to the
Games were played and dupAdmitted to Holland Hospital and a variety of wild ducks trap- with dark brown accessories and
city of Holland, prior to May 27,
back
Keith
Bosch
fumbled,
and
Otlicate
prizes
awarded.
Holland
had
the
ball
for
82
plays
Tuesday were William Van Vuren, ped there for that purpose, a band- a rubrum lily corsage.
1955.
ir. the game, including63 rushing
275 West 24th St.; John Koster, ing station will be set up on the After a brief Nortiiornhoneymoon tawa recovered on the 13.
Holland
ended
the
season
with and 19 passing. . . John Spurgeon,
shores
of
Wintergreen
lake,
within
route 1; Richard Vander Molen,
Holland Woman Ticketed
die newlyweds are now at home
Two Officers Named
391 Chippewa Dr.; Mrs. Clara the public area, between the hours at 196 West 21st St. Mrs. Tuttle is a 3-4-2 :»cord while Ottawa Hills Holland's scout, saw the Dutch for
had a 4-5 mark.
of 9 and 10 a.m. every Saturday
the second time this year. He saw After Collision Friday
Windemuller, 110 West 13th St.
employed at Michigan Bell Tele- Statistics:
At Missionary Meet
the Creston game but on other
DischargedTuesday were Diane morning.
phone Co.. Holland and Mr. Tuttle
H
Mrs. Henry Rozendalwas nam0 Friday nights has been looking Mrs. Anne Bosch, 41. of 34 East
R. D. Van Deusen, biologistin
Vander Kolk, 312 North State. Zeeat ConsumersPower Co., Fenn- First downs
34th
St., was issued a ticket for
.......
....
...18
ed
president and Mrs. Merle Boes
9
charge
of
the
sanctuary,
says
that
over
Holland’s
next
foe.
.
.
Bob
land; Lori Wolters, 124 West 30th
vtlle.
treasurer at a meeting of the BethYards rushing ___ ____ «... 208 149 Collins, former Hope athlete, is failure to yield the right of way
St.; Mrs. Thomas Grondin and upon advance notice, special arel Reformed Church Missionary
Yards Passing
........ 151
60 Ottawa grid coach while Jack Friday after the 1951 model
baby, route 1, Hamilton;Mrs. Ev- rangementswill be made for
society Wednesday evening.
359
Total yardage ....................
209 Lane, who played football for Hope car she was driving collidedwith
erett Higgins and baby, Fennville; groups to view these operations at Board of Appeals Okays
Mrs. Rozendal presided at the
Passes attempted _________ 19
9 is an assistantand Bob Hendrick- one operated by Charles E. StewMrs. Melvin Hassevoort and baby, other times.
1 Application, Denies 2
business meeting and announced
10
Passes completed _______
3 son, Hope basketball great, is an- art, 29, of 30 West 27th St. Both
278 Mayrose Ave.; Mrs. Earl Barthat a cottage prayer meeting
Passes interestedby .... 0
1 other Ottawa aid. . . Holland's drivers told Holland police they
kel and baby, 209 West 27th St.; Officers flamed at Meet
The Board of Appeals Monday
will be held next Tuesday at 9
9
4 third period was its best quarter did not see the other as they
Mrs. Charles Smeenge and baby,
night approvedone applicationand
|.m. at the home of Mrs. A. SchipFumbles recovered
7
6 of the season. Offensively, the approach,. the intersection of 24th
140 East 32nd St; Mrs. Ralph Of Missionary Society '
denied two others at its regular
per, and that the next meeting
2-60 3-76 Dutch picked up 73 yards on the St. and Van Raalte Ave.
Punts
..................................
Taylor, 119H South Maple Ave.;
meeting in the City Hall.
Mrs. Bosch was going south on
Dec. 5 will be a potluck.
Mrs. Edwin Schut was named
55
40
Mrs. Clinton Nyhuis. route 1, HamYards
penealized
___________
ground and completedfour out of
The appeal of Jacob and Sara
The program included vocal soVan Raalte and Stewart was drivMiss Rose Helene Petersl
ilton; Mrs. Elmer Atman, 256 vice president, Mrs. Adrian Van- Fris to build an addition to the
Lineups:
four passes for another 67 yards
ing wert on 24th St. Police esti- The engagement of Miss Rose los by Mrs. J. Kruithof,accompaSouth 120th Ave.; Henrick John der Sluis, secretary, and Mrs. rear of the store at 30 West Eighth
Holland
and picked up seven first downs in
Ulysses Poppema. assistant trea- St. was approved.
Meier. 13H East 21st St.
Ends — Alderink, Van Eenen- the quarter.Defensively,the Dutch' mated damage to Mrs. Bosch’s Helene Peters to Airman Kenneth nied by Mrs. J; Schipperand a
car at $200 and at $300 to the 1956 K. Krieger, son ot Mr. and Mrs. skit, "The Mark of Christ on the
surer,
at
a*
meeting
of
the
A son, Peter Mark, was bom in
limited the Indians to ten yards on
Denied were the applicationsof aam, Steffens,Stretcher,Boeve.
model Stewart automobile.
Herbert C. Krieger of Grand Chinese Church in Sacramento,
Holland Hospital Tuesday to Mr. Women’s Mission Guild of Fourth William C. Vandenberg to use a
Tackles — A. Hill, Bronkema, the ground and none in the air and
Junction, had been announced by Calif.," in charge of Mrs. Don
and Mrs. Louis Matchinsky,662 Reformed Church Tuesday eve- one family dwelling at 27 West 13th Kemme, De Bidder, Boerigter,De forced Ottawa Hills to punt twice.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Maentz. her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ted Hartgerink. Taking part were Mrs.
Tennis Ave.
ning. Mrs. . Willard Costing and St. for Red Cross headquarters Boer.
. . A1 Hill, who probablyplayed
parents of Tom Maentz, captain of Peters of Fennville.
Rozendal. Mrs. W .Van Vuren,
Mrs. Harold Van Dyke led devo- and Robert H. Leslie to build a
Guards — Van Zanden. White, his best game, received a blow in the 1956 Universityof Michigan
Mrs. R. Nykamp, Mrs. S. Wolters,
Miss
Peters
was
graduated
from
About 37 couples enrolled in the tions. Mrs. Costing presided.
house at 347 West 31st St. Leslie Brink, Pitcher, Feddick, Scully.
the final couple of minutes, and football team, will be guests of Fennville High School last spring. Mrs. P. Sterk and Miss E. Kuyers.
first adult dancing class at Jeffei'Details for a coming supper and had appealed for permission to Centers — Aye, Dyke. .
was helped from the field, but was President Harlan Hatcher at a Mr. Krieger was graduatedfrom
st • School Wednesday night, ac- bazaar were announced.Refresh- build the house with an 18 • foot
Backs — Stoel, Bolks, Teske, W. just shaken up. . . Coaches Dale luncheon in the president’sdining Bloomingdale High School with the
Spiders are not
cording to the teacher, Mrs. ments were seped by Mrs. An- setback from ,H a r r i s o n Ave., Kuyers, R. Kuyers, Bonnette, El*
Shearer, Ernie Post and Bill Hinga room at the Michigan Stadium Sat- class of 1955. ,
achnids, having four
William DeLong. There will be 10 drew Knoll, Mrs. Charles Klungle, whereas the city ordinancecalls enbaas, K. Hill, Howard, Otting,
were carried from the field on the i /day. Michigan^ plays Indiana on
A spring wedding is be?in J plan- and with bodies di\
lessons over a 20-week period.
Jr., and Mr*. Henry Van Kampen. for a 25-footsetback.

and officesin conjunction with the
cooperative training program.
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The- Tawanka Camp Fir* group
of Beechwood had their Halloween party at Joy Coffman’shome.
We went oh a scavenger hunt,
square danced and played some
Sunday. November IS
games. Later we served lunch. HEAVEN AND HELL, by AlNovember 18, 1956
Thanks Be To God
The next meeting we met at Sally doul Huxley — The name Aldous
The Beatitudes
Col. 3:17; IT Cor. 9:S-15
Plakke’s house. We finished mak- Huxley aenda many readers into
Matthew 5:11-12
by Darrell Fraakea
ing our terrarium. We were ex- a state of fright regardlessof
When are you the most thank
C. P. Dame
cused early so we all went trick \ aether or not they have opened
(Based on copyright outlines
ful? I* your thanksgiving ffelt
The WacipiwancaCamp Fire or treating for awhile. Our scribe, one of his books. A pity, too, that
more keenly during a struggleor
producedby the Division of ChrisMarcia Van Rhee is moving so this should be the case. He Is an
after you are the victor? Does Group held their meeting at Mrs.
tian Education, NationalCouncil
Jean Boere is taking over as intellectual, a giant in his field and
of the Chinches of Christ In the
your sense of thanksgiving bubble Van Dyke’s house. We caught up
he also can be understoodand
scribe.The last meeting wu held
over more during an examination on our memory books. Bonnie
more important, enjoyed. To those
U. S. A. and used by permission.)
at Laura De Feyter’s .tome. We
who say that this simply can not
Some of the greatest things evor after it Is all over? These ques- Van Dyke brought cupcakes and
talked about selling candy to earn
be true, I recommend Heaven
er written are found in the- Bible.
tions serve to illustratethe fact soft drinks for our treat Reported
some
money,
then worked on our
•! tk.
and Hell. It is short, the print is
that it is rather difficult to be by Lucille Brink.
The Sermon on the Mount is the
requirements. Laura served lunch.
ni'^i— * Ctty New*
not too small, and it is exciting.
The Ocikiyapi Camp Fire group
thankful at all times. Each day
Pubiuhed every Thurt- best sermon ever preached. No
Reported by scribe, Marcia Van
Fiction, drama and the mystery
by Tbe Sentinel one can apply the teachings of this
there are times when discourage- of Longfellow School had a symRhee.
Qv Office M-56 sermon unless he has the spirit
are exciting too, but this is real*
ment, bitterness, and disgustenter bol meeting at the Camp Fire
ihih Street HalOn Nov. 3 the Owaissa Camp Most adventuresdeal with th6
our
minds.
When
this
h
a
p
p
e
n
i, Office Monday, Nov. 5, after
and
power
of
Jesus
Christ.
lead. MichFire group from Van Raalte
unknown. This is an adventureof
Entered »» mond cum m*tter. at
thanksgiving makes its exit.
L Christ is the greatest of all
school. Mrs. Steketee
School went to New Richmond.
the poet office nt HoMend Mich., teachers.The Lord taught, preachthe mind, that part of the body
But
after every storm the sun slides and told the meanings of
under the Act of Oonfre**.March 3.
They left their 1 e a d e r’ s house least understood and so intangible
ed and healed when he was upon
seems to shine more brilliantly the aymbols. Kathryn D e k k e r
about 11:20 and arrived at Owais- as to be actually evasive. All the
the earth. Jesus taught the multithan before. These are the times treated. Reported by scribe,Paula
W. A. BUTLER. Editor end Publisher
sa Lodge about 11:45 a.m. The more fan . . . for the explorer
in which thanksgivingand praise Sprick.
tudes as times and at other times
girls first went on a hike along and the reader. Heaven and Hell
Telephone— New* Item* 3lfl3
are most welcome to God’s ears.
he taught his disciples.In this
The Okihi Camp Fire Giria of the railroad tracks, then
Advertisingand Su b*ctt p Hops 3191
explores human consciousness
Yet, how often do God’a people St. Francis de Salea met Monday
lesson we are studying a part of
acrou the trestle that goes over and its visions of light, clarity,
the Sermon on the Mount
a
stop in the midst of such radiant at their leader’s houae. The preiithe Kalamazoo River. They hiked and particularly color.' It deals
sermon which Jesus, according to
experiencesof thanksgiving to of- dent Suzanne Fetters called the
until they came to a farm that with the fascinatingdetails of vitradition, preached on ML Hattin.
fer a prayer.
meeting to order and the treasur- was owned by Mrs. Brown’s sunt
We are thankful when something er gave her report. Then we were and were given permission to eat sionary experienceand its overThe beatitudes form the first part
bv him in time for correction* with
all implications.
of
that
sermon.
In
these
beatimakes
a differencein our lives. . measured for our boleros which we
such error* or correction*noted
their lunch there. After lunch they
plainly thereon; and In «uch ease If tudes, Jesus pronounces certain
when good satisfies hunger, when are going to make as a group pro- had a business meeting and elect- There is the "Other World of
Vision.” Heavenly vision is experiany error 10 noted U not corrected people happy or blessed. Accordlonelinessis filled with friendship, ject. We also discuased our-mempublishersliabilityshall not exceed
ed new officersas follows: Nancy enced through drugs, hypnosis, in
ing
to
Jesus
happiness
does
not
and
when
defeat
is
followed
by
such a proportion of the entire space
ory hooka and (he differenthon- Knoll, president; Marilyn Teall,
religiousexperiences, and in jewoccupied by the error bear* to the depend upon what a person has or
victory and success. It is at such or beads to be earned in the difvice president; Helen Rose, secre- els and flowers.
whole space occupiedby such adverdoes
but
upon
what
he
is. Paul
times, when an urgent need has ferent crafts. Meeting was adtisement
tary; Sandy Broker, treasurer; Bright, pure colors are characsang in a dungeon While BeLshabeen fulfilled, that our hearts are journed. Reported oy Suzanne and Nancy Ver Hulet, acribe. Afteristic of the Other World. henceV
zaar trembled in a palace. Both
thankful to God for what he has Masuga, scribe. I
ter the business meeting they man’s love for jewels, bright obdone.
the crowds and the disciples heard
The Tomimwika
Fire were then taken back to the lodge
jects d'art, flowers. All this is
Subscriptions payable In advance and this sermon. We read. "And seeing
Did you ever notice that we are group held its meeting at Robart
by a friend of their leaders and sometimes difficult for modern
will be promptly discontinuedif not
the multitudes, he went up into
often only thankful when something School Saturday, at 3 p.m. The
spent the rest of the time there man to understandor realize be^Subscribers will confer a favor by a mountain" and "when he was
has happened to change our feel- meeting, was called to order by rt- until Mrs. Brown took them home.
cause his age is so abundant in
reporting promptly any Irregularity set. his disciplescame unto him"
ings. our fortune, and our future. citing the "Pledge Allegianceto
in delivery. Write or Phone 3l9t
The Tanda Camp Fire Girls of color.
and he "taught them.” The serA fellow gets into a close scrape the Flag.” A short business meet- Lakeview School met Oct. 29 at In the past . . . "before every
mon was meant for the disciples.
with his car. He misses getting hit ing was held, then the rest of the
Luann Moodie’s for a Halloween pair of eyes was only the dark
GLARE HOFFMAN
n. The teachings of Christ are
by inches. He is thankful. He is time was spent sewing, each girl
W-S
party. Our president,Janice Van squalor of the family hovels, the
PERSONALITY
much needed today. Jesus calls
thankful because', for a moment he having somethingdifferentto sew.
Lente called the meeting to order, dust of the village street . . .
Mr. and Mrs. George W. Lubben
It occasionally happens that a the poor in spirit blessed. Luke
thought he was going to be hurt.
The marriage of Miss Goldie ended in a large bow wi-'n stream- Then things changed and he was The busy fingers flew and hearts roll was taken and we sang the Hence a desparate thirst for bright
politicianis more a person than says. "Blessed are the poor." The
Jean Nagelkirk and George W. ers falling to the hemline. They safe. The change prompted him to were gay as songs were sung by Camp Fire Law. Group games pure colors” which were evidenced
a mere publip man. This is not of- poor in spirit are the humble, the
the group. Reported by scribe, were played and lunch was in the churches or in court. In
Lubben was solemnized Friday wore ruffled headpieces and ihort
be thankful.
Karen Van Slooten.
ten the case but when it happens teachable people who know their evening. Oct 26. at Ottawa Re- white gloves.
served. The leaders are Mrs. Van o:ir modern world there are quanlimitations, shortcomings and sins.
Unless Jesus Christ has changed
The Aowakiya Camp Fire girls Zanten and Mrs. Matchinsky. On tities of paints, inks and dyes but
Terry Lee Nagelkirk, brother of
it is sure to attract attention. Prosperity, success, power often formed Church. The Rev. G.
your heart, there isn’t much use visitedthe Camp Fire Office Nov.
"Familiaritybreeds indifferNov. 5. we held our business meetClare Hoffman, of Allegan, is an foster pride and a feelingof self- Rozenboom performed the double the bride, and Margaret Ann in praying a prayer of thanksgiv5. We got our beanies and Mrs. ing at Mrs. Matchinsky'*home. ence. We have seen too much pure,
ring rites in a setting of chrysan- Nagelkirk. niece of the bride, were
ing for what he has done. Unless Stekeiee explained Camp Fire
example. He has never been mere- sufficiency.Jesus also praises the
bright color at Woolworthsto find
ring bearer and flower girl. Ralph
ly the congressman from the mourners. The kind of mourner themums. gladioli, palms and Lubben attended his brother as you have been changed by Him symbols and showed us
it intrinsically transporting.”
candelabra,
with
lighted
candles
or helped by Him in some special slides about them. We were also
Fourth Michigan District;he has Jesus praises are those who mourn
But sanity is a matter of debest
man
and
Melvin
Nagelkirk.
always remained, first and last for their sins and who grieve be- in the windows. The pews were
way. your thanksgiving is rather shown how to play symbol bingo.
gree and there is also a visionary
brother of the bride and Ronald
decorated
with
large
bows.
hollow and meaningless.To be
Clare Hoffman, who did his own caue of the havoc of sin in the
Hell. “Everythingthat, for healthy
Miss Nagelkirkis the daughter Driesenga,brother-in-law of the sure, we are thankful for the com- Reported by scribe. Mary Slag.
thinking,his own praising and his world. Those who are sorry beOn
Nov.
5. the Okizu Camp Fire
visionaries,is a source of blissj'l
groom, were ushers.
mon gifts which He gives to the girls of Montello Park met at the Mrs. Beatrice Finch, who spent brings to one insane fear and a
own darning (the latter sometimes cause of the power of sin know of Mr. and Mrs. Martin Nagelkirk
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Mike
Lambers
of
West
Olive
and
the
groom's
sinner as well as to the saint. home of their leader. Mrs. Clare last week In Community Hospital, nightmarish sense of unreality.”
in language that was unconven- what tragedies sin causes. The
Lord commended the meek. He parents are Mr. and Mrs. William were master and mistress of cere- Therefore,our prayers of thanks- Walker. Their president called ii now comvalescingat home. Her
tional, to say the least K
Heaven and Hell. Man has formonies at a reception held in the
The average Public Man (the said that the meek would inherit Lubben of Holland.
giving should go far beyond the the meeting to order and had daughter, Sandra came from Buf- ever thought about them and imacity
hall
in
Zeeland.
Miss
Virginia
Accompanist was Mrs Glenn
often mentionedgratitude for food,
capital letters are necessary) is a the earth. In a time of planes and
gined them in his own mind. HuxWedeveen and Miss Jennie De clothing,and shelter. Is there any- the reports of the secretary and falo to spend a few days with
person who has his ear to the bombs it is good to stress this Ten Brink and soloist was Robert
ley concludes with his own ideas
treasurer.Then they discussed the
Witt
were
in
charge
of
the
gift
thing special ,in your life for which fifth grade "Fly-up”,to be held her.
ground. He maintains a public re- truth. The Soviets will not inherit Kraker.
on this subject. He considers the
The bride was given in marriage room and Mr. and Mrs. Martin you can give thanks?
Mr. and Mrs. Morgan Edgcomb posthumous state to be like . . .
lations machine that informs him the earth. The Hitlers and the StalNov. 16 at the school, after which
Chrispell.
Jr.,
served
punch.
In
by her father. For her wedding
Who is the most thankful to God? the treat was passed out and the and Jack Flanders have gone to "a heaven of blissful visionary
what the voters want him to say, ins fade away.
Hungry and thirstypeople look she chose a floor length gown Of charge of the guest book was the Is it not the one who has been meeting was adjourned. Reported Boca Grande, Fla., where they experience; . . . also a hell of the
how they want him to think. Ocbride’s brother. Dennis Nagelkirk.
casionally between elections he for satisfaction.Jesus said that petti lace and tulle featuring a
helped the most by God? If this is by Virginia While, scribe.
same kind of appalling visionary
will spend the wnter.
Others assistingwere the Misses
rpay develop the gumption to( step the people who hunger and thirst high mandarin collar and long
true, and you do not have a very
Mrs. Maurice Herbert wu hos- experience suffered by the insane;
The Tamikata Camp Fire group
across one of the lines he' has after righteousness will be satis- pointed sleeves. The skirt featur- Julia De Witt, Marlyn De Witt, keen sense of thanksgiving,may- met at Robbert’s home on Nov. 5. tess Friday evening to a group of . . . and there is also an experifound marked out for him by what fied. Food satisfiesphysical hung- ed a butterflyeffect which exten- Aim Essenburg, Jean Marlink, be It is your fault. If* you do not The president,Shirley Johnson her neighbor women.
ence. beyond time, of union with
he thinks of as his "public opin- er and water quenches physical ded to the floor. Her fingertip veil Lois Driesenga, Ardith Wyrick, feel a deep sense of gratitude to called the meeting to order. The
Miss Jean Edgcomb will leave the divine Ground.” — J. P. O.
Carolyn Wyrick and Rena Boers. God, maybe the blame should be
ion,” but as election day approach- thirst. Those who thirst after was held by a crown shaped tiara.
Thursday for Fort Lauderdale,
The couple are at home at 200 placed on your shoulders. Maybe minutes were read and roll call
She
carried
a
white
Bible
with
a
laes he is increasinglyready to be- righteousness — who want to be
taken, after which the treasurer Fla., where she will be employed
East
Main
St.,
Zeeland
following
you haven’t called on God enough collected the dues. Mrs. Robbert as social director at the Escape
come a "yes man” to his consti- right with God and man. they will vender orchid.
Three sisters of the bride. Mrs. a honeymoon to Washington, D. C. for the help and guidance you introduced Mrs. Ve r Hey who Hotel for the winter resort season.
be satisfied. The righteousness of
tuency.
The run-of-the-millpoliticianis which Jesu* speaks is a gift of Robert Meeuwsen, Misu Ardith For traveling the bride wore a you need. Because you haven't talked to us on where the canned The Rev. Paul Hinkamp of Holnot noted for personality,that qual- God — it is given to guilty sin- Nagelkirk and Miss Marcia Nagel- cinnamon wool jersey dress, with called, He hasn't answered. Be- goods we collectedwent. She told land occupied the pulpit in the
ity that distinguishes him as a hu- ners w'ho have no righteousness kirk. attended the bride as matron brown accessories and an orchid cause He hasn’t answered, you us some of her experiencesand Methodist Church Sunday morning
have nothing specific for which to how much they needed food and due to the illness of Robert Garman being from others. He is far of their own but who are made of honor, bridesmaidand junior corsage.
The bride is employed at Herman be thankful.
more inclined,to be a reflection of righteous through faith in Christ. bridesmaid, respectively.Their
clothing.We enjoyed her talk and rett, Minister.
Fourteen Gray Lady recruits
a party or a group than of his The merciful are shown mercy. gowns were fashioned of crystellet- Miller Furniture Oo. and the
Herman Himer, Marcos Waugh
thanked her for coming. We planown separate individuality.Only People who have experienced the te over taffeta with empire waist- groom at Chris-Craft.In Decemned our Christmas project which and Harry Newnham have gone from Ottawa County have comnow and then someone enters po- mercy of God in thieir own hearts lines and scoop necklines and full ber he plans to attend Davenport
will be fixing and giving clothing to Fife Lake for a few days deef pleted their Red Cross and Gray
litics who is a man first and a and have received a pardon for skirts. The V neck in the back Institute.
to the needy- Respectfully submit- hunting.
Lady orientation course. The
their sins are ready to show merPublic Man second.,
Dr. Kenneth Miller left Monday course was given Friday at the
ted. Kristi Venhuizen. secretary.
' Q are Hoffman was always a
cy.
Snahnah Camp Fire girls of morning for a hunting trip to Up- Red Cross office in Grand Haven
man first, a personality rather TYie merciful are whown mercy.
Pine Creek School met Monday, per Michigan.
Set (or
to Mrs. Henry Buikema. Mrs. Vinthan a mere Public Man. In some 1716 word "pure" appears 28 times
George Erickson and H. E. May- qtnt Erickson.Mrs. Bryce MadNov. 5. President
the
districtsthis could be fatal; the in the New- Testament.TTie pure
croft are deer hunting near Pea- dox, Mrs. Gerrit Voshel and Mrs.
Two Holland educators will take meeting by all saying the C a m p
voters often like a representative will see God, the Holy One. They
Fire Pledge. Secretary read the cock, Mich. Maurice Herbert and Wilbur Hecksel o Grand Haven.
part
in
the
Southwestern
Michiwho merely reflects them instead see God in his works in this
Clare Schultz have gone hunting
The following recruitr received
gan Conferenceon Adult Educa- minutes and Treasurer gave her
world. Early Christianity was
of himself.
report. We discussed the candy near SharOn and Fife Lake. Lar- their orientation at the Holland
tion
Tuesday,
Nov.
20
on
Western
In the Fourth Michigan District marked by chastity and charity
Backing up his statements with department to turn a frail fellow
ry Brooks i* keeping shop for Red Cross office Monday evening:
Michigan College campus, Kala- sale, then we worked on our memit worked for some twenty or more and both were uncommon in those a wealth of statistics. Dr. John into a footballhero, yet when it
ory book. We also made plans to George Erickson during his ab- Mrs. George Frego. Mrs. William
mazoo.
years. During all that time the early days and they are still not E. Tirrell. dean of Grand Rapids comes to scholastictraining,parsence. /
Ketchum, Mrs. Jerome Purcell,
Adult Education in the Com- make toys for the children’sward
voters loved the cantankerous common enough. Purity- is the con- Junior Cbllege, pointed to the need ents are likely to expect the facFollowingare the newly install- Mrs. Clyde Sandy. Mrs. Andrew
at the hospital.The meeting was
munity”
ii
the
discussion
theme
congressmanwho was not merely dition of vision.
of a. long-range plan to chart edu- ulty to do the equivalent of turnclosed by singing
Fire ed officers of the SaugatuckChap- Smeenge. Mrs. Mary Streur and
a voting convenience but a perWe are living in a day when we cational neeas in the future when ing a cripple into an All-American. for the conferencedealing with songs. Our leaders treated us to ter No. 285 O. E. S.: Worthy MaMrs. Ernest Wanrooy.
sonality.Some of them consider- always seem to be on the brink he addressedthe Woman's LiterDr. Tirrell spoke of Grand community agencies, colleges and doughnuts, cider, and candy. Mon- tron. Bertha Brown; Worthy PaMrs. James Hayer, Mrs. Willi- 1
new
developments
in
community
ed him a freak, some felt that of war. Jesus called the peace- ary Club Tuesday afternoon on the Rapids aims to expand its junior
day evening we tricked or treated tron, Leslie Junkerman; Associate am Ketchum, Mrs. Jerome Purthere were elements of the clown makers blessed.He himself is the subject, "Quality and Equality in college to a four-year college. To educationand staffed by experts to elderly families of our neigh- Matron, Jean Hall; Secretary, Sylcell and Mrs. Grant Eddson also
meet the growing needs of higher in many fie Ida throughout the borhood— Mr. and Mrs. Fred Bell, via Underhill; Treasurer, Alfarin him. but they did not ignore Prince of Peace. A person must Higher Education."
took the two • da/ orientation
area.
education,
he
envisioned
expandhim and there were elementsof first have the peace of God in
etta Force; Conductress, Ruth Te- course at the Veterans AdministraWith a rapidly increasing popuJohn Ver Beek of Hope College Sr., and Mr. and Mrs. R. Simonthe clown in him. but they did not his heart before he can do any- lation and a growing percentage ed institutions in all Michigan colsen. We gave each a plant and ry; Chaplin. Mae Junkerman; tion Hospital, Fort Custer. They
will
be
a
member
of
an
afternoon
ignore him and they did not forget thing to promote peace. The Rus- of young peope attending colleges leges, both state and church, and
each girl gave them a fruit wrap- Marahall, Alice Clover; Organist, will have regular assignmentsat
him. It is hard for a mere con- sians talk peace but plan for war. and universitiestoday. Dr. Tirrell said more community colleges panel during which he will diacuas ped in Halloween colors.We also Cornelia Gotham.
that hospital and the rest of the
"The
Role
of
the
Private
College
gressman to gaip a national repu- A man must first be at peace said education is one of the last would be in the future picture if
Mrs. Hannah Dempater spent recruitswill work at the Veterans
sang for them. Reported by scribe,
tation; there are just too many with God before he can seek peace frontiers in a country which at one educators pursue the current in Community Adult Education
several d«y» with her sister, Mrs. Facility Hospital, Grand Rapids.
Mary Ellen Atwood.
congressmenfor that. The Aliegan among men. No one likes to be t: ne had many frontiers."Brain- theory that 45-minute transporta- Programs.”
The Nov. 1 meeting of the Sixth William Ellison,in Jackson.
Several of the new recruitswill
At
a
later
symposium
on
new
solon succeeded, not so much by persecuted and yet Jesus calls power today is one of our most tion is the limit for getting to
Mr., and Mrs. Green and daugh- work as substitutelobby hostesses
grade Camp Fire girls of Lakedevelopments
in
community
eduschool.
He
said
Grand
Rapid*
reason of statemanship as be- the persecuted blessed.
important resources in America,”
wood School was called to order ter. Sandra left last Thuraday for at Holland Hospital and will
should be high on the list of pri- cation, Vern Schipper, director of
cause of sheer personality. He was
We live in a world that is hos- he said.
a trip to New York and other east- work at the blood bank. After 10
adult education for the Holland by President Patty Rooks and
for years about the only Michigan tile lo the reign of God and hence
With rapidly expanding institu- orities in the state program and
dues were collected by Dianna ern places before going to Palm hours of probationary floor work
public
schools,
will
discuss
"Comsaid
it
is
not
beyond
the
realm
congressman who was known na- it is to be expected that there tions of higher learning.Dr. Tirrell
Windemuller. We each had on a Beach, Fla., for the winter.
at the hospitals,the recruits will
tionally.In a national sense he should be persecution.Jesus was pointed to the difficulties in main- of reason to think in terms of a munity Reorganization.”
A daughter was bom to the receive their certificates,service
dress which was a character from
A
full
day’a
program
has
been
community
college
in
Holland
by
was often reviled, but he was nev- persecuted. People are still per- taining quality at 1 yet have equala book and we each told about the Rev. and Mrs. Robert Garrett at pins and caps at a capping server ignored.
secuted "for righteousness'sake" ity in colleges today. In 1900 some 1970 in addition to an expanded arrangedwith noted educators takCommunity Hospitallast Thurs- ice.
ing part. Dinner and public lec- character we were. Each .girl had
Personality is
mysterious and for th Lord’s sake. It is good 238,000young people or 4 percent Hope college.
a drawing of fall which was used day.
A Gray Lady meetin; will be
ture
in
the
evening
conclude
the
Mrs.
Bruce
Van
Leuwen
exthing. It is what is popularly call- to remember that the Lord re- of the age group were in college.
Mrs. May Hedglin and Mrs. Win- held Nov. 26 at 8 p n. in Grace
at Fun Night at the school on
ed "It." Some have it. others wards those who suffer for him, By 1940 this number had increased plained the mechanics of the com- events. Dr. Willis F. Dunbar,
nifred MacDonald have returned Church Guild Hall. 555 Michigan*
ing hospital campaign for 7150.000 history professor, will conduct a Nov. 2. The rest of the time was
don t: that's about all that can both here and in heaven.
to 1.5 million or 18 percent, and by
spent
making
carmel
apples
to sell from Outwood. Ky., where they Ave. The schedule for 1957 will be
discussion.
to complete the present building
be said. Except that the 5 county
1950 there were 24 millionin highat fun night. Each girl had a turn visited their slater Eva and family, set up at that time
districtshas elected Clare their
er education or 31 percent. Since program. She said the "second
working at the booth. We all stay- the Kenneth Lockwood*.
Mrs.
Van
Tongeren’s
mile"
appeal
is
for
individuals,
not
Congressman for another 2 year
then, the enrollment has increased
Henry Randall and John Huff
ed
at the home of Mrs. Knowles
Local
Radio
Station
for organizations, and explained
term.
one percentage point each year.
Mother Succumbs
for supper and then went to Traf- each cast his 71st vote in the Sau- Non-Voters Names Being
the group memorial plan whereby
Comet to Poppies’ Aid
This trend in education was refic Court in Holland which is one gatuck polls last Tuesday.Each is
persons may designate an organRemoved from City Record
Word has been received here of flected in high school enrollments
of
the projects we can do for our 92 years old.
Funeral Service! Held
ization when they make their
Garfit Frens of 638 Myrtle Ave.
the unexpected death of Mrs. which increased from 15 percent
Charles
Sproul
recently
visited
Now that the election excitement
pledges,and a plaque will bear the had a problem. What to do with frontiercraft. After court we had
Monday (or Joseph Zabo
Amanda Koop. mother of Mrs. in the World War I days to 75
treat at Jack’s Ice Cream. Re- his daughter "Billy” Taggart in is finished. City Clerk Clarence
name
of
the
organization
when
five
adorable
half-bred
Cocker
Chester Van Tongeren.who died percent in the late 30’s.
Vermont and has now gone to Hot Grevengoed is checking the city
ported by Judy Bowerman.
puppies?
FENNVILLE (Special)
Ser- Tuesday at * p.m. at the home of
Educatorsdiffer on the two ap- gifts reach $3,000.
The
Owatanta Camp Fire girls Springs. Ark., for the winter.
Mrs.
Alvin
D.
Bos,
president,
voting records to see how many
ThinkingImmediatelyof the Otvices were held Monday at 9 a daughter. Mrs. Betty Halvorson proachesto meeting today’s probMrs. L. J. O’Neil of St. Louis, eligible voters are left in Holland.
announced
that
the
philanthropy tawa County Humane Society, he of Thomas Jefferson School met
at St. Peters Catholic Church at of 2314 Greenfield Ave., Arcadia, lem. Some believe enrollments
at the home of Mrs. Kleis. They Mo., is the guest of her daughter,
Persons who have not voted in
Douglas for Joseph Zabo. 66, who Calif., where she had been making should be selectiveand others be- collectionlast week amounted to called Mrs. Hardld DeVries, memchose new officers, president, Mrs. John Barron, Jr.
$139.84. This is for gifts for perfour years will be notified by post
bership chairman of that organizadied at his home on route 2, her home.
lieve that higher education should
sons in county institutionsat tion. Unfortunately, the society’* Mary Lou Brewer, secretary, Mr. and Mr*. Abbott Davis re- card, Grevengoed said, that their
Fennville. Saturday followinga
About 10 years ago Mrs. Koop, be made easily available for Christmastime.
Mary Rich; treasurer, Barbie cently drove to Evanston to visit names will be removed from the,
long illness.
who was 87 years old, lived in everybody with the ultimate goal There will be no meeting next new shelter is not quite ready to Kleis; and acribe, Joanne Belt. their daughter, Gayla who ii a stu- voting record. If the card is reHe is survived by the wife, Holland for a few years. Surviving of easy steps in elementarytrain- week due to the Thanksgivingreceive tenants.Mrs. DeVries and The treat was given by Joanne dent at NorthwesternUniversity.
turned with a request for reinstateMrs. P. T. Cheff had a brainSusan; one son, Matt, of Nash- are the following children: Mrs. ing. high school, college,graduate
James Boyce of Laketown was ment within 30 days the name will »
recess. On Nov. 22, H o 1 a n d’ s
Belt. Reported by Joanne Belt
storm and called WHTC.
ville, Tenn.; one daughter. Mrs. Van Tongeren, Mrs. Halvorson. school and professional training.
Community Ambassador, Larry
The Okidako group of Lakewood elected chairman of the County be restored to the rolls.
The station seeing a chance to
Carl De Koster o< Holland and six Mrs. Edna Jensen of Alton, 111., Dr. Tirrell pointed out that not
Siedentop, will speak on "Life in
School met Nov. 5 at the home Chriatian Rural Overseas ProThe card will be mailed around
perform a public service broadgrandchildren.1
Emil Koop of St. Charles 111., everyone must have a profession- France.”
o' their leader Mrs. Know) el gram, CROP. The committee is Dec. 1. If it is returned
al
education.
He
favored
being
cast an appeal for homes for the
Burial was in Fennville Ceme- Mrs. Adeline Schulz of Huntingwith Mrs. James Hayward. After making plans for the annual CROP promptly the voter will not be repups. A telephone call this morntery. Arrangements were by ton Park, Calif., Melvin Koop of somewhat selective with considerathe buaineas meeting the girls Sunday in Allegan County church- quired to register before voting
ing from the ex-owner of the littet,
Chappell Funeral Home in Femi- Arcadia, formerly of Holland, tion for merit, but insisted that Mrs. Nielsen Dies
es, which has been tentativelyaet
Mr. Frens, reveals that all five discuued ways aviation hu for the lait Sunday in November. again. If the name is withdrawn
ville.
and Mrs. Irma Campbell of Whit- the i framework be such that pobrought
the
people
of
the
world
from the roils, however,the pertentialtalent get proper encour- In Douglas Hospital
have found new homes through the
tier, Calif.
closer together and the effect!
son must register before the next
ment.
joint action of WHTC and the Huit hu had on business, pleuure Natift of Famfilk
Blind Parking Meters
election.
SAUGATUCK (Special) - Mrs. mane Society.
Dr. Tirrell mentioned the conand world relations. We sang two
Glenn Resident Dies
tinuance of the industrialrevolu- Margery H. Nielsen, 42. wife of
The Humane Society is planning
Are Removed Tuesday
Succumbs in Chicago
. ongs which we are learning.They
tion. commonly called automation,
r
Theodore E. Nielsen of Saugatuck, a regular weekly radio show to are "JacobraLadder” and "Dear
Following Long Illness
Two Care
and called attentionto the fantashighlightits adoption program
Parking meter technicians were
FENNVILLE (Special) - Dr. Two cars were damaged TuesSAUGATUCK (Special)
Jo- tic numbers of persons required to died Tuesday afternoon at DougLord and Father.” For our next
and to describe pets available for
in Holland Tuesday, changing 100
seph Thomas Price, 72, of Glenn, make the machines and do certain las Hospital where the had been
meeting we are to tell some leg- Robert Huff, 73, of Chicago,died day afternoon when they collided
adoption.
blind meters in city parking lots
died Tuesday noon at his home m nagerial jobs. He quoted one taken Sunday. She had been in ill
ends on stories about early at- unexpectedly Saturday in Chicago. on M-21 two miles west of Bamato conform witfi meters along following an extended illness. He
He is survived by the wife, by Rd. Drivers of the cars were
tempts to fly. Mrs.
large manufacturerwho currently health for some time.
streets, accordingto City Mana- was born in 1884 in Ste Genevieve.
Ethel; two sons, Robert, Jr., of Ruth DeWeerd, 28, of 598 WashCar,
Truck
Collide
served
the
treat.
employes 150,000men and women
Born in Seattle,Wash., April 6,
ger Herb Holt.
Mo., and came to live in the Glenn who said instead of the 300 col- 1914, she was the daughter of
On Nov. 2. the Owaissa Camp Oregon and Eugetfc of California ington Ave., and John Hoeve, 86,
Sidney Birrett, 21, of 607 Weat
Blind meters had been in some vicinityin 1936.
and four grandchildren.
Zeeland. Ottawa County deputies
lege graduates now in his employ, Mr. and Mrs. Donald C. Howard. 21st St, Tuesday received scalp Fire group from Van Raalte
loti and were scheduled to be pin
Dr. Huff was a native of Fenn- estimated damage to the vehicles
Surviving are the wife, Mary; he expects eventually he will be She was a member of Saugatuck lacerations after his car collided School had their Halloween party
in others before a protest was four sisters, Miss Irene Price and
with a cement truck at 21st St. The party was held at the home ville, son of the late Mr. and Mrs at $335.
employing 7,000 graduates each Congregational Church.
lodged by the Retail MerchantsAs- Mrs. Carrie Nelson, both of Caliof Helen Rose. All the girls dressed George Huff. He graduated from
fall.
Survivingbesides the husband and Diekema Ave. The truck
aociation.
fornia, Mrs. Lillie Carter of MisTo maintain quality,Dr. Tirrell are one son. TheodoreC. at home; driven by Clarence Beelen, 41, of in costumes and met at 6. First Northwestern Dental College in
All city nieteri will now regis- souri and Mrs. Helen Martin of said faculties must continue to her father, Donald C. of Hollywood 1523 Ottawa Beach Rd. Ottawa they ate supper, after which 1903. The body was brought to Woodbine in Harbor
The Coast Guard cutter Woodler the ex#t amount of legal park- Detroit; three bcothers, Charles screen out studentswho are not
Chappell Funeral Home where serCalif.; two sisters,Mrs. George County deputies said damage to they collected canned goods for a
gine
was in Holland Harbor Tuesing time left on the meter, where aim
vices
were
scheduled
Wednesi-.ua
i
and Luster of Missouri and Louis college material to maintain qual- Chane of Greenwich, Conn., and the '51 model car was estimated poor family. When they arrived
blind meters record simply wheth- of
Beijev
'* "
"eville,Hi., and a stepson, ity and integrity/ He said parents Mrs. Harold T. Nadler of Tampa, at $300. Th* truck
not back at the house they played day at 2 p.m. with burial in Fenn- day picking up the lighted channel
markers. .
er there is legal time remaining. Roy
Halloween games. The leader. ville Cemetery.
pman of Morley, Mich. hardly expect a colics; athletic Fla.
damaged.
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Hope Finishes Third

in

With 25-20 Win Over
Dutch Build

Up

Early 3-TD

Lead

AA

MI

Alma

But Scots Scare
Hope College built up a comfortable three touchdown margin
and then let Alma College score
three times to result in a close
25-20 MIAA footballwin Saturday
afternoon at Riverview Park.
The victory gave Hope third
place in the MIAA with a 4-2 record as Kalamazoo took over second place with a. 20-13 win over
Albion. Hillsdale won the crown
wipi a 6-0 mark and Albion finishea fourth with a 3-3 xecord.
Brilliant Dave Kuyers, Dutch co.captain, added a final laurel to
his impressive list by mixing several long gains and some fine
plunges to come up with 159 yards
and end the season with a net of
506 yards in six.cpnferencegames,
good for the individual league
rushing championship.

Kuyers carried the b a 1 78
times against MIAA foes to chalk
up his mark and went into Satur1

day's game trailing Hillsdale's
Nate Clark by 98 yards. Sparking his 19 carries Saturday,he
ran 42 yards for a touchdown on
a quick opener on Hope’s third
play from scrimmage in the first
quarter and reeled off another 47yard gain on the first play of the
second half.
But Kuyers needed his big total
Saturday to heat out teammate
Mert Vanderlind. Hope's blond
Mr. Outside,” who himself accounted for 70 yards and a seasons total of 4d8 yards gained in

tilts.

six MIAA
Vanderlind also topped Clark, although it took a 13-yard scamper
in the final two seconds of the
game for the junior halfback to
surpass the Hillsdale star. Hillsdale met Lewis State outside the
conference Saturday, so whatever
Clark did could not add to. his

MLVA mark
It took- Hope
* -

Hospital Notes

Herb Widmer

Sets

1956

New
35 Persons Give

Hope Harrier Record

Datema-Van Nuil Vows Spoken

Admitted to Holland Hospital

Herb Widmer, Hope College senFriday were JIU De Wilde, 196
East 24th St.: Diane Vander Kolk, ior, running his last college meet,
at Clinic
set a new college cross-country
312 North State St., Zeeland; Nancy
Nykamp, route 3; Wanda Simon- record with a 20:57 performance Thirty - five penoni donated
as the Hope harriers defeated Alson. 490 Riley St.; Daniel Padnos,
ma, 19-40 in a dual meet atithe blood at & regular clinic Monday
53 East 30th St.; Gerald Hooker.
American Legion country club In Red Cross headquartersat 6
586 West 48th St.; Hendrick John
East Eighth St.
Meier, 13tf East 21st St.; Roy course Saturday.
Widmer, fcaptain of the flope
Doner were Fred Pathuls,
Repp, route L Fennvllle.
Discharged Friday were Mrs. team, had broken his ojvn record Reuben Van Dam, Frank Gibbon,
Ralph Zuverink, route 3, Zeeland; three times this season. Ron Don Edward M. Nagelkiric, Andrew
Mrs. Helen Van Huis, 131 East Uyl, another Hope senior and Car- Knoll, Walter De Vries, Arnold
roll Bennink,of Hope, took sec- Lappenga, Marvin TMbergen,
30th St.; Mrs. Fred Meyer, route
ond and third respectively.
Gerald Giebink, LeRoy Sybeama,
1, Allendale; Mrs. Etta Gregory,
Dick Vinceguera of Alma, finish- Carlton M. French, Erwin Koops,
route 3, Fennvllle; Mrs. William
Plomp and baby, 288 West 19th ed fourth to be the first Alma Hester Riemersma, Norman Overrunner home. Harry Wristors of day, Donald Nivison, Donna De
St.; Mrs. Theodore Bolks and baby,
Hope took sixth. John Needham, Weerd, Gordon Nagelkiric,Henry
124 Clover Ave.; Mrs. Donald Van
Ry and baby, 614 Lugprs Rd.; Mrs. seventh. Jack Hoogendom,ninth A. Bol.
Audley Boeve and baby, route 4; and Andy Felix, tenth.
Gerrit De Jonge, Mrs. Mary

Blood

Mrs. Wayne Larsen and baby, 149
Walnut Ave.; Mrs. Jack Van
Dorple and baby, 390 West 20th

St; Mrs. Raymond Armbruster,
241 Douglas Ave.; Mrs. Martin

Christian Lists

Sybesma, Earl Gunneman,Qay*>n Bakker, William Boes, Maynard Bakker, David Kinkema,
Georfe Den Uyl, Lavem and Kenneth Casemier, Don Brower, Mike
Becksvoort, Arnold J. Boeve, Al
Kleis, Jr, Abel Sybesma, Jacob
De Vries and John Mast.

Petroelje. 231 East 14th St.; Mrs.
Jacoba Topp, 94 East Seventh St.;
Richard Vander Molen, 391 Chippewa Dr.; Nancy Nykamp. route
An 18-game basketball schedule Physicians on duty were Dr.
4; Wanda Simonson. 490 Riley St;
John Winter and Dr A. Vander
for Holland Christian High School
Daniel Padnos, 53 East 30th St.
was announced today by Athletic Waa. Nurses werv. Dorothy DykAdmitted Saturdaywere Arthur
man. Mrs. E. E. Brand, Jane De
Director Raymond Holwerda.The
Keane, 631 Michigan Ave.; KathWeerd and Barbara Hobeck.
Maroons
are
scheduled
to
play
leeh Burke, 22 West 26th St.; Mrs.
Nurses aides were Jeanette
nine games at home and a like
Ehner Atman. 256 South 120th Ave.
Poest, Margaret Stegink, Mrs.
number, away.
Discharged Saturday were
Janet Christensen.Mrs. Ernest
Christian’sschedule corresponds
Gerald Hooker, 586 West 48th St.;
Post. Gray Ladies were Maxine
in the way of opponents' on last
Gertrude Lievense, 6 West 19th
year’s card. Holwerda said. Six of Potts. Mrs GertrudeDangremond
St.; Mrs. Ronald Mokma and
and Mrs. Sue Sandy.
baby. 465 West 17th St.; Mrs. the games are with class A schools In charge of the canteen were
101 with class B, and two with
Everett Hart and baby, 633 West
class C. Single games are played Mrs. George Den Uyl, Mrs. Jerry
21st St.; George Ihrman, 315 West
Webbert, Mrs. Stanley Dalning and
ON WAY TO MIAA RUSHING CROWN-Dave Kuyers (43), 21st St.; Mrs. Andrew Brunsell, with four schools. Niles, Dowagiac, Mrs. Fred Slag. Historian! were
Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Joy Datamo
Portage
and
Grand
Rapids
CrcsHope fullback concluded a brilliant four-year career Saturday by
193 West 18th St.; Kathleen Burke,
Mae Whitmer and Mrs. Alice Fortton.
This
year,
under
a
two-year
winning the MIAA individualrushing crown with a total of 508
22 West 26th St.
ney. Rochelle Dq Vries served as
An arch trimmed with pink and ,11k and curled a^touquef o(*pS>k
yards in six games Here, Kuyers carries for a typical gain in
Admitted Sunday were Cornelius contract, Niles and . Dowagiac Junior Red Cross aide.
white carnations and flanked with carnations.
come
here while the Dutch travel
the 25-20 conquest of Alma at RiverviewPark. Kuyers carried
Woodwyk, route 5; Gordon Ver
palms formed the settingfor the
Robert Datema served as his
19 times for 159 yards in the game. Teammate Mert Vanderlind Hulst, route 2; Henry Serier, 169 to the other two.
double ring ceremony unitingMiss brother’sbest man. Ray Van Dyke
This year is also the year for
(40) coming up from behind, finished second to Kuyers in the
East Eighth St.; Mrs. Kate Keppel,
Carol Joyce Van Null and Arnold played the wedding music and Wilthe locals to be at home for the
rushing derby. The blond junior had 488 yards, including 70 in
85 East 10th St.; Sidney Koster, 34
Jay Datema In marriage. The Rev. bur Vander Yacht sang ''Becauae’'
annual
afternoon
New
Year’s
the Alma
(Sentinel photo)
West 33rd St.; Lori Wolters, 124
Jacob Hoogstra solemnized the and ’’The Lord’s Prayer.” Uaber*
game
with
Muskegon
Christian.
West 30th St.; Mrs. Carl Simpson,
ObedienceTraJnlnp
vows spoken In the parlors of were John Van Nuil, Jr., and RonPlaying on this afternoon has alIf you want your dog to be de- Prospect Park Christian Reform- ald Kalmink.
29 passes Alma tried during the sen shifted to the air, hitting Watt route 2, West Olive.
DischargedSunday were Naomi most become traditionwith Hol- pendable, obedient and safe, don’t ed Church, Oct. 26.
afternoon and the Dutch had a ln
end zorte. With 7:10 "left "in
The bride’i mother wore a light
land Christian teams throughout
Jones, route 2; Horace Dekker, 75
first down on the Alma
.
„
fondle him constantly and don’t
The bride is the daughter of blue dreaa with pink acceasories
the seasons.
Jack Faber, Zeeland sophomore,
Quarter, Hope led, 24-( East Ninth St.; Roy Repp, route
Schedulingdifficulties send the permit him to do as he pleases. Mrs. James Van Null of 147 Fair- and i pink rose corsage.The mothcame into the contest at this point 9iving up tryin8 t0 kick extn 1, Fennville; Mrs. John Steininger,
Maroons
away for their first four Overindulgencemay lead to un- banks Ave. The groom is the son er of the groom wore a beige and
and, trying the same first down P°*nts> Grissen pitched to Curt 434 College Ave.; Vicki Lynn Ross,
games of the season which begins pleasantness and regret when you of Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Datema, brown dreaa, brown accessories
pass strategy which worked in the Mennling who retraced Watt' 867 West 25th St.; Mrs. Jimmie
and a yellow rose corsage.
Nov. 23 at Kalamazoo U’estem discover you have an unmly dog route 2, Hamilton.’
Gaitan and baby, 172 East 15th St.;
Olivet and Albion victories,heav- stePs ar,d Hope lead 25-7.
The bride chose a white ballerFollowing a receptionfor 60
State High. The Dutch don’t open who may bite someone or destroy
Mrs. E. J. Vander Kooi and baby,
ed to Hendrickson. The big half- From then on, the fans’
their home card until Dec. 14 with a neighbor's property. You should ina-lengthgown of falHe with white guests in the church basement,the
back'went up with Scott defender turned to the MiXA individual 167 North 160th Ave.; Mrs. John
restrain and punish him when he satin trim. Her veil was secured newlyweds left on a wedding trip
Tom Johnson on the 20. Both boys rushing race, while Aim . became H. Van Maastricht and baby, 111 Allegan. Christian will be playing misbehaves and keep him firmly by a crown of pearls and she to Niagara Falls. For going away,
came down with the ball, and, concerned with pulling a fast-quar- West 31st St.; Thomas Gaines, 70 at the Civic Center before that under control at all times. Of wore a single strand of pearls, the new Mrs. Datema changed to
however.This situation occurs inwrestled for 19 yards before Hen- ter upset. They added ammunition West 13th St.
course, be considerate in your de- a gift from the groom. She car- a charcoal gray wool dress, a light
Hospital births Include a son, asmuch as Zeeland’s ’'home” tilt mands, and a certain degree of ried a white Bible with orchids.
drickson came
up with
it V/II
on the to this idea by scoring
v. v*
m IV
Ilf, V/II
on aa A.v/-jaiu
26-yard
gray coat and black accessories.
with
the
Dutch
is
again
listed
for
Alma one-yard line as the quarter end sweep by Frank Lawrence in Dan Alan, born Friday to Mr. and
kindnessshould prevail always. She was escorted to the altar by
-V ___
<1
#*
. _
Mr. and Mrs. Datema are gradthe
Holland
Civic
court.
This
game
closed.
the final minute of the period Mrs. Gerald Van Malsen, 187
Never give a command to your her brother, John Van Nuil.
uses of Holland High School and
Hendrickson was rewarded for Lawrence threadedthree tacklers James St.; a son. Jesi, bom Fri- is scheduled for Dec. 4.
Mrs. John Meyering, sister of are both employed by Home FurMeanwhile Coach Art Tuls is get- dog unless you want him to obey;
his struggle by being given the in
.....
- ......
.....
...... Jose
VWv Lara,
reaching
the Hope goal. Bill day to Mr.
and Mrs.
having once given the command, the bride, as maid of honor wore nace Co. TTvey are living in East
ting
down
to
hard
work
with
his
ball to crash over on off-tackleKleck, best punter in the MIAA 53 West Second St.; a son, Jon,
do all in your power to make sure a ballerina-lengthgown of blue Saugatuck.
plunge. Hope led 18-0 witll three converted, tightening the score to born Saturday to Mr. and Mrs. squad this week. Most of the work
he complies. Never give unnecesthe
previous
week
centered
around
seconds gone in the second quarJay Lampen, route 2, Hamilton.
conditioning and drills to deter- sary commands and then not folter.
After Hope failed to make
A son' Gregory /Jan, born Satlow them through. A dog will get Former Holland
Widow of Cliica|o
Watt’s first conversion was wide; first down on their own 40 mid- unlay to Mr. and Mrs. George mine (he personnel of the squad.
as
much
pleasure
from
carrying
Tuls
made
a
squad
cut,
Tuesday
a bad pass from center prevent- way in the final stanza, the Scots Althuis, 44 East 34th St.; a daughDiet in Grand Rapids
Diet in East Saugatuck
ed the second kick and another bad set up their last touchdown drive. ter, Kathy Sue, bom Saturday to and is now pointingsessionsto the out your wishes as from having
hard grind of offensiveand defen- his own way. In fact, the canine
Word has been received here of
pass stopped Hendrickson's try.
Mrs. Mae 1 Stuart, 66. widow
It took eight plays, climaxed by a Mr. and Mrs. Robert Hop, route
mind is so constructed that your
The middle portion of the second 19-yard end run by fullback Pat 2; a son, James Nelson, bom Sat- sive patterns.
the death of John P. Albin, 65, of Clarence B. Stuart of Chicago,
dog is happiest when he is obedient
The complete schedule lists;
quarter saw Alma advance once Brzdy, for Alma to creep within urday to Mr. and Mrs. George
who died Thursday morning at hit died Thursday morning at the
Nov. 23 — Western State, away; and faithful.
to the Hope 11 and again to the a touchdown of Hope with 4:35 Svoboda, 740 Pine Ave.
home of her sister, Mrs. Frances
home in Grand Rapids. Hi former- Fenrick, East Saugatuck, route 1,
Muskegon Christian,
seven. The first drive was halted left in the game. Klenk’s kick narTwins, a boy and a girl. Deborah Nov. 30
Amount to Feed a Dog
ly lived in Holland.
by Ron Weatherbee’spass inter- rowed the gap to five points.
Zeeland,away
with who she made her home since
Lynn and Douglas Lee, born Sun- away; Dec. 4
Not only does the novice dog
Surviving are: two sons, John last August She had been ill tor
ception and the second ceased
(Holland Civic Center); Dec. 7 —
day
to
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Myron
Hoffwhen Dyke Rottschaffer pounced Hope took tho kickoff oh their man, route 2, Hamilton, a daugh- Portage, away; Dee. 14 - Allegan, owner have trouble in trying to Alblh of Grand Rapids and Junior some time.
10 and never relinquished the
on an Alma fumble.
home; Dec. 21 — Western State, figure out what to feed his dog, Albin of Holland; four daughters, Surviving are four sisters, Mrs.
ball, driving to the Alma four yard ter bom Sunday to Mr. and Mrs.
Taking over after a punt on
Bernard Riddor, 934 Graafschap home; Dec. 27 — Grand Rapids but the problem of how much to Mrs. Marvin Henagln, Mrs. James Frances Fenrick of East Saugaline as the game ended.
Hope's 43, the Scots clickedon two
Christian, away; Jan. 1, (after- feed also confronts him. Even the Schurman, Airs. James Nyland tuck, Mrs. Vlolette Gehrke, Mrs.
They did lose the ball for one Rd.; a son, Larry Allen, bom Sun- noon) —
passes for their first score,. JohnChristian, experienced dog owner sometimes and Mrs. Donald Me Dowel, all of Alice McNamara and Mrs. Graqe
day
to
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Preston
son hit halfback Bob Hill for 13 play on the Alma 15, but Vanderhome;
Jan.
8
—
Zeeland,
home; either overfeeds or underfeeds his Holland; 11 grandchildren.
Soderblom,all of Chicago.
Brown. 569 West 30th St.; a son
yards. Hill then sneaked away lind intercepted a pass to literalJan. 18 — Dowagiac, home; Jan dog
Scott
Andrew,
born
Sunday
to
Mr.
from the Hope defense to take a ly keep the ball rolling.
When it comes to how much to
Muskegon Catholic, home;
and Mrs. Andrew Behrmann, 2841.! 22
Johnson pass on the seven and
Four Hope seniors concluded Fairbanks Ave.
Jan. 25 — St. Joseph, away; Feb. feed a dog here is a good rule to
Scrappy says:
streakedinto the end zone. Hill their careers in the contest but
1 — Grand Rapids Creston, away; remember: Feed a dog daily onetried the conversion, but it was only two of them, Kuyer„ and guard
Feb. 8 — Allegan, away; Feb. 12 half ounce of food for each pound
One U. S. company is spending$4,000,wide.
Tom Harris played. Center Earl Mother of Mrs. Lugers
— Niles, home; Feb. 15 — Grand he weighs. For example, a dog
Kuyers electrified the crowd of De Witt and quarterback Harry
000 to try to keep 1,000,000 employees
Rapids Christian, home; Feb. 22 weighing 64 pounds should reDies in Fort Myer«, Fla.
1,200, includingthe parents of Hope Vss were out with injuries.
— St. Joseph, home; Feb. 26
ceive two pounds of food daily.
accident-free this year.
players sitting behind the Hope
Alma, too had only four seniors
Muskegon Catholic, away.
bench, with his 47-yard dash to on the roster, and can be expect- Mrs. Richard Schaddelee, the
Your Dog's Age
former Gertrude Klomparens.died
open the second half. But the pos- Cil to be tough next year.
Again I am forced to repeat my
Thursday
at
the
age
of 79 after a
Statistics:
sibility of another Hope score was
Marinette Eagle-Star
always buying
materials
formula for determininga dog's
stymied when Watt fumbled on the
A
H year's illness in Fort Myers, Fla.
age in relationto that qf a human
She
was
born
in Fillmore and had Opens New Modern Plant
Alma four. Alma punted out to First downs ......... ..... 13
14
being. Hundreds of requests have
lived in Grand Rapids before movtheir own 42, and the Ho^ie ground Yards rushing ....... ....132
322
come in asking for me to outline
MARINETTE,
Wis.
(Special)
ing
to
Florida
many
years
ago.
crew went to work again. In eight Yards passing ....... ....175
83
again this formula. So here it is
The
Marinette
Eagle-Star,
which
The
Schaddelees
maintained
a
120 Rivar Ave.
Holland, Mich.
plays, the Dutch were back to the Total yardage ....... ....307
405
began
as
a
weekly
newspaper
In once more:
summer
home
at
Highland
Park
five, where quarterback Del Gris- Passes attempted ... ..... 29
14
The more or Iss accepted methbut remained in Florida last sum- 1871, opened its new building FriPasses completed ... ..... 14
4
od is to multiply the animal's age
day and Saturday.
Passes intercepted .. ...... 2
3 mer due to her illness.
Schaddelees celebrated Founded by Judge lather B. by seven. Based on this theory a
Fumbles ............. ..... 1
3
IN
their
54th
wedding anniversary on Noyes, the Eagle - Star has been dog 3 years of age compares with
' mbles recovered . ...... 2
2
a
human
21
years
old.
However,
in the hands of his family for three
Punts ................ . 4-150 4-125 June 26. 1956.
Penalties ............ .... 0
Surviving are the husband. Rich- generations.The present president this is not a very active formula
25
Lineups :
ard; one son, Hubert R. Schadde- and treasurer of the Eagle Print- to use.
at home and
Dogs attain maturity much soonlee of Grand Rapids; two daugh- ing Co. is Linwood I. Noyes.
Hope
er
than you or I. At one year of
Publisher
Fred
G.
Sappington
ters.
Mrs.
James
Lugers
of
HolEnds
Wiegerink,Menning.
Hilmert, Bronson, Rottschaffer, land and. Mrs. Parker (Geraldine) began plans for the modern, one- age a dog attainsthe same maturCoulson.
Holt of Fort Myers, Fla.; eight story prinUng plant in 1916 and ity as docs a man in his early
Tackles — M. Peelen. Ter Mo- grandchildren and iwo great grand- contracts were awarded in 1955. twenties.Eleven to 15 years is the
lem, De Fouw, Zwemer, G. Peel- children; also many nieces and The new plant covers 14,700 square normal life span of a dog. Bearing
en, De Witt.
feet and includes large news, ad- these facts in mind you will find
nephews in the area.
vertisingand circulation offices. It my “times 4 plus 20” formula the
Guards — Cantos, Faber, Paarl344 WEST 16TH
burg, Harris, Waggoner.
is equippedwith a 24-page press most accurate to use.
For example, a dog one year old
Centers
Brookstra,Lauten- Peter Steggerda, 77,
which uses more than 2,300 pounds
bath.
of paper a day.
would be considered to be as old
YOU* HOSTS/
Dies at His
Backs
Grissen,Vanderlind,
as a 24-year-old human (1 times
PAUL AND EDNA VAN RAALTE
Watt, Kuyers. Faber, Rupp, Mez4 plus 20 equals 24). A 5*year-old
Peter Steggerda. 77, of East 32nd
Football Coach Al Manne dog compares in age to a man 40.
ner, Wetherbee.
St., former bricklayer, died late
ACtoss Prom postoffice
Alma
A 15-year-olddog compares In age
Sunday evening at his home fol- Resigns at Hudsonville
ZEELAND
Ends
Morrison, De Cou, lowing a short illness. He is surto a man 80. The extremelyrare
Klenk.
vived by the wife, Rose; four sons
HUDSONVILLE(Special)—Foot- 20-year-old dog is as old as the
CLOSED SUNDAYS
Ht enjoys • cool glass of
Tackles — Arrick, Lake. Rubel. and three daughters,Orville of ball coach Al Manne Thursday very rare human of 100.
Guards — Boerma, Smith.
GROVE
Milk right along with tho
By
using
this
“times
4
plus
20”
Allendale, J. Harris. Earl and night resigned from his positionat
Center — Sundeck.
Lloyd of Holland,Mrs. Edward Hudsonville High School. Superin- formula, how old is your dog?
rost of tho family. Ha likes Its

18-Game Schedule

game.

Dog Notes

46.^^....
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,

J .J „

Unlf

only
plays to
build their three-touchdown lead in
( \
•
the first
half.
Center Bill Broekstrarecovered
an Alma fumble at midfield on
the Scots’ first play of the game.
Two line plays later, Kuyers made
his 42-yard scoot and Hope led
6-0, with 2:10 gone in the game.
Midway in the first quarter0, Alma failed on a fourth down attempt and Hope took over on the
50. In eight running plays, including a 21-yard end sweep by
Vanderlind, the Dutch were home.
Pete Watt, smaHest of the Hope
backfieldmen, cross-bucked the Alma left tackle for a 12-0 lead with
1:34 left in the period.
Alma received the kickoff, but
tried only two plays before Jerry
Hendricksoninterceptedone of the

i

.......
vait
^

« .

r

I
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INSURANCE

SCRAP

Louis Padnos Iron & Metal Co.

—

NOW
W*F0RCE

The

TWO PUCES TO

WE

ENJOY GOOD FOOD

OaiL fiaaUcA.

ALL MAKES

SPECIALIZE

Automatic Transmission

—

and Repair

Service

ST.

FENDTS AUTO SERVICE

restaurant

—
—

Home

PHONEM660
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Look at Dad!!

—

MAPLI

TAKING A
VACATION

Ben Von Lente, local agent

Farm Insurance
Companies of Bloomington,
for the State

Illinois, announced

today that

Farm Life Insurance
Company's Ordinary life
State

THIS WINTER?

insurancein force passed the

one

billion dollar mark in

September.

"No

other life

insurancecompany", he added," ha» ever grown so large

during Ks first 27 years
-

through the individual plac-

ing of

you wonted about boot dam-

ae* la your Loom? Um a slmplo
signal lamp oporated by a

tW

bmoIoL and plug la at any rocoptacte.
llgbti

a

Thk

bandy

gadgot

signal lamp at

a

pr*.

own

agents."

doterateod temporatun drop,
and thte te a signal to your

"We

feel this billiondollar

neighbor or caro-lakor that tho

policies

by

An

its

achievement is a strong en-

temporatun to too low

dorsement. of our State Farm

from frost damage. Water

auto - life - fire "personal

bnrtusi. See us

insurance"plan. And by the
people, who count most

—

for

uatety
Is

about

our

simple control for a worry-free

residence insurance problems.

PHONE 7133

Bier Kelder. Premium beer,

noon to midnight.

MFC. & SUFM.Y CO.
P.O.

PHONE 44534 ON

M-21

dt

Shower

and

MAPLE

GROVE'S TEMPERATURE-CONTROLLED MILK.

MAPLE GROVE DAIRY
•71 MICHIGAN AVE.

M

Rubber Stamps

Soda Bar)

PHONY

tssy

TRY OUR

24

WARM FRIEND

Dallcioat Pits

HOUR

Fancy Cakes

SERVICE
f

TAVERN

BOX 212

Honored

rich, creamy smoothness,
feels secure baying

A conveniently located meet-

Dutch atmosphere. Open

all

of their automobile,life and

ue as the school’s track coach.
Successorto the former Grand

Rapids Union and Western MichMiss Patricia Kole was honored
igan College star will be named at a bridal shower Friday evenfrom the outside, Sikkema said. He ing by Mrs. William J. Brouwer of
add that the school board is con- 52 East 14th St
templating shifting other coaches Invited guests were the Mesand expanding the athletic staff dames C. Kole, R. Kole, R. Veneby the end of the schq(j| year. At klaasen, P. Nykamp, J. Kole. Henpresent, Ken Bauman of Holland ry Cook, Gerard Cook, Orwin
Cook, J. Forney, Alvin Cook, M.
The average per capita income is an assistant footballcoach.
J. Kole, Howard Kole, Bob Kole,
of individuals is greatest in the
Britain claims the world’s Ken Zuverink, George Lumsden
United States, followed by Canada
and Sweden. Average per capita densest railroad traffic. One and the Misses Constance Cook,
income of persons in China is about junction outside London sees pas- Myrha Cook, Peggy Kole, and
sage of some 2,500 trains a day. Kathy Kole.
$5.

ing place with traditional

HAMILTON

tendent Clarence S i k k e m a said
Manne will stay on the staff as a
Miss Patricia Kole
teacher and is expected to contin-

Join Vour friends ot Tha
nationallyadvertised wines.

Mr. Ben Von Lente incontact him with any or

comas

Oils

jour policy holders."
vites interestedreaders to

Backs — Johnson, Brady, Hill, (Evelyn) Pelon, Mrs. Kenneth
Lawrence, Harris, Mousseau,
(Hazel) Matchinsky of Holland
Worm, Gleason.
and Rosella Steggerda at home.
There are 18 grandchildren.
Mr. Steggerda was a member of
BricklayerLocal No. 19. Many
years ago he organized and directed the Youth Drum and Fife Corps
and he also played in the Holland
MarshallBand. He was a charter
member of Bethany Christian Reformed Church.

Fresh Baked Broad
AND BB CONVINCED

Phone

75741

Quality

BEN'S
370 Room

Scott-Lugers
140

1IVEB AVE.

Saagonad

Lumber Co.
PHONE S4SS

DU MONO BAKE
3S4

CENTRAL

AVL|

F
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DAR

Ganges

Chapter Hears Talk

On American Indians
"The American Indian is one
of the minority groups which has
been by-passed by our government, especiallythe Michigan Indians.” Mrs. E.
Beck of Mt
Pleasant told the Elizabeth Schuyler Hamilton chapter. Daughters of
the American Revolution, Thursday afternoon in the home of Mrs.

C

F. E. De Weese.
Mrs. Beck’s subject was "The
American Indian Today and His
Tomorrow:’ She asserted that the
reason for government by - pass-

Local Students

Hostesses for the evening will be

Join Reserves

Mrs. Lyle Tromp and Mrs. Her-

•

Who Shot

Girl

The W.S.C. of Ganges Methodist
church will meet for an evening
meeting Tuesday, Nov. 13, at the
church. Mrs. Lawrence Walker will
be in charge of the program and
a film "Light Over All The World”
will be shown. Mrs. Otto Chase
will have charge of devotions.
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Husband Gets
1 to

15 Years

Judge Recommends

Minimum SenUnce

For 17-Year-Old Wife
man Stremlcr.
The annual Men’s Night of the
GRAND HAVEN (Special)Ganges Home club will be held Seventeen-year-old Helen Thomas
Wednesday evening Nov. 14 at who was convicted of manslaughGanges Methodistchurch. A co- ter Oct. 25 in the fatal shooting of
operative dinner will be serVed her 24-year-oldhusband, was sen-

Three Holland High School students have enlisted under the division of the Armed Forces Reserve Act of 1955, which provides
that a young man still in high
school can Serve a portion of his
military obligation without interferring with his education and
and his future plans.
The young men must sene a

at 6:30. Mrs. Alva Hoover is hosttenced Friday to serve one to 15
for the occasion and Mrs.
years in the DetroitHouse of CorIrving Wolbrinkwill be in charge rection, with minimum recomof entertainment.
mended.
One-hundred three dollars was
In pronouncing sentence, Circuit
collected for Unicef on Halloween
Judge Raymond L Smith said he
by the school children of the varihad taken into consideration the
training assembly one night a ous school districtsin the townwars.
fact that young Mrs. Thomas had
Mrs. Beck said the third rea- week and two weeks of annual unit ship. The collectionwas sponsor- spent almost three months in the
training
at
a
military
installation.
ed
by
the
Ganges
Methodist
and
ion was art and cited basket makcounty jail, add credited her with
ing She explained how the Indian Upon completionof high school, Baptist churches and a party was this tim: spent in arriving at the
must cut a black ash log and spend the young man serves six months held following the drive at the recommendationfor minimum senda i in the weaving of one basket of active duty trainingat an Army Ganges Grange Hall. Doughnuts tence.
with the whole family cooperat- Installation. The rest of the eight and cider were served.
Mrs. Thomas, who was convictThe Bit O' Fun club began their
ing. Only until recently was he years will be served in Holland
POINT
NEXT YEAR — After having a year of training, Gordon. Larry Wiersma anl Dick Topp. Third row: Assistant
ed
of manslaughterby a jury of
with
local
reserve
unit
—
Battery
28th year of meetings Saturday
paid a nominal sum for his labor.
these lads hope to constitute the Reserve strength and some firstcoach Bill Noyd. Ron Dorgelo, Jim Van Putten, John Ely, Wayne
six men and six women following
string spots on the Holland \Iigh footballteam next fall. As memThe fourth category was ex- B. 771st Field Artillery Battalion evening. The club was held at a two-day trial Oct. 24 and 25, acOverway,
Dave Bonnette. Dennis Bluekamp, Jack Damson and
(155mm howitzer, towed).
the home of Mr. and Mrs. William
bers of the Holland reserves,they had a 1-7 record. Loy Lovitt and
plained in Mrs. Beck’s title, "The
The
three are: Ronald D. Johns, Van Hartesveldtin Fennville. A cepted ;he verdict< -Imly. She had
Coach
Lou
Lovitt. Fourth row: Bob Morrison, Bill Byrne, Kent
Bill Noyd were coaches. Pictured left to right, seated first row are:
Indian Today and His Tomorrow.”
517
Lakewood
Blvd.;
David
L. dessert luncheon was served and just had a private conference with
Rowder,
Ken
Vandor Molen, Clyle Emmons, Jim Catts, Steve Slag
She said there are 7,000 Indians
Bruce Fogerty, Bob Essenburg.
Mills, Rex Smith, Hub
Fairbanks. 141 West 39th St., and was followed by a social evening. the Rev. Harrison A. Wingar, pasand
Bob
Hofmeyer,
managers. Slag was a first
but
in Michigan. They are not on reHarrington,
Joe
Gutierrez,
Bob
Teall
and
Russ
Prins.
Second
row:
William A. Bos. 780 Columbia The six couple members are: Mr. tor of the Diamond Springs Wesbroke his hand at
(Sentinel Photo.
servations,just communities.
Jan TCienhuls,Jim Schaap, Steve Brunink. Bob Visschers, Bob
leyan Methodist Church located
and Mrs. Van Hartesveldt,Mr. and
Mrs. Beck said the "compe- Ave.
six miles east of H-.milton. Rev.
There are 10 men and three offi- Mrs. John Bast, Mr. and Mrs. Wingar had been a faithful visitor
tent” were by-passed100 years
ago when the "incompetents" were cers in the local unit at present Clare Schultz erf Fennville. Mr. while she had been in jail and had
gent to reservations.In Isabella and they meet each Monday night and Mrs. Chester Wightman. Mr. provided religiousrecordings.
and Mrs. Alva Hoover and Mr.
county, the government reserved
Mrs. Thomas wore a dark brown
from 7 to 9 in the post office and Mrs. Ray Nye of Ganges.
land 20 years ago and "compeskirt, pink pullcver sweater with
The Baptist Youth Fellowship entents” were given 40 acres with building.
Holland had nine boys who miss- ble for most of the rushing yar- itt. "He was outstandingat deHolland High’s reserve football
a coral colored cardigan. She carthe right to sell. This land being
Full authorized strength of the joyed a spooky' Halloween party
fensive end and in the South and
ried a dark brown purse, and wore team put away its gear today on ed more than half of the games age.
poor, the Indian could not raise local unit is 100 men and five of- Wednesday evening.Oct. 31.. at
Dave Bonnette, Jim Van Putten, Benton Harbor games and didn’t
white bobby sox, black slippers somewhat of a happy note, look- because of injuries and two of the
crops and some turned to the ficers. The unit is in the process the bam on the Arnold Green farm.
and a bracelet with a large charm ing to the future and not back to top men were promoted to the var- Teall. Bob Damson, Joe Gutierrez let the varsity run his end in the
woods. Those living In industrial of looking for more space to house Twenty-onewere present from the
and Hubby Harrington did most of scrimmage. He is going to be all
sity after a couple of ^ames.
which had been given to her by the dismal one-seven record.
counties are able to care for them- equipment and for training purpos- vicinityand some from the South
The Dutch out first - downed the passing and Russ Prins. turned right.” Lovitt said.
friends.
The reason for the optimism,as
selves.There are three tribes in es as the unit expands.
Haven youth group. Games and
Jim Schaap was also listed as
Judge Smith said the verdict of described by Coach Loy Lovitt,in the foes, 64-60 and completed an in a good job at end, catching
Michigan
the Chippewas, the
refreshments were in keeping with
showing improvementat guard
his
first year as reserve team impressive mark of 42 passes out several aerials.
the
jury
was
the
best
one,
although
Ottawas and the Pottawatomies.
the Halloween theme as were the
Jan Nienhuis. a hard - hitting and Ken Vander Molen improved
a verdict for second degree mur- coach, is the good showing the of 85 attempts while the foes had
As state chairman for Indian
decorations of the barn.
tackle,
led the team defensively with every game as a defensive
25 completions out of 61 tries.
work, Mrs. Beck explained the
The 4-H club of the Darling der could have been justified. He reserves made in their final two
along with Dorgelo, Lovitt report- linebacker, along with Bonnette.
games
and
the
way
they
ran
But
in
the
fumbles
department,
added
that
no
one
has
found
fault
national school at Springfield,S.
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Van Houten school known as the Little Darl- with the verdict as rendered.
against the varsity in a heavy the Dutch really fell down. A total ed, while Bonnette, Kent Rowder Nienhuis and Dorgelo ewre electD., where one Michigan Indian
ed honoraryco-captains to replace
of Grand Rapids. Mr. and Mrs. ings 4-H club have commenced
scrimmage Wednesday.
of 28 bobbles erew made and Hol- and Van Putten were other de"We
have
here
a
case
of
unjusgirl is attending on a DAR scholTeske and Hill, who were picked
Floyd Jcusma, Mr. and Mrs. Bert activitiesfor the year. Meetings tified homicide and one /hlch
fensive standouts.
"We
showed
a
lot
of
improveland
fell
on
only
nine
of
them
arship. She also mentioned BaDrooger, Miss 'Agnes Jousma, Mr. are held at the school house on those 'of us who are acquainted ment in the last two games and while the opponents fumbled 21
Bob Visschers, who took over before the season.
cone College in Muskogee, Okla..
Clark De Koeyer, Duane De
and Mrs. Paul Drooger and fam- Wednesday evenings at 7. with with the situation can easily under- if we would have played football times and recovered seven.
at center at midseason, did a good
where scholarships enable Indian
Neff,
Rowder, Schaap. Steve Slag.
ily, Mr. and Mrs. John Jousma. their leader. Mrs. John Stover, in stand the facts, so we characterize four quarters every game, things
job
at
the
post
and
had
a
better
Ron Dorgelo and Bob Teall, fullstudents to continue education.
charge. Every fe trth Wednesday
On the state level, nine Indian Mr. and Mrs. Richard Schaddelee evening a social time is enjoyed it as being one which we under- would have been different.As it back and halfback, who took over than 38-yard average' for punts. Gene Van Heukelom, Larry Vlien
of Holland, Mr. and Mrs. John
Dorgelo and Prins also punted for and Harold Wise all missed more
stand but cannot justify. We have was, we made more yardage in
girls are attending various high
Broersma,Grace Ann and Richard by the eight members. A Halloween here one who is little more than the second half against every the ball toting duties following the 35-yard averages.
than half the leason because of
schools throughoutthe state on
of Vriesland were guests at the party was held on Oct. 24. First, a child, but yet has reached an
injuries while several other missed
loss
of
Vern
Teske
and
Ken
Hill
Bob
Gordon
was
named
the
team
but
Grand
Haven,”
Lovitt
DAR scholarships.There are two
Simon Broersma home in honor of second and fourth year sewing age where the law says shib is re- said.
at least one game.
I to the varsity, and were responsi- "most improved player” by Lovin nursing centers.
will be the projects for the year.
Mrs. Broersma’sbirthday.
sponsible for her acts,” Judge
Mrs. Beck said the India - is a
Mr. and Mrs. Hollis Spaman and Officers for the year are as fol- Smith said.
high type of citizen and interest is
family of Dunningville were Satur- lows: President. Janet Summers,
Before sentence,Mrs. Thomas
being revived aU over the country
day guests at the home of Mr. and vice president, John Stover; sec- made known through her attorney
through resolutions adopted by the
retary
and
treasurer,
Patty
MarMrs. Henry Spaman.
that she was satisfied with the
ContinentalCongress and presentMr. * and Mrs. Floyd Doming
Mrs. Merton Wabeke entertained got.
verdict. To reporters,she said she
ed to the national government.
spent Sunday afternoon with his
Mrs. Bessie Ensfield; Mrs. Ger- was especially grateful to Sheriff In
her Sunday school class at her
Mrs. Benjamin Van Lente, chapbrother, Don Doming and family
home on Saturday afternoon.Pres- trude Walker, Mrs. Howard Mar- Jerry Vanderbeek and his wife,
lain, led deovotions on the approof Whitehall.
ent were Mary Lou K u i p e r s. got, Mrs. Kenneth
Leeuween
WYOMING PARK (Specal)
the matron, for the kind treatment
priate theme of fnedom for all
Mrs. Ruby Beckley and son Holland public school seventh
Paula De Hoop, Janna Van Haits- and Mrs. William Adkin were a- she had received while in jail.
Wyoming Park’s anticipatedaerial
peoples.Mrs. Earl Price presided
Clayton of Grand Rapids spent graders had themsleves quite •
ma, Avis Guigelaar,Karen Kok. mong those from here who
.......
.
Conklin
Man
Pays
She said she had received many i game materialized here Friday
at a brief business meeting and
Sunday afternoon with her cousins, scrimmage Friday night during
Beverly DeWitt, Marcia Timmer, ed the county Federation of Worn- victors in jail, some coming from night as the Vikings scored through
Mrs. Harold Niles, nationaldefense
Fine
on
Apple
Count
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie McMillan. the half of the Holland - Grand
Eddie Kroodsma, Bobby Brinks, ens clubs in Allegan Wednesday, 35 far away as St. Clair. Mich.. the air five timeS and trounced
chairman,said that the Refugee
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Schonwold Rapids Ottawa Hills game |t
Scott Boss, Jimmy Van Haitsma
GRAND
(Special)
the Zeeland Chix 34-7 in the seaOct.
j and Canada. These persons had
Repeal Act had been supported by
and
son Junior of Georgetown Riverview Park*
and Brian Koeman. A wiener roast
Miss Mary Eaton was guest of read about the case in newspapers son's final game for both teams. Wendelin Brown, 49, route 1.
the DAR Congress.
Coached by Con Eckstrom and
spent Saturday evening with Mr.
was
enjoyed.
honor
at
a
surprise
birthday
party
Conklin,
paid
520
fine
and
55.50
All of the touchdowns came on
Hostesse: were Mrs. W .L. Eaand made special trips to Grand
John Spurgeon,the 33 lads really
and
Mrs.
Harry
Bennett
of
this
Mrs. Bill Kuipers underwent an at her home Saturday evening. Oct.
ton, assisted by Mrs. T. P. Noble,
Haven. On visiting days on Tues- long passes as the Viking receiv- costs in Municipal Court Thurswent at it much to the pleasure
operation at the Zeeland Commun- 27. Dancing, games, gifts and replace.
Mrs. R. F. Keeler and Mrs. B.
days and Fridays, she sometimes ers succeeded in getting past the day for failure to brand Michigan
of the 2.500 fans.
ity Hospital on Friday, Nov. 2.
Mrs.
Peter
Van
Huizen
spent
the
freshments
were
the
features
of
apples.
The
alleged
offense
ocVan Lente.
had five to seven visitors, and al- Zeeland defenders and grabbing
The Reds won the game on 55Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Schout the evening.
so was allowed visitorson other the ball over the shoulder and then curred in Wright township Nov. past weekend with her daughter, yard off tackle dash by Wayqe
and family of Hudsonvillewere
Mrs.
Jake
Sietsma
of
Coopersville.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Nye. son days.
1.
The
arrest
was
by
Robert
speeding away.
Wiersma on the second play. The
Sunday dinner guests of Mr. and Jerry, Mr. and Mrs. Donald Nye
Mrs. Hinkamp Reports
On the day her murder trial The Vikings completed13 out of Blackburnof the State Agricultu- Allan Bennett, with two friends try for point was not good.
Mrs. Henry Spaman.
and
son, Kerry spent Sunday in opened Oc;. 24. she received gifts
from
Grand
Haven,
are
enjoying
ral
Department.
On American Indians
26 passes in the contest and proOutstandingin the Grey backMr. and Mrs. Simon Broersma Lansing in the homes of Mr. and
Theodore Harold McConnell.21. a week of deer hunting ir Canada.
flpld was Ron Conklin, who got
were Tuesday guests of Mr. and Mrs. Everette Hathaway and Mr. consisting of earrings, two neck- bably would have hit on a fewMr.
and
Mrs.
Elwood
McMillan
Mrs. Paul E. Hinkamp outlined
813
Fulton
St.,
and
Richard
Daniel
laces and two slips, one with a more if the receivers had been
Mrs. Robert Tanis of Holland.
off several long runs, but couldn't
and Mrs. Harold Hathaway.
the work of the Reformed Church
55 bill attached. Some Spring Lake able to hang on to the ball. Several Shepherd, 19 . 622 Monroe St., both and baby and Andrew Tripp of push the ball over the goal.
Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Streur and
Mr. Frederick Thorsen of KalaSpring Lake spent Monday with
with the American Indians at a
Mr. and Mrs. Vem Schipper of mazoo was guest uf honor at a residents raised 545 for her per- passes squirtedaway from the of Grand Haven, appeared in
Other standouts on the Red team
thank offering meeting of the WoMunicipalCourt Thursday on a the former's parents, Mr. and were Jim Bouwman, left half, Rusonal use.
Viking ends.
Holland were
supper
man's Missionary Society of Hope guests of Mr. and Mrs. Martin P. birthday dinner Sunday at the
Mrs. Thomas will be turned over
The first of the aerials came charge made against them by Mrs. Charlie McMillan.
home of his parents, Mr.' and to the jurisdiction of the Michigan with only two minutes gone. Wyo- city police of contributing to the Mr. and Mrs. Harry Bennett and dy Ruiz, end, Jack Dozeman, cenChurch Wednesday afternoon.
Wyngarden and family.
ter and Tom Bouwman, quarterMrs. Fred Thorsen of this place. Corrections Department almost
She said the bureau at Washingmink took the ball on the Zeeland delinquencyof two 15-year-old daughter Marcia spent Sunday back. Grey standouts included
Mr. and* Mrs. Henry Boss were
Mr. and Mfs. Walter Wightman immediately.
evening with Mrs. Edith Wilson and
ton is now encouraging Indians to
35 after downing Ron Beyer, who girls. The alleged offense occurred
Saturday guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Buzz Becker, center, Derk Van
are in Lansing^ th.s week attendlocate in places away from the Syrene Boss of Galewood.
At the two- -day trial, Mrs. was trying to punt. Two plays in Grand Haven Oct. 22 and the Janice of Lamont.
Raalte, tackle and Jack Vander
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Lowing spent
reservations and the Reformed
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Spaman ing a Farm Bureau conference. Thomas’ defense was based large- later a 24-yard pass from Bob Van arrests were made Nov. 1.
Brock, left half, and Chad Kolean,
Mr. and Mrs. James Edwards ly on mistreatmentand the drink- Dam to Frank Lehnen zoomed
Monday
with
their
son
Russell
and
Church is aiding in this project. and Frank Spaman motored to
Each paid 550 fine and 55.50
end.
The church has an extensive Martin on Thursday where they and family of Angola, Ind.. were ing habits of her 200-poundhus- over the line.
family of Conklin.
costs.
The seventh grade band, attired
evangelism program with Indians were guests of Mr. and Mrs. weekend guests here in the home 5an(jt Emmerson,whom she shot
Then with eight minutes left in
in new uniforms and directed by
both on the reservationsand in Cornelius Katje and family. Frank of Mr. and Mrs. Alva Hoover.
last Aug. 13 in their modest frame the second quarter Bob Ver Strate
Alex Murwin, provided music durEighth Grade Football
Splash Reversed
Miss Doris Wightman of Cedar house at Jenison Park near Holthe cities. Spaman is staying there at preshooked Denny Busch on a 66-yard
ing the scrimmage.
Springs spent the weekend here land. She was represented by Atty.
Mrs. Jay H. Den Herder led de- ent.
ZEELAND (Special) — Melgert Team Entertained
pass play which gave the Vikings
votions and Mrs. I. J Lubbers Mrs. J. G. J. Van Zoeren was at the home of her parents, Mr. Randall Dekker of Zeeland who
William Kossen. 17, of 224 West
their second touchdown.
Marriage Licenses
gave a summary of activities $ a Sunday dinner and supper guest and Mrs. Chester Wightman.
was appointed by the court.
Zeeland was definitely In the Main St., Zeeland, apparently Mr. and Mrs. Chet Vander
The
Ganges
Bridge
club
was
enOttawa County
a meeting on the Brewton, Ala., of Mrs. Clara Freriks.
Molen and Mr. and Mrs. Ivan De
ball game in the first half and with
thought h: would stir up some ex- Neff entertained the eighth grade
campus recently. Mrs. W. C. Kools
Ben
Bergman,
Jr., 22. Holland,
Mrs. Harold Ter Haar was a tertained on Monday in the home
five minutes left scored on a Ron
reported that the box for the East Tuesday guest and Mrs. Nelson of Mrs. Bessie Ensfield.A dessert Formal Initiation Held
Beyer to Ron Komejan six-yard citement with some youngsters footballteam, their manager and and Delores Jean Kampen, 22,
Harlem church had been sent. Ensing, a Wednesday guest of Mrs. luncheon was followed by an aftercoach at a picnic supper at • the Zeeland; James K. Nummendor,
pass. The Chix had driven 74 yards along the sidewalk, but he wound
iy
of the Moose
noon of bridge.
Mrs. Gerrard Haworth was an- Martin P. Wyngarden.
Kamp Kiwanis Lodge Thursday 23, Muskegon, and Agnes Ann Ver
in 10 plays to set up the score. up with a ticket. Kossen was sumnounced as a new member.
Mrs. E. T. Brunson of Vicks- Women of the Moose. Chapter
Meer, 24, route 1, Grand Haven;
Sunday evening guests of Mrs.
evening.
moned
by
Zeeland
polict
WednesRon Bekins led the drive with six
The thank offering this year goes Clara Freriks \^re Mrs. J. G. J. burg spent Nov. 2, here at the 1010, held formal initiationWedThe 22 boys played games and Junior Heyboer, 23, route 3, Zeecarries, including a 22-yard jaunt. day for swerving his car into a
to mission work in New York City. Van Zoeren, Mr. and Mrs. George home of Mrs Bernice Knox coming nesday evening at Moose Home.
Komejan converted to make the water puddle, splashing the young- hiked through the woods. They I land, and Jean Hoekstra, 20, route
Mrs. Milton L. Hinga presided and Van Zoeren of Zeeland, Mr. and to attend the meeting of the Ganges The Mesdames Lillian Meyer.
roasted wieners for their supper. 1, Byron Center.
sters.
halftime score 14-7.
Mrs. Dallas Ruch and her com- Mrs. Henry Roelofs,Mr. and Mrs. Home club at the home of Mrs. Ruby Alexander, Editli Wahl and
But the fired-up Vikings came
mittee served dessert.
Will Van der Kolk of Vriesland. Irving Wolbrink.
Margaret DePree
Co- back in the third period and with
Workers of the Auxiliary.There nine minutes gone Wayne Ver
were 27 Co-Workers present.
Strate connected with Lehnen.
Mrs. Gladys Gordon, senior re- TTiis one traveled 24 yards and
gent, conducted the meeting. Mrs. Wyoming Park led by two touchHohmann gave a talk on the downs.
new addition to Holland Hospital Wyoming tallied twice in the

ing falls into four '•.ategories.One

ess

i* sentiment, another historical.
She cited the Lewis - Clark expedition in which an Indian woman,
the wife of a Frenchman, chose
the right route. She said Indians total of eight years in the" reserves.
have helped with aU American The period consistsof attending a
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Wyoming Park Unleashes Passes

Seventli Graders

Surprising 34*7 Win Over Chix
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Hold Scrimmage

-
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Sunday

;

Women

1

became

Newcomers Celebrate Eighth Anniversary

and the needs. Communications fourth quarter.This time. John
from Mooseheart and the Deputy De Lot threw to Ron Hoffman for
Grand Regent of Michigan, Mrs. 29 yards with six minutes left.
Florence Hiler, were read. A re- Then, rubbing the wound deeper,
port was also made on the convothe Vikings whipped another 35-

cation held at Ypsilanti.
yard aerial from Wayne Ver Strate
An invitationwas extended to
to Lehnen in the final six secCo-Workers to attend the open
onds.
house at Prestatie Hui. on MonThe winners passed for three exday from 7 to 10 p.m.
tra points and plunged for a fourth.
It was library chapter night and
It was sweet revenge for the
lunch was served by Mrs. Gladys
Vikings following their last-second
Volkers. Prize winners for the evening were Mrs. Mildred Schippa 19-14 loss to Zeeland a year ago.
Zeeland had one more scoring
and Mrs. Ruth Rvjnmler. Next

meeting will be held Nov. 14. CoWorkers are asked to bring items
for a Thanksgivingbasket.
Academy of friendship committee members met at the home of
Mrs. Marie BoLsis. The next meeting will be at the home of Mrs.
Gladys Gordon.

Fan

Zeeland’s

‘Elvis’

Pays $25

lor Painting

chance in the

Kelder,

who

game

ptj

1
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SB

wm

but Terry

intercepted two Zee-

land passes, nabbed

a

forward

pass on the Viking five late in the
fourth quarter.
Rog Yntema, Zeeland tackle, set
a new school record with 25 individdal tackles. Marv Fenstra
also turned in a good defensive

game.
Zeeland ends the season with a
3-5 record and Wyoming comcludes
with a 2-5-1 mark.
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ZEELAND (Special)
Elvis*
best fan is out 525 and won’t be
able to see his idol’s name on the
city water tower anymore.
Dale Kuipers, 21, route 3, Zeeland admitted to Zeeland police
and City SuperintendentL. A.
Sears that he climbed the 135-foot
tower east of the city on M-21

Statistics:

First downs
Yards rushing
Yards passing

Total yards
Passes attempted
Passes completed
Passes intercepted
Fumbles

and painted "Home of Elvis” in
red lettersfour feet high beneath
ond guest* with gorge anniversarycoke.
Fumbles recovered
Mm. Huldah Bequette, about to Tuiip Room of the Warm Friend Singleton, membershipchairman, the city’s name.
Punts
cut an anniversarycake, is an Tavern.
and Mrs. Ronald Robinson, secre- Kuipers said he climbed the ladPenalties
honorary member of the New- In the back row are (Mrs. Robert
der alone carrying a can of barn
tary.
comers Club which celebrated its Long, president,Mrs. George
paint and told Sears he was willing
Wfeconsin has 3,512 lakes less
eighth anniversary Wednesday Bishop, treasurer; Mrs. Forrest Fifty members and guests at- to pay 525 to have the lettering
than 10 acres in area.
removed.
afternoon with a luncheonin the Gibsojr, vice president;Mrs. Philip tended the luncheon.
Officers

h

-

1

m
TOPS IN TURKEYS — Two Borculo cousins
took home three bio prizes in the West
Michigan 4-H Turkey Show at the CiVic Center
Thursday. The boys are $477.23 richer after
raising the Grand Champion tom turkey, the
reserve champion tom and hen turkeys. Jack
De Witt, 14-year-old son of Mr. and Mrs.
Marvm De Witt of Borculo holds his trophy in
onf) hand ond hangs onto hie 24-pound, four-

ounce tom with the other. His cousin, Bill Dt
y/itt, Jr., 15, son of Mr. and Mrs. William G.
De Witt of Borculo, shows off his 25-pound tom
and his 15-pound, two-ounce hen which won
reserve championships.Center rear is proud,
smiling Bill Boss, Ottawa County 4-H Club
agent, who arranged the annual event.
(Sentinel photo)

Several Appear
In Local

Seven Persons

Court

On Varied Counts
the last several

days.

:

Ralph Hyma, route 3, paid fine
and costs of 519.70 plus a two-day
jail sentence on a charge of driving while his operator’s license

570.

William C. Gearhart,124 West

t

"*4 8

BB

GUN SHOOT WINNERS

Visscher presents

—

Mayor Robert

event was sponsoredby the Fraternal Order of

a trophy to Charles Dreyer,

Other winners were Bill Johnson, Harley
Hill, Ted Meyer, Martyn Volkema, Dan
Scholten, William DeYoung, Bruce Frens and
Elzia Ruiz. It. Ernest Bear (right) is president
of the FOP and Officer Charles Dulyea (second
from right) was chairman of the event.

632 Gordon St. for winning first place in the
11 to 12 year-old age group and firing the high
score of the 398 youngsters participatingin the
first annual air rifle accuracy contest. Eight
others also received trophies for winning first,
second or third in different age groups. The

Holland
in

1918

Mazie Mae Deckard, route 3,
Fennville,speeding 45 in 25,
531.50; Robert Uildriks, Holland,
throwing glass on street, 514.70;
Glenn A. Geerts, of 824 Pine Ave.,
speeding, 515 suspendedafter traffic school;Dewey Steensma, Grand

lished in Holland more lhan 38
years ago.)
Dr. Paul De Kruif, son of Mrs.
Henry De Kruif of Zeeland has
recently been promotedto the rank
of captain in the sanitary corps
and has been ordered to report in.
Rapids, failure to contipl car, 517; France to work on the pneumonia
Norman Boeve, 21, route 4, speed- cases among the Sammies. Prior
ing, 512; Samual MacLaughlin, to enlistingin the Army, Dr. De
Kruif was a member of the faculty
Jr., Douglas, speeding, 512.
Kenneth Dale Cook, of 18 East of the University of Michigan.
The Century Club met at the
16th St., speeding 35 in 25, 510;
Chester Steketee,of 569 West' 32nd home of Mr. and Mrs. G. E. Kollen
St., speeding, 510; William L. Monday evening. A comedy “The
Radloff, of 358 Maple Ave., defec- Happy Pair" by S. Therye Smith
tive brakes, 57; lionald D, Ten was presented.
C. M. McLean, manager of the
Elishof, 20, Grand Rapids, improper turn causing accident, 512. Holland-St. Louis Sugar Co., reAndrew Jalving, Jr., 20, of 233 turned Monday night from a meet-

Police.

of Nicodemus Bosch, former mayor. began circulatingpetitionsfor
his nominationfor mayor at the
spring primaries in March. The
petitions were circulated in the
southern part of the city yesterday.
Brief services of dedication of
the Service Flag of Hope College
that will be unfurled in honor of
the 49 students of Hope who are
now in the service of the country
will be held in Wlnants chapel Friday morning. The flag is the gift
of the class of 1872. G. J. Diekema
will deliver the principal address.

A

very pleasant surprisewas

given Wednesday evening by Mr.
and Mrs. C. Hoelands In honor of
Henry J. Pas, who enlisted in the
naval reserves, and who is now
home on a 12 day furlough.
William VandenBerg of Zeeland
who graduatedfrom Hope College
last Jun.* and who hras been studying at tlje U. of M., has returned
home as he was called to appear
for examinationbefore the draft
board at Holland.
East 11th St., assured clear dis- ing of the sugar manufacturers William Halley, Sr., who for the
tance, 512; Vernon Jay Pippel, of held in Bay City and at this meet- past three weeks has been spend340 North Colonial,Zeeland, speed- ing it was finally agreed that the ing his vacation at his home in
ing 37 in 25, 515; Tony Bouwman, sugar makers of the state pay the Holland has returned to resume
. of 160 East 31st St., speeding 43 farmers 510 for beets instead of 59. his work as engineer for the Great
Third Reformed Qiurch now has
in 25, 515; Robert Bair, of 331
Lakes Dock and Dredge Co.
Columbia, speeding 42 in 30, 512; 34 representatives in the service The Eastern Star, Star of Bethof
the
government,
a
record
probAlva B. Melton, of 128 West 15th
lehem Chapter, has organizeditSt., speeding 39 in 25, 512; Wil- ably unequalled by any church in
self
into a Red Cross Auxiliary.
lie Leroy Rocklin, Muskegon, Holland. It surpasses even the re- The Chapter members will meet
cord
of the First Church.
speeding 35 in 25, 510.
Born to Mr. and Mrs. C. J. De every Thursday for Red Cross
Russell Van Kampen, route 6,
work.
Koster
of Zeeland Saturdaya son.
speeding 36 in 25, 515; Alvin J.
The call has come to Ottawa
Lieut.
Henry
J.
Pyle
of
the
MediWassink, of 50 West 31st St,. Redcounty
builders of ships to help
ing 35 in 25, 510; Steve Veldneer, cal Reserve Corps has been ortheir government. The war prepardered
to
report
at
Fort
Ogle18, of 84 East 17th St., speeding 35
edness board of the United States,
in 25, 510; Aubrey Kelley, 25, thorpe, Ga., on Feb. 22.
The Social Progress club will and the United States Shipping
Saugatuck, speeding 35 in 25. 515;
board has used an urgent appeal
David Aletna, of 307 West 18th St., hold its annual ladies night en- to men who can be useful to their
tertainment this evening. The club
speeding 35 in 25, 510.
country in this way. to volunteer
Gary J. Huf, 20, of S49 Hiawatha, and their wives will be entertain- their services to the nation.
ed
at
the
home
of
Supt.
and
Mrs.
speeding37 in 25, 512 suspended

t
'

after traffic school; John Vanden
Bosch, of 445 Gordon St., speeding
40 in 25, 515 suspendedafter traffic school; Cecil Terpstra, of 8970
Ottawa Beach Rd., speeding 40 in
30, 510; Melvin Witteveen, of 1382
Lakewood, speeding, 515 suspended after traffic school.

E. E. Fell.
Wilson Diekema. son of Mrs.
Ida Diakema, North Central Ave..
was married Sunday to Miss Anna Takken of this city. The marriage took place at Camp Custer
where Mr. Diekema is located. Mr.

Diekema expects to be sent

Ottawa County
4-H News
By

Willis 8. Boss

to

4-H Club Agent
Fall Rally will be held on Friday. Nov. 16 at Allendale Town
Twelve Drivers Fined
Hall at 8 p.m. Time awards, presentation of county medals, certiBy Zeeland Justice Boes
ficatesand pins will be presented
ZEELAND (Special)—Justice of his denomination to go to the can- along with checks to the 4-H leadtonment in Texas as chaplain for ers for premiums at the fair won
the Peace Egbert J. Boes recently
three months. During his absence by their club members. An interfined 12 persons on various counts
in his Zeeland court. They in- M. C. Cook, a student -of the semi- esting program is being arranged
France soon.
The Rev. J. G. Brouwer of the
Reformed Church of Grandville
has accepted an appointmentfroni
the War Service Commission of

cluded :

Joyce E. Meyaard, 24, of 701
Main St., Zeeland, speeding, 58.30;
Melvin J. Nagelkerk, 18, West
Olive, improper left turn in heaty
traffic, 514.30; Lewis H. Parks, 28,
of 195 East 28th St., Holland,
speedingand driving after application for operator’s license had
been revoked, 514.30 and two days
in jail; Ralph IC. A.nold, 54, of
3339 Lake Shore Dr., Holland,
speeding,515.30; Gordon Mickelson, 54, Pellston,speeding, 510.30.
Herbert S. Goodes, 52, of 100
West 14th St., Holland, speeding,

515.30; Paul Schrotenboer,34,
route 1, Zeeland, speeding, 58.30;
Eileen Prins, 3193 Beeline Rd.,
Holland, speeding, 510.30; Johnnie
De Jooge, , 22, of 104th Ave.,
Zeeland, speeding, 514.30;Norman
Kaslander, 25, route 6, Holland,
speeding, 510.30; Donald E. Roberts, 60, Kalamazoo, speeding,
510.30;Robert E. Vecder, 36, of 28
West 28th St., Holland, speeding,
510.30.

nary, here will take charge of the so plan to attend.
work.
The Rev. H. Hoeksema. pastor
Nov. 19 is the date for the Holof the Fourteenth Street Christian
land area at the Zeeland ColiReformed Church, believes that the
seum; Nov. 27 for the CoopersAmerican flag has no place in a
ville area at the Ravenna Roller
church and that the national anRink; Dec. 3 for the Hudsonville
them should not be sung there. area at the Zeeland Coliseum. SkatHe told a committee so yesterday ing will be from 7 to 10 p.m.
afternoon when they called on him
Members are reminded to keep
to discuss statements he was ruthese dates open and attend the
mored to have made in a sermon
skating party for their district.
preached last Sunday. The cqmmittee that waited on Rev. HoeNov. 24 is the date for the ansema was made up of Dr. Leenhouts, Jacob Geerlings and Bert nual 4-H footballgame sponsored
Slagh. When told that some indig- by Michigan State University.
nation had been aroused by his Michigan State will be playing
aleged statement that g- t hfeall Kansas State this year. Tickets
alleged statement that the flag will be 51. Reservations are to be
should not be displayedin the made through the County 4-H Club
church and that the national an- Office, Court House, Grand Havthem should not be sung there, en. Food and transportationshould
he declared that such was abso- be arranged by clubs. This is the
lutely his position. This news story final notice. Tickets will be ordered on Friday so plan to have reappearedin the Feb. 13- issue.
Since the Ben Greet Players servations in by that date.1

(Sentinel photo)

Zeeland
Carl C. Andreasen. HoUand Shoe

manufacturer was guest speaker
at the Zeeland Rotary club Tuesday noon luncheon. He gave a re-

Notes

—

.

$162

for

worth a

Turkey

They Didn’t Get

NUNICA (Special) - A turkey
tion in San Francisco last August. hunt proved expensive to three
was introduced by Charles Muskegon men when they picked
Kuyers, program chairman. -Mr. a thrivingturkey to try their luck.
Raymond Martin, 18; Richard
Andreasenserved as
Fifth
Krehn, 23; and Sherman Moore, 23,
District delegate and he went to
San Francissco five days prior to each paid 554.30 before Justice
the convention to be on hand as a Eva Workman when arraigned on
member of the sub-committeeon charges of simple larceny.
Ottawa County deputies said the
veterans' affairs of the resoluthree had selected Leslie Timmertions committee.

He

a

friends.

The Zeeland Literaryclub will
hold its next meeting on Tuesday
afternoon. Nov, 13, at 3 p.m. .in
Zeeland City Hall auditorium. Mrs.
Roy F. Bruce of Grand Rapids will
be guest speaker. Mrs. Bruce has
been a qualifiedgraphoanalyst
for the past 12 years and has been
consultant to lawyers, school
supervisors,business men and
others needing help with vocational
and personal problems. Mrs. Bruce
will analyse handwritingsamples
of members of the Club. Miss
Thelma Huizinga will play a piano
solo. The hostesses wiP be Mrs.
J. Hoogland and Mrs. W. Vanden
Beldt.

Gilbert D. Karsten Post 33,
American Legion will stage their

annual pancake party tonight.
Veteran's Day. The supper will
begin at 5:30 p.m. in the city Hall
auditorium and will continue until
all are served. The party is in
charge of post commander Fred

Bosma, Jr.
The Rev. John Guichelaar, pastor of North Street Christian Reformed church commemoratedthe
25th anniversaryof his ordination into the ministry, last Sunday and he preached a special
sermon on this occasion, the topic
being, "A Minister by the Grace
of God.’’ It was based on the text
found in Ephesians 3:7-8. Congratulations from the consistory
and congregation were given by
Gerald Michmerhuizen and the
minister and family were presented with a bouquet of roses. An
anniversary song, composed by
Mrs. Bertha Prince Vander Ark
of Chicago,was also sung. Rev.
Guichelaar has been pastor of
North St. Church since July 1950.
He has announced his acceptance
of a call to become pastor of Oakdale Park Christian Reformed
church in Grand Rapids. A fare-

Of Overisel Soccombs

Fennville High

Gerrit G. Essink, 73, of Overisel died Sunday morning at Zeeland Community Hospital follow-

Pick 70 Students

ing a two weeks illness.
He was born July 18, 1883 to
the late Mr. and Mrs. Geert Essink and lived in Overisel all his
life. He was a member of the
Overisel Christian Reformed

try.

For Honor
FENNVILLE

RoD

(Special)

-

Sev-

enty Fennville High School students have been named to the
school honor roll at the end of
the first marking period,the school

today.

announced
'
Of the group, six had A averages and the remainderhad B averages. Freshmen accounted for 24
.

honor students, sophomores13,
juniors 82 and seniors 11.
Mrs. Herman (Lena) Menken of
Senori having * averages were
Holland and a brother - in - law,
Dale Hutchins and Michael Morse,
Ben Brower of Overisel.
while Jo Ann Bush, Robert Coffey,
Barbara Dalelden, Alice Hefferan,

Speaker Tells

Arlene Novak, Jim Nye, Kathy
Thompson, Norma Walker and
Carolyn Wlghtman had B averages.

No

A averages but
averages were: Jack
Barnes, Nancy Bush, Frank ElliThe Rev. Harold Englund of ott, Mary Lou Foreman, Linda
Hutchins, Horace Jlmerson, NanZeeland outlined the history of the
cy Krueger and Eleanor Larsen.
Middle East trouble-apotand ga*'e
Also included in the B average
Holland Rotarians an analysis of Juniors were: Linda Lyman, John
juniors had

Of Ideast Crisis

the 22

current events Thursday noon.

Marcotttf,Jerry Nye, Eric Phelps,

B

Philip Ramp, Carol Richardson,
Englund said he believed Israel, Joy Rumsey. Beverly Steanburg,
created by the United Nations, Nancy Variell, Barbara Vo Is,
extensive program in Mastitis conshould
abide by the requests of the Carolyn Sue Walker, Barbara Wartrol in the county. He is working
with one herd at the present time organizationand withdraw its ren, Joyce Westfield and Diana
Wood.
along with Dr. Reed, extension troops from the Egyptian soil.
Two sophomores, Mary Lou Patveterinarianat Michigan State
He added that both countries teson and Edwin Walker, had ah
University. They hope from this
work to be able to be a little bet- have been guilty of incidents and A average. The 11 with B averboth believe themselves to be ages were Elizabeth Brink, Rosater Informed as to how mastitis
can be controlledin dairy herds. I right. However, he said respon- lind Burcar, Janet Chappell, Joyce
am sure our dairy people will be sible Christian leaders are of the Fleming, Sharon Fleming, Peggie
interested in the results he will opinion there is a definite spirit Hoggard, Gloria Luchene, Denny
of agression in Israel.
obtain.
Morse. Bill Tromp, Jane Woodby
The Arabs, on the other hand, and Anita Wolters.
A vegetable and small fruits he said, are ruled by a power- Sherren McAUaster and Jacquemarketing agent has been hired ful minority, with the great mass line Barron collected A averages
by Michigan State University to of the people being ignorant, among the ninth graders. Those
serve Ottawa and Kent counties. disease ridden and poverty strick- receiving
averages included
This man up to the present time en. He called them a passionate Sandie Aexandler, Kathaeen Chathas been employed as marketing people, easily aroused to a fight- terson, Sally Cole, Philip Collins,
specialist in the state of Nebraska. ing fury. Egyptian President Ca- Dianne DeAngells, Carole Eager,
He will start his job on the first rnal Nasser he called a dictator Linda Grien, Paula Grien, Joyce
of the year and arrangementshave who does not represent the will Kauffman hnd Lou Ann Lesperbeen made to have him housed at of the people.
ance.
Both the Middle East and the
the t’ltj Hall at Zeeland. We hope
Also Included were Kathy Lyour vegetable and small fruit grow- west are dependent on oil and man, Joel McKlnnls,Donald Mcers use his services. He will be the East has its economy geared to Gee, Carl Pandel, Mike Phelps,
here not only to help producers put its production.With Russian inter- Margretta Power. Carolyn Skinup a better quality pack but also ference feared and Nasser inciting ner, Charles Symington, Suzette
h will help dispose of these com- Arabs to exterminateIsrael, Van Dussen, Chris Van Lonkhumoditiec. We will keep you in- Britain and France, Egypt na- sen, John Walker and Janet Wood.
formed from time to time as to tionalizedthe Suez Canal in the

Bob Van Klompenberg,our assistant agent, is carryingon an

the Republican national conven-

Mr. and Mrs. Frank Swan of
Mukwonago, Wis., are spending the
winter months with their daughter, Mrs. Gerald Smith at her
home on West Central Ave.
Mrs. Clara Madderom of West
Central Ave., spent the past week
in Chicago, visitingrelatives and

Gerrit G. Essink, 73,

Church.
The West Michigan Livestock Surviving arc the wife, Gertrude;
Show premium books are avail- seven sons, Gordon, Theodore and
Ervin at home, Milton of Overiable. This show is planned for Dec.
1C, 19, and 20 at the Grand Rapids sel, Marvin of Hamilton, Arnold
Civic Auditorium.If you are in- of Grand Rapids and Donald of
-d in securing this booklet, Dunningvllle; two daughters, Juwrite William Rupp, County Agri- lia at home and Mrs. Lewis (Jocultural Agent, Court House, Grand hanna) Van Klompenberg of ZeeRapids. If any of the 4-H members land; 18 grandchildren; two sisor farr ers in Ottawa County have ters, Mrs. Alice Vanden Bosch and

14th St, change wooden to cement
steps; self, contractor; cost, 540.
Erich Burke, 154 West 30th St.,
erect new garage, 14 by 22 feet;
self, contractor; cost 5600.
Robert Cooper, 563 Elmdale Ct,
add 17 by 22-footfamily room to
present house; WitteveenBros.,
contractors; cost, 51.500.
lals to consign (to this sale, be
John Van Dyke, 741 Harrison sure to send your entry blanks
Ave., build house 49 by 26 feet and immediatelyto the above office.
garage 24 by 20 feet; Homkes and
Boersma, tontractors; cost, 516,- We had had word from the seed
500.
.ipanies that the alfalfa and
Bernard ’'an Den Brink, 70 East clover seeds are rather scarce this
17th St.; enlarge rear porch and year. Wo would suggest that you
wooden to cement floor; self, con- purchi your seed early. If you
tractor; cost, 5150.
have not been too well satisfied
Leo Van Brafct, 292 West 17th with your alfalfa in the past, you
St., build garage 20 by 22 feet; might want to try the new variety
Irwin Atman, contractor; cost, called Vernal. It is more rust re5700.
sistantthan any other variety and
on tests it has outyielded most of
the other varieties.It would be

port on his trip as a delegate to

man’s Turkey Farm near Nunica
to pick up a turkey. Timmerman
noticed their car driving by several
times;
The last time they cruised by he
spotted one of the trio near the
turkey pens and yelled for the car
to stop. They didn’t and he fired
one shot from a deer rifle which
blasted the right rear tire off the
wheel.
Deputies were called and picked
up one man hitchhiking near the
farm and the other two farther

down the road where they were

B

forced to leave their car.
In the getaway the turkey apparently jumped out of the car and the activities of this worker.
interests of national survival,since
wandered back to the farm during
Englund said, Egypt is unwilling
the weekend.
Just another reminder that now to trust its survival to an imis the time of the year to get your potent U.N. organization.
shrubs ready for the winter. As
Englund said he felt the U.N.
Standings
we mentionedbefore, the extreme Itself is on trial in the present
M1AA
dry weather we have had in the crisis. The three belligerentshave
L late fall will not allow the shrubs been asked to leave, not on Egypt’s
Hillsdale .................... f, 0o to come through the winter unless
account, but 'on principle, he said.
Kalamazoo ............
1
additionalmoisture is supplied.In With Russia constantlyInciting the
Hope ..................
2 the process of freezing the moisArabs, the strengthof United StatAlbion .................
3 ture is drawn out of the roots if
es policy will determine the surviAdrian ..................... 2 44 there is no available moisturein val of the world unit as an organi.....
............
5 the soil and as a result many of
zation of value, he stated.
Olivet ..................... o 6 our shrubs die. Be sure you soak
(All schedules completed)
down ail your shrubs well before ' Personal indemnity insurance
winter sets in. That is the best rales are about the same for new
The peanut also goes under the v\ inter protectionyou can give.
car and old car owners alike,
name of goober, monkey nut, pinis the 47,00-acrePorcupine moun
der, grandnut, groupndnut and
Ermine is the white fur obtained
miiivva |3
lilv47,00-acre
I ,ul/"cxLI L
is the
Procupinemounearth nut.
irom several species of the weasel,tains state park.
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Alma

.

Pleads Guilty to

Count

'

Of Altering Check

GRAND HAVEN

(Special)

Sammy

Grandville.

mon on Nov. 18.
Next week is American Educaweek and the Zeeland public

tion

schools are invitingall parents of
elementary and Junior High school
students to participate.The Junior and Senior High schools will
be open Tuesday evening, Nov. 13,
for a special program starting at
7:30. Parents' of the pupils will
go through the regular schedules
of their children, each class period
being 12 minutes.They will be
given short explanations by the
teachers of the course being studied and the aims of each course.
There will also be a social hour
in the gymnasium. The Lincoln
elementaryschool will observe
Education Week in the same manner as last year when the school
day was shortened each day of
the week to allow time for parent
and teacher conferences. Principal
C. Hoezee said that parents will
be notifiedof the time available
for conference with each teacher.

wait.

Home

WINTER STREAM NEAR MUSKEGON

Full Color ^productionmitabU for framing tat upon request

Discover the natural beauty of Michigan...
enjoy the natural goodness of Michigan brewed beer

Michigan Brewers’ Association
350 Madison

Avenue •

Detroit 26, Michigan
?.5.

,

Dwioo,

International

Brewrrws, I^GocUl Brew^gCo..KaUonal Brewing Co. ofkUkigon • P/eifa

-

Hicks, 20, of Muskegon,
pleaded guilty In Ottawa Circuit
Court Friday morning, at which
time he waived examinationand
was bound over to the higher
court. Bond of 5150 was furnished
and be will return for dispostion,
Dec. 7 at U a.m.
The arrest b/ state police, was
on complaintof Gerrit Schut of
Hudsonvillewbo alleged that
Hicks changed the amount of a
59.85 check to 590.85. The check
was dated Sept. 14, 1956, and
drawn on the Community Bank of

well congregational social will be
held next Tuesday, Nov. 13 and
he will preach his farewell ser-

were unable to give Shakespeare's
“Merchant of Venice” in Holland, The West Michgan Turkey Show
the Social ProgressClub decided was held last week. We wish to
to put on at least part of that congratulate the winne., Jack De
Grid
“show” Tuesday evening when the Witt for raising the Grand Chammembers entertained the ladies at pion tom; Bill De Witt, Jr., for
NOTES
Alma used a line the home of Supt and Mrs. E. E. having raised the Reserve ChamFell. The trial scene as given pion tom and hen. Both these
spread most of the game withl
with
modern improvements, was members are from Zeeland. Also
quarterback Tom Johnson being
L the tailback about 10 yards back. the hit of the evening’s program. Richard Kersten, congratulations
The direct pass would go to John- C. E. Drew starred as Shylock for raising the Grand Champion
son many plays and he would and other members in the cast hen. He is a 4-H club member
pass, run or lateral. . . Hope fol-| were Dr. A. Leenhouts, E. E. Fell, from Newago County.
Buyers for these turkeys were:
lowed the script identically to 1955 T. N. Robinson, Otto Kan, William
with three victories in the final Westveer. William E. Vender Hart, Plumb’s Super Market of Muskethree games and ended with a 4-2 Dr. F. N. Pattersonand Henry gon, Van Raalte - Restaurant of
Zeeland,Russ’s Drive-In ’of Holmark. Although the Dutch were Winter.
The Holland Chapter of the Sons land. They paid a total of 5682.70
not as prolific scoring as a year
Aged Jamestown Man
ago when they totaled 129, the of the American Revolutionwill for the four champion birds.
hold
a
regular
meeting
WednesOther
buyers
were:
Don’s
FlowDutch did score 102 points . .
Succumbs at
FollowingKuyers and Vanderlind day evening at the home of C. H. ers. Zeeland; Heifje’s Market, ZeeZEELAND , (Special)—D. Clyde
in the rushing race was little Watt Me Bride. The paper of the even- land; R. E. Barber Ford Co., Holwith 54 yards on nine carries. ing will be on the subject “Thom- land; Venhuizen Autc Co., Hol- Hollis, 94. of Jamestown, died at
Hendricksonhad 18 yards on sev- as Jefferson," by Arthur B. Cot- land; Van Haitsma - Berghorst his home Friday evening followCo., Zeeland; Vanden Berg Buick ing a few months illness. He was
en carries and third - string Jim ton.
Mayor Vandersluis will not be Co., Holland;Constitution Under- a retired farmer and was born in
Menzer 12 yards in one try to
give him 67 yards in six tries a candidate for reno/nination for writers Agency; John Kleinheksel, Jamestown Tbwnship where he
this season. Menzer, with this total, the office of mayor at the spring Zeeland; Dr. Schmidt, Holland; lived his entire life. He and Mrs.
Is Hope’s yard per carry cham- primaries, it was announced in an Zeeland Coliseum; Baldus Radia- Hollis would have celebrated their
pion . . . Alma was not penalized article in the Thursday,Feb. 14 tor Service, Holland; Ben Wabeke 70th wedding anniversary next
in the game. Hope was penalized issue. Mayor Vandersluis definite- Vacuum Cleaner Service, Hol- April.
Surviving are the wife, Hannah;
25 yards, but 20 came in the last ly came out with this statement land; De Nooyer ChevroletCo.,
quarter . . . Lawrence led the win- Thursday.
HoUand; Jack Lewis, Holland; one daughter, Mrs. Ferne Vande
ners with 56 yards in 12 carries Next week Wednesday, Feb. 20, Mar/in Lindman AdvertisingAgen- Bunte; one son, Dari Hollis, both
while Johnpon had 28 in two runs, a Farm Bureau Rally will be held cy, HoUand Berghorst Plumbing, of Jamestown; six grandchildren;
i both starting from his deep spot in HoUand in the city haU. G. J Zeeland; Abe the Printer,Zealand; six great grandchLdren.
and Brady, the workhorse,made Deur will be the local chairman Yntema Funeral Home, Zeeland
only 14 yards in 21 yards but and he is busy making all the and Mrs. Dorothy Roberts, Grand
this West Michigan 4-H Turkey
seemed to be the ballcarrierif the necessary arrangements for the Haven.
show
a success, also thanks to the
Scots didn’t pass . . . Pope’s ra- big farm event of the season.
w£ wish to thank these buyers nine feed companiesand six hatchtioned its pass completions to exThe political pot began to boil for. the splendid cooperation ifiey eries who contributed toward the
actly one per quarter.
in earnest yesterday when fnenci have given to 4-H in helping mpke ribbons and trophies.

Hope

Cv .nty Agricultural Agent
V.’ ate glad to learn that Harry
Sutton, DHIA supervisor,is on the
mend. Harry had the misfortune
o* injuringhis leg while on the job.
He tells me he will le ready to go
back oi the job in about another
wee!.

a

Leslie H. Weller, 21. of 669 Gordon, speeding 38 in 25, 517; Vernon Boersen, of 177 East 17th St.,
excessivenoise and horn blowing, 51; William De Vries, 24, of
277K West 10th St.; speeding, 514;
Sylvia Ramaker, of 498 West 22nd
St., speeding, 510; William H.
Sims, 21, of 281 Columbia Ave.,
(Followingis another in the
speeding 38 in 25, 513; Gordon De
Vries, of 89 Gordon St., speeding series of articles taken from news
of the Lolland Daily Sentinel pub38 in 25 and stop sign, 513.

l

S-T

suspended.

Others appearingwere Kenneth
Quist, of 430 Maple Ave., impairing use of parking meter,
514.70; Rex Beatty, 17, Grand
Rapids, speeding 35 in 25, 510;
Donna Timmermans,of 154 Reed
Ave., speeding 37 in 25, 512 suspended; Henry A. Greene, East
Grand Rapids, speeding, 510; Willis Eugene Raterink, 20, route 1,
Zeeland,reckless driving, 534.70.

I

Seven applications for building
penplts were received last week
by City BuildingInspectorWilliam Layman. They included:
Josephine Overweg, 170 East
17th St., install cupboardsin bathroom; W. Harris, contractor; cost,

534.70.

was

>

ti

j*

I

Bernard McCort, 59, Saginaw,
chose to serve a 15-day jail term
on a disorderly-drunk charge instead of paying fine and costs of

V

}

^

Several persons appeared In

j

„ by Richard Machlcle,

riling Permits
w#

.•vljrlcipalCourt

Ask Ottawa County
Farm News

Bnwiu^.^SclmomngBromngCo.

I
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Through private donation, the Ottawa County Humane Society

’

story

- we work with

enforcement agencies and lend

local law

has built this modern shelter. This shelter represents the latest

support to new laws that might aid the cause of

developments in the sheltering and care of small animals.

The Society

What
Humane

will the

Humane

into

homes

and

pets.

for adoption.

We

animals, but try to locate

closely assist the Sheriff's Department,

Society do for our community? Like all

above

all

We

field services.

seeks to abolish cruelty.

terms our most obvious and important job

ery of lost animals

a Humane Officer to operate the shelter,

\

Societies, our Society

In specific

will have

humane treatment.

is

Society's

plan to operate an animal ambulance in the

county.

the recov-

hope to place these "foundlings"

These community services cost money.

not only pick up stray and unwanted

new homes

We

and supervise the

citizens' of our

We

feel sure that the

county will want to support this useful program.

for them. That's not all the

YOU CAN HELP BY BECOMING A MEMBER

NOW

DUES A DOLLAR A YEAR-FIFTY CENTS FOR CHILDREN

CAMPAIGN NOVEMBER

TO

12

17,

1956

Thl* Advertisement Sponsored by

The De Free Company

The Western Foundry Co.

De Witt's Zeeland Hatchery
Zcdand, Mich.

Holland Furnace Co.

Exchange Club

West Michigan Furniture Co.

Henry Walters Post 2144 V.F.W.

•

Home

Holland Fish &

Holland

7 Up Bottling Company of
Western Michigan, Inc.

T

ransplanter Co.

Buss Machine

Works

Hotel

Hart & Cooley Mfg. Co.

of

Co.

Zeeland, Mich.

Friend

Coepartvffla, Mich.

WHTC

Zeeland Farmers' Co-op

Inc.

Zealand, Mick.

Wayne Feed

Store

Zeeland, Mich.

Holland City

A

Holland Elks Lodge No. 1315

County Realty

Zeeland State Bank

The Holland Evening Sentinel

Commerce

Holland Rotary Club

T ri

Zeeland, Mich.

Coopersville Observer

Holland Broadcasting Co.

H. J. Heinz Co.

Chamber

Warm

Zeeland, Mich.

Zeeland Lumber & Supply Co.

Game Club

Holland Racine Shoes Inc.
—

of Dirkse Superior Layers

\

B. J.

W.

News

Forest Grove Mill
Hadeoavilla,Mich.

Friend

Berghorst &
Z««land, Mich.

Son

Farmers' Co-op Elevators
»

Hudienviile,Vriedond, Bauer, Jamestown

